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ABSTRACT: Underground inspection of, and archival research into, Peak District lead mines has identified over 30 workings that 
employed firesetting as an aid to ore extraction at a date before the use of black powder became the norm. 

A detailed study of one set of mines, at Northern Dale near Wensley, has investigated extensive surviving evidence for the use 
of this technique, primarily at mineralised flattings associated with a natural cave system which had developed following these 
bedding planes in the limestone. Several characteristic traits have been identified that enable firesetting work to be recognised 
archaeologically and distinguished this from natural passages and later mine workings. The firesetting was carried out to remove 
limestone in order to give enough height so that the thin mineralised beds could be followed laterally. Coal was the primary fuel, 
but this was ignited using twigs and small branches. Charcoal from these has been radiocarbon dated to the late 16th and/or 17th 
centuries. There is also evidence for careful ventilation control, for both air and smoke, in the form of sealed walls, passages and 
shafts created for this purpose.

A detailed account of the archaeological evidence used in assessing the Northern Dale mines is included, to demonstrate the value 
of thorough observation in unravelling the often-complex evidence for long-term episodic working of mines.

Whether the use of firesetting using coal across the orefield was restricted to the 16th and 17th centuries, or in some mines has 
earlier origins, is still to be tested. However, a case can be made that its use mostly had a restricted chronological range. It may be 
that firesetting was rarely applied at an earlier date as sufficient rich reserves of ore were available, where use of this extraction 
technique was unnecessary. The gradual depletion of easily won, good quality, ore in the 16th to 17th centuries, together with an 
increased demand for lead, led to new strategies being adopted. These included the driving of soughs to dewater workings and 
the employment of firesetting at narrow/low mineralised deposits above the water table at a time before black powder became 
commonly available. Similarly, improvements in ore smelting technology were developed. The identification of the use of coal adds 
another important industrial use to which this mineral was put in this period. Firesetting may well have played a significant part in 
the rise of proto-industrial ore extraction practices and changes in mindset towards mining.

RECOGNISING THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

Archaeological evidence for the underground use of firesetting 
within Peak District lead mines has been known for several 
decades but never investigated in detail. Jim Rieuwerts had 
recognised this, primarily from heat-altered surfaces and sooting, 
and introduced one of the authors (JB) to some of this evidence 
in a series of underground trips in the 1990s. Workings with 
known firesetting included Old Ash Mine and Lords and Ladies 
Mine at Northern Dale, Coalpit Rake (Devonshire Cavern) 
(Rieuwerts 1970, p. 14), the Nestus Pipes (Great Masson and 
Rutland Caverns) (Barnatt and Rieuwerts 1998), Owlet Hole, 
and Dark Hole and Primrose Level at Matlock Bath, and Old 
Gells Mine near Wirksworth. In addition, Nick Butcher, John 
Beck and others had identified evidence for firesetting at Stub 
Scrin near Eyam (Whitehouse 1986; Gill and Beck 1991, p. 
211). The then known evidence for firesetting was reviewed in 
1995 (Barnatt with Rieuwerts 1995). Firesetting more generally 
has been widely studied, often in prehistoric and third world 
contexts (reviewed Willies 1994; Craddock 1995; Weisgerber 
and Willies 2001).

One of the authors (JB) first decided to study the Peak District 
evidence for firesetting in 2000 as part of an ongoing interest in 
pre-powder mining in the orefield, after having visited Old Ash 
Mine for the first time and realising the extent and quality of 
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evidence for this early extraction technique here, complementing 
that at Coalpit Rake which he had previously visited several time 
with Jim Rieuwerts (Barnatt 1991a; 1991b). Terry Worthington 
shared similar interests, and we soon joined forces, deciding 
initial research was to take two directions - a general search 
to identify further fireset workings (Section 2) and a detailed 
study of the extensive and relatively intact, if often constricted, 
fireset workings in Northern Dale near Wensley (Colour Plate 1) 
(Sections 3, 7). Detailed recording and analysis of further mines 
has included the survey of minor examples of firesetting at Long 
Tor Top Mine and at Dark Hole and Primrose Level at Matlock 
Bath, while work at important fireset mines at Coalpit Rake 
at Matlock Bath and Harrybecca Mine/Evans Gin on Hassop 
Common is ongoing.

Our assessment of all these fireset workings has tested 
assumptions as to the nature and interpretation of archaeological 
indicators of firesetting and has led to a gradual refinement of 
our recognition of the evidence for this (Plate 1, Colour Plate 2). 
This evidence includes:

Heat-altered surfaces.
Distinctive passage shapes, shafts and deads.
Sooting of fireset and pre-existing passage surfaces.
Detritus from the burning of fuels.
Associated ventilation-control measures.

•
•
•
•
•
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One surprise was that at the 30 certain sites with surviving 
archaeological evidence so far identified in the Peak, with only 
one minor exception, the primary fuel was coal rather than 
wood (the norm in prehistoric and most other known contexts 
elsewhere). 

Given the identified use of coal as the main fuel, which is known 
to have been mined locally from medieval times, we initially 
postulated a working hypothesis that much of the firesetting 
was likely to be of medieval or early post-medieval date. In the 
Peak District orefield there are supporting 17th century archives 
for the employment of firesetting, but the date of its first use is 
unclear as surviving mining documentation is sparser for earlier 
centuries. Whilst a pre-medieval date could not be ruled out, it 
seems unlikely that there was extensive prehistoric underground 
extraction of lead ores in the Peak District. Similarly, Roman and 
Anglo Saxon mining is likely to have normally taken the form of 
opencasts and presumably to have also extended underground in 
rich deposits where firesetting would not necessarily have been 
needed. The archaeological analyses of the mines at Northern 
Dale presented here are the first test of this medieval/early post-
medieval hypothesis; the radiocarbon dating of samples from 
here have led to modification of our ideas.

FIRESETTING IN THE PEAK – THE HISTORICAL 
BACKGROUND

Pre-Powder Mining

There is much documentary evidence for extensive medieval 
and early post-medieval pre-powder lead mining in the Peak 
District; this mostly relates to ore output and disputes over 
title and mineral rights (Lander and Vellacott 1907; Kirkham 
1968; Blanchard 1971; Barnatt with Rieuwerts 1995; Rieuwerts 
1998b; Ford and Rieuwerts 2000). Much of the documentary 

information on pre 18th century 
mining is to be found within the 
Public Record Office collections, and 
the majority of the sources quoted in 
this volume have been studied by Jim 
Rieuwerts, who over a series of years 
has, to date, examined over 1500 
Derbyshire lead mining documents 
there.

It is believed that much medieval 
(and earlier) lead mining in the 
orefield took the form of opencuts 
into the many veins that outcropped 
at surface. The richest of these veins 
may well have been followed to 
some depth underground, to a point 
where water or other significant 
difficulty stopped progress. However, 
the archaeological evidence for 
this medieval mining is often 
unrecognisable, or at least so far has 
proved illusive, and historical sources 
mostly give no clues as to where to 
look. The majority of medieval mines 
have gone undocumented. However, 
underground mining has been 
demonstrated at the Nestus Pipes at 
Matlock Bath, where documentation 
shows that extensive work had been 
undertaken in the pipe deposits here 
by the 1470s (Flindall and Hayes 
1976); this mining has been argued 
to be still identifiable from distinctive 
fine pickwork here (Barnatt and 
Rieuwerts 1998; Barnatt 2003). All 
early extraction was achieved using 
simple technology, with hand tools 
such as picks, chisels and wedges, 

aided by baling and hand pumps to remove water, and hand 
stowes for bringing ore to surface. Normally it is impossible to 
give a precise date to archaeological evidence such as pickwork 
scars commonly found in mines, except that sometimes the 
lack of associated shotholes for powder work is suggestive of 
mining pre-dating the later 17th century. Fine examples of what 
is probably pre-powder pickwork in vein cheeks can still be 
seen for example above Castleton in the opencuts at Dirtlow 
Rake and the nearby Pindale Scrins. Firesetting, a technique 
first used in prehistoric copper and other metal mines across 
Europe and beyond, is also commonly quoted as having been 
frequently employed from an early date in the Peak District lead 
mines – the date at which this was actually in common use will 
be returned to in Section 6.

It is thought that at most large productive veins, mining had 
reached the watertable by the end of the 16th century and that 
flooding had thus started to inhibit further profitable mining. 
This led to the widespread introduction of soughs for drainage 
in the 17th century, and eventually to high capital investment in 
deep mines that also employed engines for winding and pumping 
(Willies 1979; Rieuwerts 1987; Barnatt with Rieuwerts 1995; 
Rieuwerts 1998b; Ford and Rieuwerts 2000).  

Firesetting

Turning now to documentation of firesetting as an extraction 
technique from medieval times onwards, and also its employment 
in the Peak District, a number of relevant sources have been 
identified.

Perhaps the best-known original account of firesetting is that by 
Agricola published in 1556, writing about then modern mining 
techniques employed in continental Europe, particularly in and 
around the Alps. He illustrated the technique (Fig. 1), noting:

Fig. 1. Agricola’s depiction of firesetting published in 1556 in De Re Metalica.
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Plate 1.  Typical Northern Dale passages, inside the lower entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine, with heat-altered surfaces and 
distinctive domed roofs at both passages going off (Copyright: Paul Deakin).

‘if a vein held in the rocks cannot be hewn out because of the 
hardness or other difficulty, and the drift or tunnel is low, a heap 
of dried logs is placed against the rock and fired; if the drift or 
other tunnel is high, two heaps are necessary, of which one is 
placed above the other, and both burn until the fire has consumed 
them. This force does not generally soften a large portion of 
the vein, but only some of the surface. …The fire being driven 
by the draught into the vein, separates it from the rock which, 
however hard it may be, often becomes so softened as to be the 
most easily breakable of all. … While the heated veins and rock 
are giving forth a foetid vapour and the shafts and tunnels are 
emitting fumes, the miners and other workmen do not go down 
into the mines lest the stench affect their health or actually kill 
them …Prudent and skilled miners burn the piles of wood on 
Friday, towards evening, and they do not descend into the shafts 
nor enter the tunnels again before Monday.’

He also noted that the fireset rock was removed using crowbars 
and hammers or, when intractable, with picks. He stated that 
firesetting could only be used with the permission of mine 
owners in adjoining mines and the bergmeister, and that it was 
an ancient technique, used by Spanish miners in Roman times. 
We now know it had been practiced for thousands of years 
before this, starting in the Early Bronze Age when metal ores 
were first extracted across Europe (Craddock 1995). Agricola 
makes no mention of fuels other than wood, and many people 
have assumed that this was always employed; a point to which 
we will return.  For, as noted above, in the Peak District 
archaeological evidence indicates that coal was widely used.

The most detailed and earliest description of firesetting in 
Derbyshire mines was given by Hooson in his 1747 Miners 
Dictionary. Hooson was a lead miner who described himself as 

a Derbyshire miner who had worked extensively here and also 
in Shropshire, Wales and the North of England. He was born in 
the Peak District in 1679, was active here until 1714, and died 
near Halkyn in North Wales in 1765 (Rieuwerts 2005). In his 
dictionary he states that firesetting ‘is the most Ancient way that 
was used to break down the hardest Rocks.’ but that ‘There is 
no County with us, where it is used now a Days, so that very 
few Miners understand any thing of it; since the way of blasting 
has been known it has by Degrees decayed’. It is clear from his 
text that he, or miners with which he conversed, had previously 
had direct experience of its use. He discusses the relative merits 
of its use under different circumstances when compared with 
gunpowder, bemoaning that it was little used by the time he 
wrote his dictionary. Sinking in narrow scrins was argued to be 
easier with firesetting, where first the miner should first remove 
the mineral ‘as far as may be, then the Fire is carefully placed 
on the Sole, and first Dry-wood is laid that is small, and will 
easily be inflamed’. To achieve an effective result, this was said 
to require some skill in order to use ‘leading fires’ to widen the 
scrin sufficiently to then light larger fires. He notes that:

‘in managing this good and Ancient way of Workmanship; and 
first the chief thing is, to take care to bring as good a Wind 
along with us, and always as near the Fire as possible we can; 
and this is done by some Fang [sealed culvert] most commonly, 
and always so continued, that the Air may strike under it, or at 
least against it, and so burn the better, and carry of the Smoke 
more cleverly; this care taken, the Fire is first built of dry Wood 
that is small and will be inflamed by a Candle on that we put 
larger; and lastly, such like as Cord-wood, and when such Wood 
is scarce, we mix it with Coal or Horse Bones, which is very 
good for the purpose, and makes a very hot and fierce Fire, 
and having laid on what we think sufficient we Fire it, and 
leave it till next Morning, and then it will be for the most Part 
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burn’d out, and the Stones some fallen, and others are cracked 
and riven, that they will easy be got; sometimes when the Fire 
endureth long the work will be very hot, and then if one have the 
conveniency of some Water to throw upon it will cool it, and the 
Stone will crack with a Report much like Pistols shot off, and 
fly off much more effectually, and better than without it; but one 
has not the Water always ready’. 

He also states that if the stone was solid, without large joints, 
the ore was often melted to lead. He goes on to describe how 
firesetting should be executed in places other than the soles of 
workings:

‘in a Forfield we use to chocke Stones between the Sides, as 
we see it may be suitable to the Place to bear up, and support 
the Fire that it fall not down from its Place before it has fully 
done its Business; in a Roof we always make a Bunding [timber 
platform] at a fit Distance from the Roof and cover it with stones 
very safely, and make the fire thereon; and in Roof the Fire work 
very Effectually.’

He notes that where workings were so wet that fire would not 
burn there was no remedy before the introduction of powder. 
Further stating that ‘Chert, Spar, etc. or Stone mixt therewith, 
never Fires well.’ He concluded that firesetting is:

‘the easiest Work ….. that belongs to Mining, for all a Miner 
can do, is to break up his Fire, slit his Sticking [narrow scrin], 
and lay another in one Day, and that must [not] burn in Mineral 
Time [between 8am and 4pm]’.

At a later date, White Watson recorded in his notes, written in 
the late 18th or early 19th century, that:

‘The Ancient method of working lead mines in Derbyshire – sink 
a shaft 10 fathoms or so and then make a fire to crack the rock 
– then with a ramrake – rake the stone down and the Ore out 
of the vein – sideways above and below as far as you can reach 
with long ramrakes – 5 or 6 foot long or much more – the fire 
made of bones – which they collected for miles…. They also had 
Maw pick [a pick with one pointed end and one blunt end for 
hammering] that cleave the stone down’ (DRO, M 878, p. 42).

This account gives detail not mentioned by Hooson, particularly 
with regard to collecting bones for fuel, and thus must have been 
from an independent source.

Mander writing in the early 19th century also confirms that 
firesetting was no longer practiced, saying it: 

‘…. was the method resorted to by the miners, for facilitating 
their cutting through Rocks and other hard measures before the 
art of Blasting them with gunpowder was discovered.’ (Mander 
1824).

Stokes writing the late 19th century noted that timber was 
‘burned for breaking down the sides of the veins and getting the 
mineral before blasting by gunpowder was known or employed 
in Derbyshire.’, noting that the use of firesetting was controlled 
in article XL of the ratification of traditional miners law made 
by the Great Barmote Court at Wirksworth in October 1665, 
where it states ‘We say that any Miner in an open rake, may 
kindle and light his fire, after four of the clock in the afternoon, 
giving his neighbour lawful warning thereof.’ (Stokes 1996, p. 
1). As the research documented here shows, the use of timber for 
fuel on Stokes’ part may have been an unwarranted assumption. 
He also observed that firesetting was the ‘most ancient method 
of working or getting the ore  … this is fully borne out by the 
miners at the present day at times finding some of the old fires 
partly burnt out, or, in some case, ready for firing. The author 
has seen both the walls of the mine and the burnt ashes; remains 
of this ancient method of getting ore’ (Stokes 1996, p. 20). This 
suggests that the occurrence of earlier workings with evidence 
for firesetting must have been relatively common. Another 
instance of the finding of evidence for firesetting by later miners 

is recorded in the Matlock Guardian in 1908. Here an article notes 
that upon reopening Red Rake Mine and associated workings at 
Dog Rake and Cat Rake, at the eastern end of Longstone Edge, 
miners found old fireset workings in the upper part of the mine 
(Jim Rieuwerts pers. comm.).

The custom with regard to firesetting is reiterated at a slightly 
earlier date than the 1665 Barmote article, in Manlove’s poem 
of 1653 concerning the mining in the Low Peak or Wirksworth 
Liberty of the Derbyshire orefield, which states:

If oar be found, the fruit of his desire, 
And woughs [vein walls] be strete, the Miner then may fire,
Yet not at all times of his own accord,
But at such times as Custom doth accord,
In th’ afternoon, and after four a clock,
He may make fire on the Ragged Rock,
But first he must give notice lest the smoak 
In other groves his fellow Miners Choak,
And after notice, if they careless be
And lose their lives, the firer shall go free. (Manlove 1653, p. 7).

However, this clause is not included in documentation of the 
Derbyshire miners laws prior to the 17th century, which were 
first put to paper in the Quo Warrento of 1288. This was held at 
Ashbourne and later regarded as applying to both the High and 
Low Peak Liberties, and revised by the Great Barmote Court for 
the Low Peak in 1525, 1549 and 1557 (Rieuwerts 1978; 1988). 
Similarly, it does not appear in the miner’s laws as stated for 
the High Peak Liberty in 1601 (Jim Rieuwerts, pers. comm.). 
The first known inclusion of controls on firesetting occurs in the 
Ashford Liberty court laws recorded in 1626 (Jim Rieuwerts, 
pers. comm.) and, as noted above, a similar law was recorded 
in 1655 for the Crown’s Low Peak Liberty (this is often quoted 
as 1665, but there are two manuscript copies dated 1655 - Jim 
Rieuwerts, pers. comm.). It is not known whether the early 
omissions are because firesetting was not commonly practiced 
in the Derbyshire orefield until after the 16th century, or just that 
the miners’ courts had not concerned themselves with codifying 
such details until the 17th century (Lander and Vellacott 
1907, p. 334-45). This latter interpretation is supported by the 
apparent lack of inclusion of firesetting regulation in the High 
Peak Liberty until sometime after 1672 (Jim Rieuwerts pers. 
comm.). Firesetting is likely to have already been practiced here 
for decades, and possibly significantly longer, by this date.

The earliest identified documentary references to firesetting in 
the orefield dates to 1615 and 1622, when it is mentioned in 
tithe disputes. Here miners stated that when working at depth, 
‘commonly through rocks of hard stone’, this was difficult and 
expensive work and could only be accomplished with ‘the aid 
of fire’ and ‘danger to their lives’ (PRO, E 134/13 Jas I Mich 
3; PRO, E 112/5/156; Kirkham 1965, p. 18; Rieuwerts 1998, 
70). However, prior to the 17th century surviving detailed 
documentation of mining becomes increasingly rare as one 
proceeds back in time. Thus, the lack of documentation cannot 
in itself be taken as a reliable guide as to whether firesetting 
was practiced or not. It is known that firesetting was employed 
somewhat earlier is nearby coalmines. At Wollaton near 
Nottingham a shaft was sunk in 1551 through hard stone using 
‘firesetting coal’ (Smith 1981), and coal was possibly being 
used to drive a sough at Selston near Alfreton in the 1575 (Jim 
Rieuwerts pers. comm., information from Graham Crisp).

Other references to firesetting in the Peak District lead orefield 
occur later in the 17th century, as for instance in or shortly 
before 1652 at the Dovegang Mines, when John Vermuyden and 
partners drove out of Gang Rake to reach Shore’s Cross Rake and 
then onto Godbehere Rake. In a resulting legal case the miners 
at Godbehere Vein claimed the workings out of Gang Rake were 
illegal, undertaken ‘by firing and unlawfully working it, there 
being no rake or rib of ore’ between the two.  They suggested 
that the cross-cut, made by ‘strong firing’ out of the cheek of 
Gang Rake, was later salted with ore to make it appear a legal 
drivage (PRO, DL 1/391; Kirkham 1953, pp 23-4). The primary 
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interest here is that these depositions indicate that firesetting was 
used to break limestone. Another slightly earlier court dispute, 
concerning Gentlewomans Mine at Matlock in 1637, illustrates 
that firesetting was also used to sink shafts (PRO, DL 1/352). 
That firesetting continued in use until the early 18th century, and 
was sometimes employed in conjunction with other extraction 
techniques, is confirmed by a statement dated 1717-18, when 
miners at Ball Lee Pipe (Ball Eye Mine in the Via Gellia), were 
‘cutting, fireing and blasting a rider near twenty yards thick’ 
(PRO, DL 1/476; Rieuwerts 1998; p. 71).

Only one documentary reference to firesetting close to Northern 
Dale has been identified, where in 1642 ‘firing through a 
woage [vein wall]’ took place at Peverell Grove in Hallwood 
Dale (PRO, DL 1/370). This is the next small dry valley north-
westwards from Northern Dale, only about 400m away.

There is no archaeological or documentary evidence to suggest 
that Hooson’s recommendation of 1747, that firesetting should 
be reintroduced, was ever taken up. By this date miners were no 
doubt generally familiar with the use of powder. Presumably the 
increased output made possible by using blasting was seen as an 
advantage that outweighed his comment that firesetting was the 
‘easiest work’ that miners could do.

The earliest known use of powder in Peak District mines dates 
to the 1660s, at both the Ecton Mines and Cromford Sough, and 
there are several references to its use at other mines through the 
rest of this century (Barnatt et al. 1997; Porter and Robey 2000; 
Rieuwerts 1983; 1998a; Robey 1969). However, there was 
undoubtedly a period of transition, where its use was restricted 
to larger ventures and/or by more progressive miners. It is 
thought that powder blasting had not been universally adopted 
until the early 17th century, with a date of 1720-30 having been 
suggested for firesetting becoming obsolete (Rieuwerts 1998, 
p. 71).

To summarise the above accounts, it seems that firesetting was 
an effective if slow mining technique. It was primarily used to 
remove hard rock such as limestone, particularly where this was 
necessary to follow narrow veins or low flattings. It was not 
effective for removing mineral itself, which in any case was 
often softer and could be picked or barred with relative ease. This 
observation is supported by the character of the archaeological 
evidence found during present research into firesetting (Sections 
2, 3, 7). A second disadvantage with firesetting was that care and 
effort were needed to provide good ventilation, to give enough 
airflow to ensure that the fires burnt and smoke cleared. Again 
the present research has found evidence for carefully constructed 
ventilation-control walls and the creation of ventilation passages 
and shafts. There was a danger of suffocation once the fires had 
been lit. In some instances the workings as a whole may have 
rapidly filled with toxic smoke, even when necessary airflow 
measures had been put in place that helped carry the fumes 
away from the fire. A further disadvantage was that firesetting 
could not be used when the mine was excessively wet, which 
presumably meant that mineral could not normally be extracted 
below the water table wherever limestone needed removal.

Fuels noted in the documentary sources include wood, coal and 
horse bones. As we have already noted, in the Peak District 
mines, the main fuel used seems to have been coal rather than 
wood. Thus, Hooson’s mention of wood as a fuel may well 
have been in reference to other orefields where wood was more 
plentifully available. Stokes’ may have assumed this was the 
fuel used in Derbyshire, as by his time there were no miners 
alive that had direct experience of using the technique in the 
region. The mention of animal bones used as a fuel, by both 
Hooson and White Watson, remains a mystery. The advantages 
of this fuel are unclear and no archaeological evidence has been 
found to date, although their use in some mines in the Peak 
District seems likely, particularly given White Watson’s specific 
comments to this effect.

5

Notes on Terminology

Many specialist mining and geological terms are used in this 
volume that require some prior knowledge of their meaning; 
readers without this grounding are referred to general works 
which explain these (Rieuwerts 1998b; Ford and Rieuwerts 
2000; Ford 2002). However, two terms require further comment 
here.

Before the 20th century, lead miners referred to palaeokarst 
and later caves, mineralised vughs (mineral-lined cavities) and 
sometimes mineralised flattings, as ‘pipes’, often using the term 
loosely and drawing no distinctions between different types of 
irregular cavities.  This term is used below when discussing 
historical accounts of the mines, and elsewhere when it is 
difficult to draw geological distinctions or where a general non-
specific term is required.

In the descriptions of mine workings given below the term 
‘trial’ is often used.  This is defined here as an exploratory 
working for mineral where it is unlikely that economically 
viable ores was found.  In some instances this is clearly the 
case, as for example where only isolated shotholes exist, the 
limited removal of rock being done to test for mineralisation 
beneath dirty surfaces where the character of these was not 
obvious beforehand.  In other instances, sooted surfaces have 
subsequently been intermittently scratched through with a pick 
or similar tool.  In further cases unmined mineral deposits 
occur within cave passages where only minimal exploration of 
has taken place and was soon abandoned as little or no lead 
ore was found.  However, the term ‘trial’ is also used below 
for more-extensive work where extraction has removed several 
cubic metres of rock/mineral, but where a distinct impression 
is gained that no viable ore deposits were found that warranted 
further extraction.  In some instances earlier mineralised flat 
workings were extended by only a short distance.  In others, 
scrins were followed by driving levels, which were abandoned 
without stoping having taken place.
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John Barnatt and Terry Worthington

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE ACROSS THE 
OREFIELD

Over the last six years or so the authors, with help from a small 
team of willing volunteers, have searched the Peak District for 
mines that have been worked with the aid of firesetting. This 
examination has included many of the more obscure as well as 
well-known mines that are readily accessible, making about 85 
sites in total. While this search is still far from complete, as it is 
beyond the scope of any one small team to enter the hundreds of 
surviving capped shafts across the orefield, enough examples of 
fireset workings have been found to present a provisional corpus 
that demonstrates something of the extent and character of the 
evidence. Our search has concentrated on relatively shallow 
workings, as early mining seems most probable to have been 
extensive here.  While deeper fireset workings are also likely to 
exist, this remains to be adequately assessed; only one certain 
example is included in the corpus, at Calf Pingle North Mine 
near Eyam, which has recently been reported by John Beck.

To date, between 30 and 38 mines have been identified in the 
Peak District with evidence for firesetting (Table 1; Fig. 2). Of 
these 25-32 mines have evidence for the primary fuel used being 
coal, mainly comprising pieces of burnt coal (i.e. cinders) found 
in workings with fireset surfaces. Only one mine has evidence 
for firesetting using wood as the main fuel. This is at a small 
fireset trial at Matlock Bath within the Dark Hole and Primrose 
Level’s upper workings, where there is an associated deposit of 
charcoal.

Of the 8 workings interpreted as only possibly fireset, the 
uncertainly mainly arises from the presence of burnt coal and/or 
soot, but no signs of heat-altered surfaces. In addition, at most of 
these examples the burnt coal has been found in isolation, often 
displaced and out of context, or the sooting is close to the mine 
entrance. With all these examples, other interpretations need 
consideration. It is known that fires were also lit underground 
to facilitate ventilation, particularly at the bases of shafts, 
while backfilled workings can contain material introduced 
from surface, including burnt coal from steam engines and 
other industrial and domestic contexts. Similarly, at horizontal 
mine entrances bonfires could have been lit in later non-mining 
contexts, leading to sooting. In a few instances, as at Clayton 
Mine at Ecton, there were underground steam engines; here 
the older pipe workings closer to surface are heavily sooted as 
a result. In addition, occasionally there are records of miners 
being smoked out of their workings. The best-known case is at 
Magpie Mine in 1833, when the act was malicious (Willies in 
Ford and Rieuwerts 2000, pp 87-98). In an earlier instance, at 
Tearsall Rake above Northern Dale, it is recorded that in 1632 
miners were ‘smothered to death by a fire made underground’ 
(PRO, DL 1/333). In this example it is unclear why the fire was 
lit, but given the date, it may be that this was for firesetting.

At some of the c. 85 mines searched, as for example at several 
in the Via Gellia, it came as no surprise that little evidence 
for firesetting was found, extraction using powder here is the 
norm and shotholes are common. However, several mines with 
documentary evidence for early working were also searched but 
no indications of firesetting found. 

At Odin Mine near Castleton, worked from at least the 13th 
century, the stopes running into the hillside from the deep 
opencut may well have been generally wide enough to work 
without resorting to firesetting. However, the liquid mud on the 
floor in the main upper workings, derived from the shale roof 
and rotting leaves, makes the identification of coal/burnt coal 
deposits impossible. This said, exposed sections through clean 
deposits further into the mine have no obvious coal/burnt coal 
fragments. The main narrow side vein with accessible workings 
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within Odin Mine, at Amy Gutter, appears to be entirely powder-
driven.

Dirtlow Rake has been in work from at least the 1530s. The 
opencuts here that run south-west from Pindale are again wide 
and no heat-altered surfaces have been found. These are not 
now deep enough to successfully assess, and now-inaccessible 
side workings could have been fireset, as hinted at by coal/
burnt coal deposits nearby at Pindale. Similar deposits have 
been found at another wide vein, Moss Rake, a little further 
south. 

While limited use of firesetting has been identified at the 
extensive early mines in the Carding’s Nestus/Nestus Pipes at 
Matlock Bath, which were being worked from at least the 1470s, 
this extraction technique was probably largely unnecessary 
due to the easily worked nature of the pipe deposits here. The 
main use of firesetting in these workings, as identified from the 
physical evidence for heat alteration, was in associated narrow 
veins rather than in the pipes themselves.

A similar explanation may perhaps apply to the lower 
mineralised pipe workings at Ball Eye in the Via Gellia. The 
upper workings closer to the dale top here largely comprise 
natural passages where sediments, that were presumably 
mineral-rich, have been removed. No traces of firesetting have 
been found anywhere at the accessible Ball Eye workings, 
despite probable early documentation of mining from 1550 
(Jim Rieuwerts pers. comm.), and the recorded instance of 
firesetting here in 1717-18 noted above. It is not known where 
in the mine this took place, but presumably this was in a part 
that is not now accessible.

Another notable extensive series of early mine workings 
where firesetting has not been found are the southern parts 
of what are collectively now known as Old Millclose Mine, 
which come to surface just west of Wensley village. These 
upper workings, in the Hamber Grove and Acre Grove 
titles, have been mined from at least the beginning of the 
17th century and probably earlier (Rieuwerts 2000b). Here 
the extensive passages, enterable via ‘Red Lion Shaft’ and 
‘Steaming Shaft’ (Warriner 2000), comprise natural caverns 
where extensive sediments were worked for the lead ore 
within them. Very little mineralisation in the cave walls 
exists and the main passages do not appear to follow mineral 
veins or palaeokarst mineralisation; firesetting would not 
have been necessary. Similarly, just above Northern Dale at 
Hit and Miss Mine (Gill and Beck 1991, p. 130-1 - Tearsall 
Pipe Caverns No. 2), a recent inspection of ‘Pool Series’ 
has shown that the mining again predominantly comprised 
sediment removal from natural caverns. Only one mineralised 
flatting was mined, but this took place at a late date with the 
aid of powder. Unfortunately, further potentially promising 
pipe workings further up the hill at Tearsall (Flindall 1974), 
were largely destroyed by quarrying several years ago.

A CORPUS OF FIRESETTING SITES - CERTAIN/
PROBABLE EXAMPLES

Calf Pingle North Mine, Eyam SK 2091 7704)

Recent explorations at this mine on a vein that was worked 
eastwards from Dustypit Mine, led by John Beck, have followed 
workings to an accessible depth of about 75m, below which the 
mine is now flooded (Beck 2004a/b). Extensive sooting from 
smoke trails has been found along a level at 55m depth, which 
is thought to be associated with firesetting. There are also burnt 
coal deposits on the floor of this level. Nearby, offset from the 
vein, there is a very small drystone-lined vertical ‘shaft’, too 
small to enter and interpreted as a possible ventilation flue 

2. FIRESETTING AT PEAK DISTRICT MINES: A CORPUS
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Table 1: Known Firesetting Sites and the Character of the Evidence Found.

Key
Column A: Mine name.
Column B: Firesetting of veins/joints.
Column C: Firesetting of flattings/pipeworkings.
Column D: Heat-altered surfaces.
Column E: Sooting.
Column F: Coal/burnt coal as the primary fuel (with some charcoal).
Column G: Charcoal as the primary fuel.
Column H: Fireset deads.
Column I: Other physical evidence of early mining.
X: Good examples, (X): Minor or uncertain examples.

Certain/Probable Sites

          A B C D E F G H          I
1. Calf Pingle North Mine X - ? X X - - Ventilation ‘shaft’
2. Stub Scrin X - X X X - - Ventilation fang
3. Harrybecca Mine/Evans Gin X (X) X X X - - -
4. Harrybecca Mine (east) X - ? X ? ? - -
5. Whalfe Pipe X X X X (X) - - -
6. Mandale Mine X - X X X - - 
7. Old Ash Mine - X X X X - X Ventilation-control walls,
        Ventilation fang, 
        Swept surfaces, 
        Woodpecker pickwork
8. Lords and Ladies Mine (X) X X X X - X Ventilation-control walls, 
        Fireset shafts, 
        Firesetting platform notches
9. Upper Lords and Ladies Mine (X) X X X X - X Fireset shaft, Swept surfaces, 
        Firesetting platform notches
10. Northern Dale, SSE Shaft - X X X X - - -
11. Northern Dale, South-         
               East Pipe Workings  - X X X X - X Ventilation-control walls, 
        Fireset shaft
12. Noon Nick Mine X (X) - X X - - -
13. Carding’s Nestus Pipes  X - X X X - - Woodpecker pickwork
14. Bacon Rake and Nestus Pipes X X X X X - - Woodpecker pickwork
15. Dark Hole and Primrose Level X - X X (X) X - -
16. Hard Rake X - - X X - - -
17. Long Tor Top Mine X X X X X - - -
18. Key Vein X - X X X - - -
19. Newthole Vein X - X X X - - -
20. Coalpit Rake X - X X X - X Fireset thurls,Fireset shafts
21. Owlet Hole X - X X X - - -
22. Great Rake/Moletrap Vein X - X X X - - -
23. Moor Farm, Bonsall  Moor  X - ? X X - - -
24. Hollow Phinnis Pipes - X - X X - - -
25. Slinter Wood Trial X - X X - - - -
26. Allen’s Hill Mine - X X X X - - Probable fireset level
27. Old Gells Mine X - X X X - - Firesetting platform
28. Dream Hole Mine X - X X X - - -
29. Spencers Rake X - X X X - - -
30. Ecton Hill Mines - X ? X X - -  -

Possible Sites

          A B C D E F G H           I
31. Pindale Opencuts (X) - - - (X) - - Early pickwork
32. Moss Rake (X) - - - (X) - - Early pickwork
33. Chance Mine  (X) - - (X) - - - -
34. Coombs Dale (X) - - (X) - - - -
35. Tear Breeches Trial (X) - (X) (X) - - - -
36. Cow Hole Pipes - (X) - - (X) - - -
37. Ashover (X) - - - (X) - - -
38. Back o’ th’ Brook Mines ? ? - ? (X) - - -
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Fig. 2.    The distribution of mines in the Peak District orefield with identified evidence for firesetting, and the potential sources of 
coal used for fuel, identified from archaeological and documentary sources as having pre-early 19th century coal mining (Firesetting 
sites numbered after Table 1. Coal mining sites noted in the texts – A: Stanage Edge, B: Baslow/Chatsworth Park, C: Beeley Moor, 
D: Lumsdale/Tansley Green, E: Alderwasley, F: Ollersett Moor, G: Fernilee, H: Goyt’s Moss, I: Axe Edge/Orchard Common, 

J: Goldsitch Moss, K: Blue Hills).

(John Beck, pers. comm.). This site has not been assessed by 
the authors.

Stub Scrin, Eyam Dale, Eyam (SK 2189 7607)

A 15m deep mine shaft near the top of Eyam Dale, which 
led via a short cross cut to Stub Scrin, was dug out in 1982 
(Whitehouse 1986; Gill and Beck 1991, p. 211; John Beck, pers. 
comm.). This entered a small stope worked with powder, which 
immediately to the north-east of the cross-cut intersected a very 
narrow and sooted fireset part of the scrin at about 24m below 
surface. The level floor was covered with ‘coal and ash’, and 
the passage had a classic fireset-vein profile, which narrowed at 
the top and had spalled surfaces. This passage had evidence for 
ventilation control in the form of a c. 4m long ‘fang’, created 

by placing a false floor of slabs above the base of the working, 
with a passage for air between the two. At the north-east end 
of this fireset working there was a choked shaft to surface in a 
cross joint, which may well have been the early miners point of 
entry. Beyond here the vein continued as what was described as 
a ‘fireset stope’, but as this was too tight to enter it may be that 
it was a sooted but natural passage on the vein. This site has not 
been assessed by the authors.

Harrybecca Mine/Evans Gin, Hassop (centred SK 2235 7315)

These interconnected vein workings in a coppice on Hassop 
Common have an upper entrance and now-dangerous lower 
entrances. The workings have commonly been referred to as 
Harrybecca Mine. However, this name strictly applies only to 
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Plate 2.  Harrybecca Mine/Evans Gin on Hassop Common: The 
high, partially-fireset, eastern part of the northernmost stope, 

with sooted roof (Copyright: Paul Deakin).

Plate 3.  Harrybecca Mine/Evans 
Gin on Hassop Common: The 
intermittently sooted western part of 
the northern stope (Copyright: Paul 

Deakin).

the southern of the two main veins visible at surface as opencuts, 
while that to the north is named Evans Gin on a 20th century 
Barmaster map and in 19th century Barmaster documentation. 
Underground there are several semi-parallel stopes along narrow 
intersecting veins, some partially open to day, some of which 
were later reworked as Bacon’s Fluorspar Mine (Pickin 1975). 
The vein workings beyond the 20th century mining include 
some of the finest examples of narrow fireset stopes that have 

been found in the orefield. Detailed assessment is ongoing, but 
provisional observations can be made.

In the northernmost stope, in its eastern half (not shown on the 
1975 survey), there is a high stope that is over 45m long that 
was not reworked for fluorspar (Plate 2). Here there is much 
sooting, intermittent patches of heat-altered surfaces on the 
walls, and some burnt coal on the floor. No shotholes were 
observed, except a few near the roof in parts where there is no 
soot and it has presumably been heightened somewhat. Near the 
east end the passage is not as high and the fireset surfaces extend 
to roof level but there is still no soot.

A western underground extension of the northern stopes, reached 
from the southern stopes via a branch working, which again 
is beyond the area reworked for fluorspar, also has extensive 
evidence for firesetting. Here there is a c. 55m long section 
of passage which includes high stopes and lower passages at 
different levels, with very few shotholes but intermittent sooting 
(Plate 3, Colour Plate 3). There are heat-altered surfaces in 
narrow upper parts of the workings here and in places much 
burnt coal on the floor. 

Close to the western end of the accessible parts of the southern 
vein working just noted, this intersects a small and steeply-
sloping mineralised ‘flatting’ with extensive sooting. The 
many workings on Hassop Common, most of which are now 
inaccessible with the notable exception of those described 
here, were known by the miners as the ‘Plumbs and Hadings’ 
(Rieuwerts 1998b, 85, 121). ‘Flattings’ or ‘hadings’ such as 
that found were common locally and it may be that many were 
fireset.

In the large reworked central stope near the eastern end of the 
mine, a branch working runs east, starting close to where the now 
part-collapsed lower 20th century adit entered the open stope. 
Here, at the east end of the branch, there is heavy sooting and 
traces of heat-altered and redden surfaces, in part cut through by 
later reworking, with a little burnt coal nearby.

Elsewhere in the southern and central stopes, where some parts 
are open to day and partially reworked for fluorspar, there are 
again traces of heat-altered surfaces and sooting.

There is enough remaining evidence at this mine to suggest that, 
before reworking for fluorspar, much of the earlier mine had 
been worked at the time firesetting was employed, the latter 
used wherever the veins and bedding planes were so thin that 
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limestone cheeks needed removing to make progress forward. 
The smoke from this left frequent soot deposits throughout the 
stopes in general.

Harrybecca Mine (east), Hassop (centred SK 2256 7316)

Further east from the last site, a narrow but high stope running 
east from the main engine shaft at Harrybecca Mine is 
extensively sooted in its upper parts (Andy Tickle pers. comm.). 
Given the proximity to the Harrybecca/Evans Gin workings, 
which include a part of the same vein further west, it seems 
likely this soot results from firesetting. The eastern workings 
are accessed via a sleepered shaft at Harrybecca Mine. From the 
base of this, a passage running eastwards reaches the side of the 
engine shaft; the sooted stope lies beyond. This site has not been 
assessed by the authors.

Whalfe Pipe (Hillocks Mine), Monyash (open-cut entrance 
c. SK 1455 6720)

Workings associated with the large natural pipe cavern just 
beyond the present open-cut entrance to this extensive mine 
have evidence for firesetting using coal. This is mainly found in 
small side passages off the cavern.

Extensive natural cave deposits have been sorted and processed 
in the first 80m of the spacious mineralised cave passage. While 
it cannot be demonstrated, given the proximity to surface, some 
of this work at least seems likely to have taken place at an early 
date. The finer material was presumably sieved and different 
heaps of ‘sediments’ that remain have evidence of sorting by 
size. There is a discrete pile of larger stones at one point against 
the south-west wall and finer material opposite, while in another 
location there is a layer of clean mineral sand with coarser 
material above and below. The recovered ore was taken up three 
or possibly four short shafts to surface, all but one are still open 
but sealed at surface.

The redeposited gravels that remain in this cavern intermittently 
have fragments of burnt coal and there are traces of soot on the 
roof in places to the sides of the passage. However, the roof 
of the main passage has no clear signs of firesetting. The beds 
here are mostly thin and cherty, with several horizons of natural 
‘bedding enlargement’ by water that follow mineralisation at the 
bedding planes. These beds could have easily been barred down, 
but identifying such activity is difficult as the large blocks on 
the floor could be alternatively interpreted as natural collapse. 
Similarly, it is difficult to distinguish between naturally smooth 
but undulating cave roof surfaces and surfaces altered by heat.

Minor mine workings in and beyond the main passage sides 
include investigation of mineralisation in the bedding, in scrins, 
and around broken bedrock. These workings link with an 
extensive lower natural bedding-cave passage developed on a 
mineralised flatting, which in parts has been backfilled from the 
larger main passage above. In one place within a complex series 
of small workings beyond the north-east side of the main passage 
near its south-eastern end, a 2m section of scrin has clearly been 
heightened by firesetting to allow access. The roof here is heavily 
sooted, there are heat-altered surfaces on the upper walls and 
in parts the limestone has turned pink. Further north-west, on 
the north-east side of the main natural passage, there is a scrin 
with soot on the roof, in part cut-through by ‘scratch-pickwork’. 
Still further on there is a small tube at floor level with a sooted 
roof and heat-altered surfaces. On the opposite side of the main 
cave passage there is a narrow side passage originally linked to 
the former at both ends, with a heavily sooted roof throughout. 
The smoke is derived from a fireset flatting near the roof, close 
to its western end (Plate 4). This trial working has heat-altered 
surfaces and further soot, with a distinctive ‘pillar’ between the 
sites of two fires.

Beyond the north-western end of the spacious section of the 
main natural passage this continues but becomes smaller and the 
sediments appear not to have been reworked in places, although 
the miners have dug a way forward through them here. There 
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Plate 4.  Whalfe Pipe (Hillocks 
Mine) near Monyash: A small 
fireset flatting (left) and sooting 
from a smoke trail (right), in 
a side passage to the south-
west side of the main cavern 
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is no evidence for firesetting. However, there is further soot at 
far end of the passage, starting a little over 20m beyond the last 
area of sediment working. This lies just past the hole down to 
the cross-cut coffin level leading to the internal hand-picked 
shaft to the extensive lower workings. Here the natural passage 
degenerates into three discrete but interlinked bedding-cave 
passages developed on mineralisation between the beds. There 
is soot on the roofs of the top two of these, adjacent to an area 
of later backfill from above, in either a stope and/or a shaft that 
presumably went to surface. The only possible direct sign of 
firesetting identified here was in the top flatting where there is a 
small open ‘stope’ above with reddened surfaces at the junction 
with flatting.

Mandale Mine, Over Haddon (centred SK 1960 6615)

Part of this mine is known from documentation to have been 
worked in the medieval period, with records dating from the 
1280s (Rieuwerts 2000a). This may well have been on the now-
inaccessible north-western parts of the vein.  However, the main 
evidence for firesetting is found in a narrow side vein close to 
surface where the Mandale Mine workings are intersected by 
the side of Lathkill Dale at its south-eastern end.

Here, at the ‘Aqueduct Level’ (SK 1958 6612), there is a fireset 
level, about 20m long, with firesetting used where necessary to 
widen a natural rift on the vein; only digging out natural sediments 
appears to have taken place elsewhere in the rift. The fireset 
level ends at a fine oval-shaped forefield with heavily sooted 
heat-altered surface. The enlarged passage to here originally 
was only of crawling height, but the whole was later deepened 
and extended beyond by miners using powder. In other parts of 
the fireset part of the level there are further traces of heat-altered 
surfaces and sooting. In places there is burnt coal in displaced 
floor deposits, including those in a small part-backfilled blind 
heading to the east side, which has a sooted roof. The ‘Aqueduct 
Level’ workings are now entered from surface at river level by a 
wide trial level of late 19th century date, which was abandoned 
a short way in where it entered the earlier workings. The earlier 
point of entry was not here but from above, somewhere just 
above the horizon of the 19th century aqueduct launder to the 
large waterwheel to the north-east at the 1840s Mandale Mine 
focus of surface activity. From inside the level, this early way 
in is mostly still-accessible by climbing the vertical natural rift 
in the vein; however, this is choked near the surface. Above the 
fireset working already described, which lies close to river level, 
there are further short trial levels driven north-westwards into 
the vein from the natural rift which are sooted. The pre-powder 
miners gradually worked their way down diagonally in steps 
looking for profitable ground, before driving the longer fireset 
level at the base of the early workings. This in turn failed to 
identify ore in any quantity and was abandoned.

A small quantity of burnt coal has also been found within the 
main accessible workings of Mandale Mine, in presumably 
re-deposited material above sough level, within small stopes 
relatively near the incline entrance.

The Northern Dale Mines (Old Ash Mine, Lords and Ladies 
Mine, Upper Lords and Ladies Mine, SSE shaft, South-East 
pipe workings)

These mines are reported elsewhere in this volume (Sections 
3, 7).

Noon Nick Mine (Jug Holes), Snitterton (centred SK 2795 
5960)

Mining at Jug Holes, known to lead miners as Noon Nick 
Mine, is documented from the 1530s onwards (Jim Rieuwerts, 
pers. comm.). The early work may well have concentrated on 
removal of mineral-rich sediments from the pipe caverns here. 
However, in various places there are indications of limited 
fireset working.

In the lower series, the bottom chamber (Fifth Water Cavern) 
has small quantities of burnt coal in the reworked floor deposits. 
Nearby, a small shaft, now not evident at surface after modern 
hillocking, enters the chamber from above; this has a particularly 
small cross-section and may well be early. Further updip, a 
large chamber (Third Water Cavern), with reworked sediments, 
has another early shaft entering its roof. The cavern roof 
surrounding the shaft is covered with smoked miners names and 
initials, including a date of 1670. These were clearly executed 
before sediments were removed and when the roof was still 
within reach. The dated initials indicate mining had penetrated 
this series of chambers by the 17th century at latest, rather than 
being confined to the massive Second Water Cavern above, that 
has been now partly de-roofed and is open to day.

In the upper series, which is largely natural, at the top of a low 
sloping bedding-cave above the streamway, entered via a short 
climb near the north-western end of the accessible passages, 
a crawl leads to the base of widened rift utilised as a short 
‘shaft’. This is heavily sooted with burnt coal/coal on the floor. 
Workings extend beyond from the shaft’s west side at top and 
bottom, but these are now backfilled or run in. These may well 
have originally been worked from a mine entrance somewhere 
above rather than via the cave below. Much later angular mine 
deads have been tipped down the access shaft, which have come 
to rest downslope in the natural cave passage. These include 
some pieces with one very blackened face, which derive from 
fireset walls in the workings above being removed, probably 
using powder.

The Carding’s Nestus Pipes (Great Masson Cavern), Matlock 
Bath (Great Masson Cavern main entrance SK 2915 5868)

The extensive and complex Nestus pipeworkings to either side of 
Bacon Rake (also known as Great or Nestus Rake) have evidence 
to indicate they were worked in the medieval period and possibly 
before. The first documentation dates to 1470/71 (Flindall and 
Hayes 1976), by which time they have been extensively worked 
(Barnatt and Rieuwerts 1998; Barnatt 2003). For the most part 
the early workings in the mineralised pipes display a distinctive 
fine pickwork, nicknamed ‘woodpecker work’, and over 800m 
of these early galleries have been identified to either side of the 
rake. In the same parts of the workings there is also evidence 
for limited use of firesetting, and also for extensive reworking 
using powder.

To the north of the rake, in the Carding’s Nestus title, identified 
firesetting is very restricted in occurrence. At the south-western 
end of the central pipes (Barnatt and Rieuwerts 1998, figure 2 - 
Pipe 5) there is one working where the end has been fireset at the 
limestone roof to create or enlarge a passage into a natural rift. 
This has been used for drawing to surface as indicated by rope 
wear grooves; the rift has largely been backfilled from surface 
in modern times. The end of the pipe working adjacent to the rift 
has a heat-altered roof and the soot extends northwards in parts 
covering moderate-sized pickwork. In the next pipe westwards 
(Pipe 6), there is a very small area of soot covering woodpecker 
pickwork in a mineralised roof vugh. This is uncertainly 
interpreted, it may be from candle smoke and there is much 
powder work above and below.

During recent maintenance work, burnt coal was found in a 
small pipe cavity at the north cheek of Bacon Rake, well above 
the level of the Great Masson Cavern showcave route between 
the entrance and the main pipes running northwards; this could 
derive from firesetting in the rake itself.

Bacon Rake and the Nestus Pipes (Rutland Cavern), Matlock 
Bath (Rutland Cavern entrance SK 2925 5858)

By 1998 firesetting south of Bacon Rake in the Nestus title 
workings entered via the Rutland Cavern entrance had only 
been found in the pipeworkings at points above the ‘Roman 
Stairs’ (Barnatt and Rieuwerts 1998, figure 3). These passages 
have been extensively reworked and enlarged by later mining, 
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but earlier work survives intermittently. In the chamber roof at 
the top of the Stairs there is a narrow smoke trail filling a linear 
vein/pipe cavity. The restricted nature of this soot deposit and the 
lack of soot elsewhere on the roof suggest that the adjacent areas 
of this have been subsequently worked to a comparable height. 
The soot covers relatively fine pickwork and in parts it has also 
been picked through. Nearby, high on the south-west wall of the 
chamber there is a small patch of soot, with its base stopping at 
a well defined horizontal line. This suggests there was platform 
or floor here, although no associated stemple notches exist, 
nor is the wall surface heat-altered. In the mineralised mining 
sediments on the floor below there are significant amounts 
of coal/burnt coal, this may derive from the firesetting work 
above. However, it is equally possible that it derives from the 
galleries further north, as the mineralised gravels throughout 
these passages have been extensively reworked and fragments 
of coal/burnt coal have been identified in several places.

In the pipeworkings that run north-westwards from the chamber 
at the top of the Stairs a short undercut section of one wall, near 
the floor, has a heat-altered surface with soot above. There is 
another surviving patch of soot nearby. Further along the passage 
there is another sooted smoke trail following a vein in the roof. 
This soot survives intermittently and covers relatively heavy 
lines of pickwork with feathered finer pickwork scars to the 
sides. At the north-west end of this smoke trail there is a fireset 
vein ending at a forefield in the roof, with a wider pipe working 
below. The fireset area immediately before the forefield has heat-
altered and reddened sides covered in soot, while evidence for 
firesetting in the roof a few centimetres above has been picked 
away leaving moderate to small pickwork scars. In the passage 
branching to the east, just past the entrance to a large chamber 
in toadstone, one discrete section of an alcove near the roof, 
with a wayboard below, has also been fireset. While it is now 
above head height, nearby vestiges of mined sediments suggest 
the passage was filled to within a metre of the roof at the time 
the firesetting took place. The small area of firesetting here has 
a heat-altered surface, while heavy sooting extends across the 
roof of the alcove, covering heavy pickwork.

Beyond a branch pipeworking in the showcave, leading to 
‘The Oak Tree’, there is a narrow and in parts very high vein 
working trending north-east/south-west. To the north-east there 
is good evidence for firesetting, with parts of the sides, at and 
near a short section of ‘roof’ about 3-4m above the floor, that 
are heat-altered, reddened and sooted. Nearby the narrow stope 
is much higher and too far above to assess from its base. There 
are fragments of coal/burnt coal on the floor and in redeposited 
material that partially chokes this stope. To the south-west there 
are also fragments of coal/burnt coal on the floor. While the 
stope sides near the floor are of clean limestone with extensive 
pickwork, those in the upper parts of this very high part of the 
stope cannot be adequately assessed from floor level.

Further evidence for firesetting has been identified in the 
pipeworkings of the Nestus title since 1998. High in the roof 
of the showcave, in the large passage running from the base 
of the ‘Roman Stairs’ towards the main chamber at ‘Nestor 
Grotto’, recent maintenance work has found coal/burnt coal in 
remaining vestiges of sediments on ledges several metres above 
the present floor. In one place there was a discrete thin layer of 
coal/burnt coal resting directly on rock and sealed below further 
waste material. Where the associated firesetting took place is 
unclear. In places compacted-sediment floor levels could be 
identified, indicating that the large passage had at an early date 
been extensively filled with mine waste that has subsequently 
been removed.

In the parts of the ramifying workings above the main ‘Nestor 
Grotto’ chamber that eventually link with Bacon Rake, which 
remained unassessed in 1998, there is further evidence for 
firesetting. The entrance into these workings is a narrow stope 
in the southernmost of three vein workings trending south-east/
north-west to the south side of Bacon Rake.  Above the climb 
at the beginning of the stope there are small amounts of coal/

burnt coal and charcoal on the floor, while the north-west end 
of the stope has been fireset. The uppermost section of the sides 
here are heavily sooted, with the roof picked out through the 
soot, while the lower parts have been widened/deepened using 
powder. 

Further west, in these upper pipeworkings, at points immediately 
south of Bacon Rake, there are small chambers which are partly-
filled with comminuted mine waste. This fill slopes steeply 
upwards to the north and appears to derive from holes into the 
Rake itself; small quantities of coal/burnt coal were observed 
in several places. In these small chambers and other workings 
close by there are several patches of soot on the sides and roofs, 
probably indicating firesetting somewhere in the now sediment 
filled workings below. One area is particularly instructive, as 
the soot covers heavy pickwork, while it is cut through by 
finer pickwork, some of which could be described as ‘coarse 
woodpecker pickwork’ (see Barnatt and Rieuwerts 1998, p 55).

At the top of one of these chambers, a small part of Bacon Rake 
is accessible. This lies immediately below the showcave route 
in Masson Cavern and there is a small sealed hole in the roof at 
the showcave floor level. The vein is significantly narrower than 
in the showcave above and immediately to the north there is a 
fine but curious small fireset working. This has been ‘driven’ 
horizontally out of the vein cheek for about 2m to a forefield, 
where there are only traces of mineralisation; the relatively 
flat roof and vertical sides are of heat-altered solid limestone, 
with traces of soot. Why this small atypical fireset working was 
created is far from clear. Fragments of coal/burnt coal are visible 
where the floor sediments have later been cut through near the 
entrance to this working. At roof level, at the intersection with 
the main vein, and at a location a short distance northwards 
where a narrow side vein running parallel to the main one is 
intersected, the heat-altered roof curves upwards to meet the 
vertical cheeks, indicating intense heat.

In the Lower Nestus workings beneath the showcave, re-entered 
in 2001-02 (Barnatt 2003), one short stretch of early passage has 
heavy sooting. Lower down the workings, in an area thought to 
have been worked in the 1670s, there is also a wall of deads close 
to the base of a shaft which is sealed with moss. This suggests a 
concern with ventilation control, although there is no identified 
evidence to indicate this was associated with firesetting.

12

Fig. 3.  Dark Hole and Primrose Level at Matlock Bath; the 
only mine with evidence for firesetting where timber rather 

than coal was employed as the primary fuel.
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Dark Place Rake/Dark Hole and Primrose Level, Matlock 
Bath (SK 2943 5879)

This small mine, in the cliff near the eastern end of Bacon/Great/
Nestus Rake, also know as Torhills Cave, has enlarged natural 
rifts, small ‘pipe’ cavities and small workings in the vein. An 
18th/19th century level in the main vein, driven below from the 
base of the cliff, leads to a small chamber in toadstone. Because 
it provides a good example of a limited and atypical use of 
firesetting, a new survey has been executed (Fig. 3).

A ‘Grove’ called ‘Nestoes’ or ‘Dark Place Rake’ is documented 
in Quarter Sessions court records dated 1668, when a case was 
brought for theft of 3 dishes of ore from the mine coe. This may 
well be the same part of Nestus Rake as that described here and 
referred to in 19th century Barmaster entries as Dark Hole and 
Primrose Level (DRO Q/SB2/1297; Jim Rieuwerts pers. comm. 
– information from Roger Flindall). 

In the upper workings there is a small mined trial, in a natural 
joint running NNW, that has been enlarged by firesetting using 
wood; this is the only identified example yet found of the use 
of this material rather than coal as the primary fuel. This small 
fireset working has a forefield that is about 1.5m high with a 
classic oval-shape. The surface has now degraded but there is 
a smooth heat-altered surface close by. There is charcoal on the 
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floor both here and down the part-natural passage back to the 
main workings, which has a sooted roof. Here the hanging wall 
may also be heat-altered.

Elsewhere in the mine small quantities of coal/burnt coal in floor 
deposits has been noted in three places. In the upper workings 
these occur in a crawl near the inner end, where a small powder-
driven stope has been backfilled from above and connects to 
surface (choked). A small quantity of burnt coal was also 
observed at the base of a second passage choked from above, 
nearer the main chamber, at the junction with the fireset trial-
working where wood was used. None of the accessible passages 
where these coal deposits were found are fireset and the origin of 
the burnt material is unclear; it may be from nearer surface. Burnt 
coal has also been found in floor deposits in the main chamber 
and there is also a small smoke trail in a roof joint leading a 
short way along the natural passage towards the upper entrance. 
There are no obvious heat-altered surfaces in the chamber and 
either later mining has removed the evidence, or the firesetting 
took place above; there is a small tube ascending steeply from 
the roof of the chamber which has not been examined. In the 
lower mine further deposits were found in the low chamber in 
the toadstone, which may have spilled from the main chamber 
above via the connecting hole here. 

Fig. 4.  Long Tor Top Mine at Matlock Bath; an example of a mine with evidence for the limited use of firesetting.
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A small area of fine pickwork in the upper workings, at the 
side of the natural passage running to the upper entrance, was 
previously reported as possible medieval ‘woodpecker’ work 
(Barnatt and Rieuwerts 1998, 61, 64). This is now reinterpreted 
as undated ‘scratch-pickwork’ through dirt on the pipe side, 
made to search for mineral.

Hard Rake, Matlock (SK 2970 5884)

At the base of the cliff of High Tor, there is a level driven into 
Hard Rake (the eastern continuation of Bacon Rake), below the 
impressive opencuts above now commonly known as Roman 
Cave. This level has been driven with powder to explore 
a calcite dominated flatting at the north side of the vein. A 
narrow vein working, visible to one side and in the roof, has 
little evidence of powder work and in parts is heavily sooted. A 
collapse at the inner end, comprising deads that have fallen or 
been placed from above, contains significant amounts of burnt 
coal. No unambiguous heat-altered surfaces were observed, but 
the firesetting itself may well have taken place further along the 
vein in the now-inaccessible sections. 

In the opencuts of Roman Cave above there are several places, 
mostly under overhangs, which appear to have calcited soot 
deposits. However, it is far from clear whether these derive from 
firesetting or more recent fires.

Long Tor Top Mine, Matlock Bath (c. SK 2955 5865)

This small mine, with about 285m of accessible passages, 
is largely of 18th/19th century date. However, it intersects 
natural pipe caverns and earlier fireset workings at its inner, 
south-western end. As no known survey of this mine could be 
identified, and because it provides a good example of the limited 
use of firesetting, a new survey was executed (Fig. 4).

The present adit entrance leads to a ‘mine’ comprising series 
of workings in narrow parallel veins and cross joints, with 
levels driven using powder, from where there are small stopes 
rising upwards. At the far end, one of the vein workings is 
intersected by another short level on the same vein, with larger 
and presumably late shotholes, that was driven from the other 
direction, This late second ‘mine’ appears to have been accessed 
by a now backfilled shaft in a cross joint. This working in turn 
has broken into a third ‘mine’, via a natural fissure in a cross 
joint, at a point part-way along a fine example of a fireset scrin.

North-west of the intersection the fireset scrin is intact, although 
partly backfilled with later deads, with a heat-altered and sooted 
limestone roof and visible sides, ending at a forefield after 4m. In 
the other direction the fireset level has been partly enlarged with 
powder work employing small shotholes, but again subsequently 
part-backfilled with deads; in places heat-altered limestone 
surfaces and soot survive. This fireset level was started from a 
natural pipe cavern at its south-western end and is a total of 21m 
long. In two places, one at the intersection where redeposited 
floor deposits have been dug through and the second nearby in a 
small mineralised vugh, there is coal/burnt coal.

The pipe cavern rises to the north and there is sooting on the 
roof, presumably from the firesetting of the nearby level. 
Downdip to the south the passage has been used to dump later 
waste material and is soon choked. However, a small patch of 
soot at the bottom end suggests that further firesetting has taken 
place in passages that are no longer accessible. A short distance 
updip from the main fireset level there is a shaft to surface that 
has been sunk with powder and was point of entry for later work 
in this part of the mine. Beyond this the mineralised pipe cavern 
rises steeply and there is coal/burnt coal on the floor, particularly 
in the upper part. This may well derive from further firesetting 
at the top. Here there is a small flatting at a clay wayboard with a 
fireset limestone roof, above which there is a now choked shaft 
or near-vertical pipe working, the base of which is only about 
5 metres below surface, which may well have been the early 
miners point of entry.

Key Vein (Longtor Grotto). Matlock Bath (SK 2968 5861)

The main accessible stope on Key Vein, now entered via the 
powder-driven and now often aqueous and polluted adit entrance 
at river level, was once part of the Long Tor Cavern showmine. 
This was open to the public in the decades to either side of 
1900 (Flindall and Hayes 1976, p.21). The large high stope has 
showmine steps ascending westwards from the level and here, 
to the south side behind a small rider, a narrow branch of the 
vein has been initially worked using firesetting and later largely 
backfilled with deads. Here there remains a 2-3m long section 
of roof and upper sides that are heavily soot covered with heat-
altered and spalled surfaces. Nearby to the east, later work in 
this side vein has been carried out using powder.

Further east in the main stope, just before the bottom of the steps 
are reached and close to where a cross-cut leads to extensive 
powder-driven explorations on veins further north linked by 
further crosscuts, there is a small but deep shaft entering the 
roof from surface. The upper half of this has a carefully-cut 
rectangular cross-section, similar in character to a shaft at 
Coalpit Rake. Below it twists and is much rougher, perhaps 
reflecting a change in the character of the rock. At the base of 
the shaft where it enters the stope, one side has a patch of soot, 
and there is a second on a small overhang part-way up the shaft; 
it is unclear whether or not these result from firesetting.  

The roof of the main stope, which hades significantly in its 
upper parts and here follows steeply-dipping bedding, has a 
smooth but unsooted hanging wall, which superficially looks to 
be fireset. However, this is probably not the case; elsewhere in 
this stope, to the west in an area created with powder, the roof 
is also smooth and this is a natural characteristic of the beds 
here. While parts of the roof in the main stope could be fireset 
where it narrows close to the top, as perhaps suggested by the 
smoke at the shaft base, this cannot be assessed as they are too 
high for close inspection; a small fragment of coal was found in 
sediments on a ledge below.

At the western end of the main stope, immediately before it 
is choked with deads, it is possible to ascend through a small, 
steeply-hading working on the ‘vein’ that has been driven with 
powder. At the top there is a small quantity of burnt coal on 
the floor which has been displaced from above by later miners. 
A short climb in the roof leads to small powder-driven levels 
in the vein. Two lead east to forefields and one goes west. At 
the latter’s end, this has broken into a small, narrow, fireset 
level following the top of the worked vein. This has a heat-
altered roof and sides, and is extensively sooted. It appears to 
have been driven from west to east following the vein which at 
this point is narrow. This fireset level runs for several metres 
and at the western end there is a hole downwards with further 
traces of soot; it is choked with deads at its floor but this must 
have been the early miners’ point of entry. Beyond the hole, 
the workings at roof level are driven with powder from east 
to west and end at a forefield. Thus, the firesetting work in 
this part of the mine were restricted to a short roof trial in the 
vein, which was thinning upwards to virtually nothing. The 
early work was soon abandoned, but the unproductive vein 
here was again tried more extensively at a later date with the 
aid of powder.

Newthole Vein, Matlock Bath (SK 2965 5853)

A small and partially backfilled level entrance next to the road 
leads to a relatively spacious but short working developed on 
a narrow vein and associated mineralisation in the limestone 
off to one side. This mining is of uncertain date, but before the 
inner end, where there is a forefield, the earth-filled vein can be 
seen rising to surface at the north side.  Here there is a small 
ginged shaft which is slabbed-over at the top. At the base of 
this, where it intersects the larger workings to the south side, 
a small alcove in the roof is heavily sooted with signs of pink 
colouration beneath. Small amounts of burnt coal were observed 
in nearby sediments. This firesetting evidence shows that part of 
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the working at least is early in date, while the more spacious 
area to the side has the appearance of being later.

Coalpit Rake (Devonshire Cavern), Matlock Bath (lower 
entrance c. SK 2905 5840)

The ramifying accessible workings here, which extend 
roughly east/west for 475m, have extensive evidence related 
to firesetting (Barnatt 2001a). These mostly comprise narrow 
stopes following a series of thin, frequently-intersecting 
veins. There are up to 9 semi-parallel, closely-spaced, narrow 
passages at any one point, but in places there are also wider 
chambers where riders have been removed and/or breakdown 
has taken place, the latter in part at least the result of mining 
below. Detailed assessment is still in progress, but the following 
provisional observations can be made.

The upper and possibly lower stratigraphic limits of the veins 
mined underground are mostly determined by clay wayboards. 
While there are also surface opencuts on the upper hillside 
to the west following the veins above the upper half of the 
underground workings, these are offset slightly southwards and 
no veins have been found underground that continue upwards to 
surface. All of these that are now accessible have unmineralised 
limestone roofs immediately above wayboards (not always 
the same one). However, the underground workings probably 
come closer to the surface high on the hillside to the west 
where they are mostly choked, and may have first been found 
via bedding-caves following the dipping wayboards. In places 
there were also intermittent small natural avens and probably 
larger chambers. In eastern parts of the mine particularly, there 
are also intermittent mineralised flattings above the main vein 
workings. In contrast to the vein deposits, there is no evidence 
that these were fireset, suggesting they were relatively lead-
poor.

There are a series of at least 11 known small-diameter shafts 
from the workings to surface, spaced at irregular but frequent 
intervals, the majority of which appear to be hand dressed. At 
least four show evidence for firesetting. Another, near the upper 
entrance to the system, is a fine example of a symmetrical hand 
dressed shaft with rectangular cross-section; this is of uncertain 
date.

Most of the workings have been undertaken without the use of 
powder and pickwork is very common, often in the form of heavy 
sweeping work covering the sides of stopes where ore has been 
dressed-off. This work is often at the vein/limestone interface or 
cut into gangue rather than through limestone. Shotholes from 
powder work are found in small numbers throughout the mine. 
However, wherever observed, they are either related to secondary 
work in pre-existing passages, usually as trials cutting through the 
sooted or otherwise dirty surfaces to see if further lead-bearing 
gangue existed, or they are in small workings at the edges of a 
core band of earlier passages. 

At several places throughout the mine there are sieving/buddling 
waste deposits, indicating ore has commonly been dressed 
underground (although in most cases the possibility that they are 
displaced natural sediments cannot be discounted). Mining has 
clearly had a long and complex history and many early passages 
are, or have been, partly or wholly backfilled with the waste. 
The late working included removal of these deposits, either to 
gain access for further mining beyond pre-existing forefields, 
or to reprocess this material for ore that had been previously 
discarded. In many places, earlier deposits which include coal/
burnt coal appear to have been moved by later miners, placed 
in stopes which were of no interest to them. The downdip parts 
of the mine to the east appears to have had less intensive later 
reworking/removal of sediments and therefore a significant 
number of early passages are completely filled and no longer 
accessible. It may be that the relative dearth of known early 
shafts to surface here is explained by these being in these now 
‘lost’ parts.

There is firesetting sooting in many of the narrow stopes 
throughout the full length of the mine (Plate 5), although this 
has survived only intermittently on the roofs of many passages, 
as these are often at wayboard horizons and there has been 
frequent more-recent peeling away (Colour Plate 4). However, 
the degree to which firesetting was used is currently still being 
assessed. This may well have been confined to the narrowest 
veins along much of the mine’s length, but with the soot from this 
spreading more widely as the smoke travelled updip. There is a 
core band of stope workings that are sometimes sooted but not 
obviously fireset. It is not clear if these are contemporary with 
the firesetting activity, where this was not needed as the veins 
were somewhat wider, or whether the best veins were worked 
at a significantly earlier date. Interpretation is complicated by 
these passages having sometimes also been widened later by the 
removal of riders.

The use of firesetting is confirmed by floor deposits throughout 
the mine, where there are commonly small pieces of coal and 
burnt coal together with small amounts of charcoal. There 
are also a number of packs and heaps of deads which include 
recognisable pieces of fireset limestone. Some of these have 
a distinctive pinkish tinge that may well be the result of heat 
treatment. Smooth and sometimes spalled heat-altered surfaces, 
some turned pink, have also been observed in a number of stope 
walls (Colour Plate 5). There are a number of holes cut between 
veins, both in the wayboards and through limestone, some of 
which at least are thurls (ventilation holes) associated with the 
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Plate 5.  Coalpit Rake (Devonshire Cavern) above Matlock 
Bath: A heavily sooted and heat-altered stope-top, with the scrin 

re-exposed by picking (Copyright: Paul Deakin).
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firesetting; those cut through limestone sometimes have heat-
altered surfaces.

The name Coalpit Rake could also be relevant.  It may be more 
than idle speculation to envisage miners returning from re-
exploration of old workings and remarking ‘its like a ****** 
coal pit down there’. If so, this has interesting implications for 
the date of the earliest firesetting here, for the name Coalpit 
Rake has been current since at least 1528 (Jim Rieuwerts, pers. 
comm.). At that date it was named ‘Colpyt Rake’. Alternatively, 
it has been noted that thin coal-like deposits have previously 
been found in association with some wayboards in the Matlock 
Bath area (Jim Rieuwerts, Lynn Willies pers. comms.); none 
were obvious to the authors in the Coalpit Rake workings. 
However, perhaps the name has nothing to do with coal within 
the mine, derived from a feature such as a road that led onto the 
limestone plateau from coalmines, but with the coal used for 
other purposes. Alternatively, the name ‘col’ may derive from 
the old meaning of the word coal, which was a term for wood 
charcoal (Cameron 1959, p. 677); perhaps there were once 
charcoal burning platforms or ‘pits’ in the vicinity of the rake. 
What we know today as coal was commonly referred to as ‘sea 
coal’ rather than ‘coal’ before the 18th century.

Owlet Hole, Matlock Bath (top shaft entrance SK 2918 5808)

Within this small multi-phased lead and fluorspar mine there 
is a fine example of a fireset trial level. This short, narrow and 
crawling-height working follows a small scrin and is situated 
just within the main pipeworking entrance, located to the north 
side of the pipe and running into the hillside roughly parallel to 
this. Its limestone roof and sides have heat-altered surfaces and 
are sooted. The floor deposits contain coal/burnt coal. At the 
inner end, the level has later been extended twice, with both of 
these trials using powder. The main pipeworking entrance is now 
in the grounds of ‘Gulliver’s Kingdom’ and thus not accessible, 
and Owlet Hole has to be entered via a shaft entrance above.

The Great Rake/Moletrap Vein (Didos Cave), Matlock Bath 
(SK 2960 5749)

The large entrance stope here, formerly known as The Great 
Rake (Jim Rieuwerts pers. comm. – information from Roger 
Flindall), has been heavily reworked in places using powder, 
but there is clear evidence for earlier firesetting. At the point 
where the stoping temporarily closes down to a crawl, before 
dropping to a second large but part-flooded stope, there is what 
looks to be a fireset forefield with heat-altered surfaces and soot. 
Immediately before this point, to the south side, there is a low 
side working with a good example of a sooted and heat-altered 
roof; there is coal/burnt coal in the floor deposits. The end of 
this small working has been extended slightly with powder. 
Elsewhere in the first stope, between here and the entrance, and 
also just beyond as you climb down to the second stope, there 
are further remnants of sooted surfaces.

Mines South-West of Moor Farm, Bonsall Moor, Bonsall 
(SK 2492 5898)

A shallow shaft south-west of Moor Farm, entered several years 
ago during an assessment of underground workings on Bonsall 
Moor by Jon Scaife and Ray Marsh, had evidence for firesetting.  
The shaft gave access to small stopes on a vein.  At two places 
there was sooting, with coal/burnt coal deposits on the floor 
(Jon Scaife pers. comm.)  This site has not been assessed by the 
authors.

Hollow Phinnis Pipes, Via Gellia, Bonsall (c. SK 2845 5755)

Mining at Hollow Phinnis is probably documented in 1541/42 
when a mine named ‘hollofenne’ produced 65 dishes of ore 
(Kiernan 1989, p.21). These short pipeworkings have three 
adjacent entrances high in the northern side of the Via Gellia. 
The central passage starts as a level, with small stopes above, 
on a scrin. A short distance inside there are small quantities of 

unburnt coal on the floor, starting at a point where there is a rise 
above, with coal also on a ledge at head height. This coal may 
have been dropped here while being brought into the mine. The 
rise originally went to surface but is now choked above; it may 
have been the original entrance. The current level entrance has 
been driven with powder, but it follows a small narrow passage 
in the roof that is part-natural. This is, in part, heavily sooted 
from smoke originating from fires lit further into the mine. 

At a second rise there is a small stope heading back towards 
surface and also a passage about 3m above the level which leads 
into the hillside; this is small, part-natural and again there is a 
sooted smokeway. At the inner end of this passage there is a large 
flatting chamber with evidence of powder work, which is part-
filled with deads and upslope is fully choked (perhaps linked 
with east entrance pipe via a low backfilled side passage). At the 
bottom corner of this chamber there is a shaft to surface, sunk 
with powder, now blocked at its top. The possibility cannot be 
discounted that the flatting may have been worked pre-powder, 
and later extensively enlarged; however, no coal/burnt deposits 
were found.

In the main level below, a short but spacious branch passage 
near the second rise leads to a forefield; this has been driven 
with powder. However, there is clear evidence that it followed 
an earlier low mined flatting, the later level cutting its floor and 
enlarging the roof. Thus, early working is only visible at the 
passage sides, which here are sooted; there was no burnt coal 
as floor deposits have been removed. This small working may 
well have been the main area of firesetting in the mine, with the 
smoke that escaped from here leaving soot elsewhere at higher 
levels.

The other two entrances at Hollow Phinnis comprise descending 
phreatic cave passages containing thick sediments that miners 
have partially worked/removed. There is also some passage 
enlargement using powder near the inner ends. In parts there is 
palaeokarst cave/vugh mineralisation, with blue-black fluorspar 
dominating and barites and calcite also present, but with very 
little obvious galena. The extent to which the mined sediments 
once contained galena is unclear, but these may have been the 
main source of the ore documented as produced in 1541/42. 
However, the powderwork also indicates later mining here.

Slinter Wood Trial, Cromford (SK 2887 5712)

At one of the upper crags in Slinter Wood, on the south side 
of the Via Gellia, there is a high vertical fissure with trials in a 
scrin at the end (Flindall, Hayes and Rieuwerts 1977, working 
8). In the lower part of this cliff fissure an early trial has been 
driven with the aid of firesetting, which is about 5m long. Above 
this, a second short trial has been driven with the aid of powder, 
with its floor removed near the end and linked with the earlier 
trial below. In the early trial, between its entrance and the link 
from above, one side is heavily sooted, with one part possibly 
heat-altered. Beyond, the sides have been widened with powder, 
but at the forefield, there are distinctive curved faces that may 
well be fireset. The floor of this short level has been backfilled 
with deads from the work above and therefore no earlier floor 
deposits are visible.

Allen’s Hill Mine, Cromford (centred SK 2960 5689)

In the prominent cliff at Allen’s Hill, close to the A6 at the north-
east end of Cromford village, there are three obvious ‘cave’ 
entrances a short height above the cliff base and a fourth below 
a short distance to the east. The natural cave passages have 
been heavily modified by firesetting.  The name of this mine 
at the time of this early work is not known, and later names are 
uncertainly attributed, hence it is named here after its location.

From the western two entrances, which are linked just inside, 
there is a complex series of low bedding-cave/mined-flatting 
passages extending roughly 30m into the crag. These end at a 
somewhat larger chamber with a deep pool of water that has 
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been part-filled with mining deads. The low passages have been 
extensively enlarged by firesetting to create flattings. Near the 
entrance there are heat-altered surfaces at characteristic domed 
roofs/walls. The floors are extensively strewn with modern 
rubbish. Further in there is also increasing amounts of sooting 
on roof and walls (parts heat-altered), and fragments of coal on 
the floor. One passage is a classic fireset tube, with a domed/
heat-altered roof, extensive sooting, and remaining deposits of 
coal/burnt coal to the sides. In this part of the mine there is very 
little evidence for mineralisation and it may be that the main 
reason for employing firesetting here was to allow the very low 
bedding-cave to be followed in order to remove galena-rich 
sediments. At small areas of the floor that have been washed 
by dripping water, small water-worn pieces of this mineral can 
still be seen in the remaining sediments. At the inner end of the 
workings there are larger calcite-dominated mineralised vughs 
which have been extensively modified by miners, with pickwork 
scars in evidence. Only one drillhole/shothole was observed. In 
the roof of the main chamber here there is a very-small cross-
section, twisted, shaft to surface. This has no evidence for 
powderwork or firesetting.

Just within the eastern entrance, running into the crag from a link 
passage to the two western entrances, there is a symmetrically-
shaped level, which is a little under 10m long. This follows a 
narrow mineralised stringer but is mostly driven in competent 
limestone. There are no shotholes or any obvious pickwork. 
In parts the roof is domed and at the forefield there is a large 
curved face that has all the appearance of being heat-altered. 
These factors strongly suggest the level has been created using 
firesetting. No other examples of a fireset trial-level of this type 
have so far been identified in the orefield.

East of the last entrance described there is the fourth low ‘arch’, 
located at the base of the cliff, which again has been modified by 
firesetting and has heat-altered surfaces.  This trial working only 
extends a short distance and does not link with the workings 
above.

This series of workings is tentatively linked with a mine 
documented in 1744 when John Ritchinson was given a grove 
‘under the Tor’ that he called ‘Come in Time’, which had formerly 
been in the possession of Thomas Godber (Jim Rieuwerts pers. 
comm.).  The firesetting is presumably earlier than work carried 
out by either of these miners, who presumably concentrated on 
the vugh at the end and possibly at workings beyond.

A reference to a ‘Zigzag Grove’ somewhere at Allen Hill is 
recorded for 1822 (Jim Rieuwerts pers. comm., from information 
given by Roger Flindall), and the underground workings 
accessible today could be described as zigzagging about. If the 
workings being described above were Zigzag Grove, then the 
vughs at the end were presumably tried again in the early 19th 
century.

Old Gells Mine, Wirksworth (c. SK 2690 5385)

The small but interesting accessible upper workings of this 
mine on Yokecliffe Rake, developed both on the main vein and 
associated pipeworkings, have evidence of working at various 
dates. This includes a good example of firesetting in a narrow 
scrin beyond a drawing shaft. Here there is a small stope which 
has been heightened, and the limestone cheeks broadened, over 
a short distance by employing firesetting. The top part has heat-
altered surfaces, reddening and soot. At one point there is a clear 
bottom line to the burning and sooting, at the level of the former 
position of a firesetting platform that was about 30cm below the 
roof. The firesetting is also evident lower down at the forefield 
adjacent to the east. There is a small amount of burnt coal on 
the floor.

Soot is also present in various other places in the mine, with three 
examples worthy of note. There is a small amount beyond and 
above the fireset stope at the other end of a cross cut to a shaft 
from surface in the main vein. Further down the drawing shaft 

noted above, there is also soot on the roof of small backfilled 
level. In a cross-cut level beyond this, at the end away from 
vein, there is also soot in a largely-backfilled ‘chamber’.  

Further evidence for firesetting exists in lower parts of the mine 
(John Wilmot pers. comm.); these have yet to be assessed.

Documentary evidence indicates that Yokecliffe Rake was in 
work from at least 1661 (Jim Rieuwerts, pers. comm.).

Dream Hole Mine, Callow (SK 2727 5308)

There is evidence for firesetting in the small stopes/levels in 
a narrow vein between the large entrance cavern open to day 
and a drawing shaft to surface roughly 50m further east. This 
evidence occurs in the western two-thirds, where there are small 
natural cavities, fireset workings and later passages driven from 
the entrance cavern with very small shotholes; the passage in 
the eastern third has larger shotholes and was driven from the 
drawing shaft. The evidence for firesetting comprises burnt 
coal/coal on the floor in several places, soot in natural cavities 
in the roof, and one small area of fireset limestone with a heat-
altered surface. The fireset workings must have been small and 
tortuous and are heavily broken-through, above and below, by 
later work and hence are hard to reconstruct.

Spencers Rake, Ashover (c. SK 3530 6210)

Adjacent to the public footpath going westwards from Milltown 
towards Overton Hall there are opencuts, two of which are 
crossed by footbridges. However, there are modern quarries 
nearby truncating these vein workings to north and south. The 
first footbridge crosses a deep opencut with sheer rock sides, 
thought to be Blackwell Rake (or possibly Mill Rake), with a 
similar but much narrower opencut on Spencers Rake joining 
it at an angle. In both there are many rotted roof and platform 
stemples dating from 20th century reworking, found both within 
and beyond the sections of vein now open to daylight. All 
accessible passages end at unstable collapses.

At the junction of the two veins a short climb up leads to a 
narrow stope running north-westwards in Spencers Rake. 
Within this there is clear evidence for firesetting, with heat-
altered and sooted surfaces at the sides and roof over about a 
10m length. Most of the firesetting was in limestone, but at one 
point, unusually, it is in solid calcite (Colour Plate 6). Associated 
burnt coal and some charcoal exists (Colour Plate 7). The fireset 
working starts at the junction with one passage above another, 
with in-situ vein material between the two, but beyond there is 
one high stope. This passage ends at a run-in, at a section of vein 
working that has been widened at a later date.

The short opencut section of Spencers Rake in the opposite 
direction, running to the south-east from Blackwell Rake, also 
has cheeks which in parts have distinctive smooth surfaces. 
These may also be indicative of heat-alteration by firesetting.

Ecton Hill Mines, Wetton (SK 0973 5767)

In the 1990s a small working in an improved field on the hilltop 
opened up when driven over by a tractor. A short near-horizontal 
working following a vein, with a sooted roof and coal/burnt coal 
on the floor, ran from the base of the 4m deep hole from surface 
(Garth Thomas, pers. comm.; Barnatt et al. 1997, p. 39). This 
site has not been assessed by the authors.
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A CORPUS OF FIRESETTING SITES - POSSIBLE 
EXAMPLES

Pindale Opencuts, Dirtlow Rake, Castleton (centred SK 
1570 8225)

The narrow opencuts here have cheeks that are extensively 
covered with pickwork, often sweeping in character. There are 
also two patches dressed with the point of a small pick to create 
circular scars in one and short linear scars at the other, the latter 
reminiscent of ‘woodpecker’ work. These near-surface workings, 
as with those nearby to the south-west on Dirtlow Rake first 
documented in 1538 (and probably extensively worked by this 
date – see Barnatt 2002), are undoubtedly of pre-powder date 
and may be of considerable age. At the Pindale opencuts, there 
are very few shotholes and where these do occur they are clearly 
later trial reworking through dirty pickwork surfaces to test for 
mineral. A wider opencut nearby, on Fire Scrin, has no traces of 
firesetting in the part visible today despite its name.

On the steep north-western slope of Pindale, below the opencuts, 
burnt coal has been found in various places in the remaining 
hillock material, which comprises bare mineral slopes exposed 
by substantial 20th century removal of much of the waste 
hillocks here. Similarly, further burnt coal samples have been 
observed in modern erosion scars higher up the slope. While 
this material may well be derived from firesetting somewhere in 
these narrow veins, these workings are not currently accessible 
for inspection.

Moss Rake, Bradwell (c. SK 1470 8020)

The modern quarry here, and another further along the vein to the 
east (c. SK 1530 8030), have extensive evidence for pre-powder 
pickwork at the vein cheeks and, as with similar evidence at the 
Pindale Opencuts and Dirtlow Rake, these may well be of some 
antiquity. Documentary evidence indicates that Moss Rake was 
in work from at least 1617 (Jim Rieuwerts, pers. comm.).

Cursory inspection of a backfilled level within the rake vein, 
located about 15m below surface where it is intersected by the 
quarry and now open to day, has revealed a small quantity of 
burnt coal in the backfill. While this material may be derived 
from firesetting, these workings are not currently accessible for 
assessment.

Chance Mine, Deep Dale, Chelmorton (SK 0969 7135)

At the end of a small stope cut into the lower daleside in a calcite 
dominated vein, worked with powder in the 18th and reworked 
in the 20th (Heathcote 2004), there is a low, short and possibly 
earlier working at the end with what appears to be a sooted roof. 
The explanation for this is far from clear.

Coombs Dale, Calver (SK 2238 7436)

A small level on the southern daleside, just to the northwest and 
down the main valley from Enterprise Mine, has a small area of 
sooting in the roof.

Tear Breeches Trial, Matlock Bath (c. SK 5800 2915)

Near the northern end of the ‘Romantic Rocks’ cliffs in the 
grounds of ‘Gulliver’s Kingdom’, there is a natural cliff fissure 
a short distance north of the now blocked entrance to Tear 
Breeches Mine and its waste heap. The inner end of the narrow 
mineralised fissure may have been extended by a metre or so 
with the aid of firesetting. The smooth sides here may be heat-
altered and there are degraded traces of possible soot nearby.

Cow Hole Pipes, Via Gellia, Middleton by Wirksworth (SK 
2854 5704)

Two pieces of burnt coal were found on the floor, just inside the 
largest open pipe entrance, at the western end of the group of 

workings here. These were located in the lower passage to the 
right at the base of the large entrance chamber.

Ashover

Cursory inspection of surface hillocks in the Ashover area 
has identified small quantities of burnt coal in two locations, 
at reworked and extensively removed hillocks centred at SK 
34706215 and at relatively ‘intact’ hillocks at SK 35006205.

Back o’ th’ Brook Mines, Waterfall, Staffordshire (SK 0805 
5220)

It is reported that one of the shafts on the hilltop here, on a north-
south line of workings, has recently been entered and workings 
below contain ‘possible smoke blacking and coal cinder’ which 
may be the result of firesetting, as well as later workings with 
shotholes (Porter and Robey 2000, p. 198). This site has not 
been assessed by the authors.
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Horsebuttocks, Winster Pitts, Longtor, Davis, Mount Pleasant, 
Tearsall, Dalefield, Old Ash, Oxclose, Leewood, Lee Close and 
Noon Nick. Those at Northern Dale lie at the heart of this area. 
The majority of the listed mines contain both vein and pipe 
deposits. The latter sometimes comprise a mixture of mineralised 
palaeokarst and hydrothermal karst cavities where later cave 
systems have also developed.  These caves accumulated mineral-
rich sediments derived from the erosion of the mineral deposits 
the caves passed through. In some places these cave passages 
pass through limestone with no mineralisation is present in their 
walls; here miners exclusively exploited ores found in their 
sediment fills, redeposited here from sources further upstream. 
It is suspected that in some cases the working of sediments was 
an easier and more profitable way of acquiring ore than the 
removal of the primary deposits. The mine workings are often 
particularly complex, with interlinked passages at a variety of 
levels, frequently only enterable from surface via deep shafts. 
There is evidence that the mineral outcrops and shallower 
deposits were worked at an early date – mining was certainly 
well-established by late medieval times and presumably this 

3. THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF FIRESETTING WITH COAL: THE NORTHERN DALE MINES,   
 DERBYSHIRE 

John Barnatt and Terry Worthington

NORTHERN DALE IN CONTEXT

This little-known wooded valley (centred SK 268607), with 
no public access, cuts the steep flank of the Peak District’s 
limestone plateau just under 1km south-east of the village of 
Wensley (Fig. 5). Northern Dale is relatively narrow, in parts 
flanked by limestone cliffs, and is 0.6km long. It runs north from 
a limestone shelf at about 205m O.D., bending north-eastwards 
as it drops steeply to 130m O.D. Here it enters a broader valley 
at right angles, which follows the outcropping limestone/shale 
interface and joins the River Derwent further east.

Northern Dale lies in the heavily mineralised eastern half 
of the limestone plateau. In this part of the orefield the steep 
plateau-edge runs eastwards from Elton and Winster for about 
8.5km to Matlock, forming the southern flank of the Stanton 
Syncline. The steep slopes here, which rise up to c. 175m above 
the valleys immediately to the north, have many historic lead 
mines, often extensively worked and rich in ore. These include 
those at Dunnington, Cowclose, Portaway, Placket, Orchard, 

Fig. 5.  The location of Northern Dale and the main mining features of the vicinity (1: Chance title, 2: run-in sough tail, 3: Old Ash 
title, 4: site of the Snitterton Park fire engine, 5: site of sough tail, 6: Dalefield title, 7: approximate site of Dalefield Founder Shaft, 
8: Tearsall title, 9: Spanhill Rake, 10: postulated position of Spanhill Water Shaft, 11: Samuel Hayes Close, 12: Hallwood Pipe 
Founder Shaft (‘Old Ash Mine’), 13: Brighteye Vein, 14: ‘Old Ash Mine’, 15: ‘Lords and Ladies Mine’, 16: Hit and Miss Mine, 17: 

Firtree Run, 18: Ash Tree and Lee Close Mines, 19: Lea Close/White Hillocks Sough, 20: Oxclose Mines.
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Plate 6.  Northern Dale (left) and the shelf to the north-west (centre) from the air, showing the extensive surface mining remains 
here. These are a Scheduled Monument because of their national importance (PDNPA Air Photograph Collection).

had significantly earlier origins, perhaps starting in Roman 
times or possibly even earlier. Mining continued through the 
post-medieval period and was particularly productive in the 
17th to 18th centuries in the larger mines that followed the 
deposits northwards under the overlying shales. These included 
rich mines such as Yatestoop and Old Millclose. Extraction 
continued through the 19th century and several mines have been 
reworked for gangue minerals in the 20th. One exceptionally 
rich mine under the shales to the north was that at Millclose, 
which was worked for lead from 1859 to 1939. Taken together, 
the underground workings in this general area are of exceptional 
historical and archaeological importance, particularly for the 
significant part they played in the development of deep mining 
technology in the 17th and 18th centuries.

The Northern Dale mines, and others adjacent to the north-
west and west, are amongst several in the area with important 
surface remains (Barnatt and Penny 2004; Barnatt 2004); they 

are designated as a Scheduled Monument for their national 
archaeological significance (Plate 6). The underground mines in 
Northern Dale are also of great archaeological significance. In 
the Dale itself, there are two main sets of accessible underground 
workings, on the north-western side is the ramifying Old Ash 
Mine, and on the other side the less extensive Lords and Ladies 
Mine. There are also several other less well-known workings 
that can mostly be entered via shafts.

After initial assessment of mines with evidence for firesetting 
across the orefield (Barnatt 2001a/b; Section 2 above), those 
at Northern Dale were chosen for detailed study, because 
they contain both extensive and exceptionally well-preserved 
evidence for the employment of this extraction technique. At the 
time the detailed assessment was planned, they were one of only 
two known sites with extensive evidence. The other, at Coalpit 
Rake (Devonshire Cavern) in Matlock is even more ramifying, 
but has more disturbance by later mining which complicates 
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interpretation. Subsequently, further examples of mines with 
extensive firesetting have been identified at Harrybecca Mine/
Evans Gin on Hassop Common, and at Allen’s Hill Mine at 
Cromford.

Throughout this volume, for the sake of easy identification 
by the general reader and for simplicity, the names by which 
the main individual workings at Northern Dale are currently 
known are used. These are not the original miners names for the 
workings, some of which are known to have changed through 
time (see Section 4).

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

The aim of the Northern Dale assessment was to:

Reach an understanding of firesetting in Old Ash Mine 
and Lords and Ladies Mine.
To understand the relationships between these fireset 
workings and both pre-existing passages and later 
developments underground in these two mines.
To place these workings in context with regard to mine 
workings elsewhere in the dale.
To further our understanding of firesetting throughout 
the Peak District.

The majority of accessible passages were assessed in detail, 
and this was regarded as adequate to reach an understanding 
of the firesetting. A few passages were not entered; these were 
beyond sensible working limits for a party of two. Thus, most 
workings that involved internal vertical pitches have been left 
for the future. In Old Ash Mine, there are two sets of such 
lower workings and elsewhere in the Dale, in the South East 
Pipe Workings, there is an internal shaft to a lower series. These 
were not examined as reports from other explorers suggested 
they were later workings, but this has not been checked. One 
vertical rise in Old Ash Mine was not entered, as the high wall 
of deads here was deemed potentially unsafe. A short passage 
in the main series, surveyed in 1983-4, was not assessed as the 
entrance was too constricted for the authors to enter.

The ‘natural series’ at Old Ash Mine, known to cavers as 
‘Old Ash Cavern’, was also not assessed. This has a severely 
constricted entrance passage that neither of the authors was 
small enough to negotiate. The original ‘thin’ explorers of the 
1980s noted that miners had entered previously, undoubtedly 
via a now-blocked alternative route. A ‘decomposed barrel and 
a spade with a wooden blade’ near a ‘short mined passage’, 
and a run in shaft elsewhere, were observed (Gibson and Ryder 
1983; 1987). Enquiries have failed to find anyone who has been 
able to enter these workings since the 1980s.

The challenge in assessing the firesetting in the Northern Dale 
mines was to unravel the three-dimensional ‘stratigraphy’ of 
each passage, after having recognised the characteristic evidence 
that allows different periods of mining to be identified with 
some confidence. At Northern Dale, it is equally important to be 
able to recognise natural cave passages, as the mining cannot be 
understood in isolation.

THE CHARACTER OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
EVIDENCE

From an archaeological perspective, the mine workings in 
Northern Dale can be divided chronologically into two basic 
phases of activity:

Early Mining: This comprises workings which have 
evidence for the use of firesetting as an aid to extraction.
Later Mining: These workings have evidence for the use of 
black powder for extraction.

In all cases the use of powder can be shown on stratigraphic 
grounds to post-date the firesetting.

•

•

•

•

•

•

To this phasing should be added:

Natural Passages: These have natural characteristics and 
predate any mining.
Undated Mining: These have no evidence for firesetting 
or powder work.

The categories of evidence used, the significance of some of 
which was only fully recognised as the work progressed (and 
thus workings visited early on had sometimes to be revisited), 
can be summarised as follows:

Natural Passages
Passage Shape – Where in limestone, these often follow the 
bedding and tend to be angular, due to roof break down, rather 
than having classic phreatic or vadose characteristics. The 
notable exceptions are several phreatic avens of varying size in 
the passage roofs. In other cases, where following mineralised 
flattings, the passages take on the characteristics of low bedding-
caves. Some passages pass through mineralised vughs and here 
the shapes are sinuous with irregular mineralised surfaces.

Surfaces – These have no obvious signs of modification by 
mining in the form of fireset surfaces, pickwork or shotholes. 
Some passages were clearly natural as the surfaces of beds are 
etched, leaving fossils standing proud. In no cases was obvious 
natural scalloping observed.

Floor Deposits – These take on two basic recognisable forms. 
In places there are angular boulders derived from natural roof 
break-down. In others there are fine in-situ sediments, either 
comprising silty-clay, or sands and gravels in stratified layers. 
These materials have in some instances been moved and 
redeposited by miners, and care was needed in assessing this.

Early Mining
Passage Shape – Because of the nature of the mineralisation 
here, many of the early workings are low and often wide, 
following mineralised flats. Occasionally mineralised vughs and 
rarely veins were also worked. Normally all such passage forms 
can only be identified with confidence as modified/created at an 
early date by the presence of fireset surfaces. However, this said, 
fireset workings often also have distinctively-shaped passage 
details, with curving sides and roofs where well developed, 
with a low ‘arch-like’ appearance. This is not always the case, 
because in places the heat-altered surfaces have been broken 
away by miners and here the passage roof follows the natural 
bedding.

Shafts – All shafts at Northern Dale are of small diameter, c. 
1m or less across; some can be recognised as belonging to the 
‘early’ phase of working because they have fireset surfaces.

Surfaces – Firesetting leaves very distinctive heat-altered 
limestone surfaces, which are often smooth and gently curved, 
sometimes with spalling scars where rock has flaked away. In 
some cases the surface has a distinctive pink tinge that results 
from the heat, which with experience can be distinguished from 
occasional mineralisation of similar but not identical colour. The 
smooth character of the surfaces is thought to be the result of 
the heat having altered the crystalline structure of the limestone 
(Jim Rieuwerts pers. comm.). 

Many heat-altered (and other) surfaces are sooted, sometimes 
heavily, although others have little or no soot. In some instances 
the lack of black soot on a heat-altered surface is easily 
explained as it being the last area in a particular working where 
a fire was lit. In others, as in Lords and Ladies Mine, the specific 
reasons are not so obvious. Near entrances this may be because 
the soot deposits have degraded due to fluctuating atmospheric 
conditions. Elsewhere, perhaps the smoke quickly passed out 
of the working, giving no opportunity for significant amounts 
of soot to be deposited.  In other cases removal may be due to 
water running over, or coming out from, the sooted surfaces. 

•

•
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Firesetting soot is found both on heat-altered surfaces and 
elsewhere within the Northern Dale workings, including 
passages that are earlier, but where smoke has collected or 
passed on its way out of the mines. In some instances distinct 
smoke trails can be seen, where smoke took the line of least 
resistance.

While there are other reasons why sooting can occur underground, 
the soot deposits at Northern Dale do not fit with the evidence that 
might be expected for these alternatives. Sooting associated with 
powder shotholes is distinctively restricted to a few centimetres 
around each shothole. Fires are also known to have been lit in later 
mining contexts to aid mine ventilation. In this case the fires are 
predicted to occur at specific strategic points such as the bases of 
shafts or elsewhere in the mine where air could easily be drawn. 
In Northern Dale soot is often found in blind workings where 
soot from later ventilation fires would seem highly unlikely to 
have accumulated from fires elsewhere in the mine. Fires here to 
aid ventilation would be self-defeating as the smoke would have 
prevented mining being progressed. 

In the Upper Lords and Ladies Mine workings there are roof 
encrustations of a dark-purple fluorspar. From a distance these can 
superficially look like soot, but they are easily distinguished upon 
close inspection. In some Peak District mines a black form of 
Wad (manganese hydroxide) can be found; this was not observed 
in the Northern Dale mines.

Toolmarks – Most pickwork and other tool scars appear to be 
undateable. However, there is one potential exception. In one 
location in Old Ash Mine there is a small pipeworking that has 
very fine, closely spaced, pickwork. It has been argued for the 
Nestus Pipes at Matlock Bath, that this type of extraction scar 
predates the introduction of powder underground, and that in the 
case of the Matlock workings, documentary evidence shows this 
is medieval in date (Barnatt and Rieuwerts 1998; Barnatt 2003).

Floor Deposits – In many cases, in proximity to fireset workings, 
there are many fragments of coal on the floor, mixed with gangue 
mineral and pieces of limestone. In most but not all cases the 
coal has been burnt, and what remains are small ‘cinders’ which 
have ‘coke-like’ surfaces. Sometimes small pieces of unburnt or 
only partially-burnt coal are also present. Mixed in the deposits 
there are also occasional fragments of charcoal, distinguished 
underground from the coal by its softness (which is not to 
recommended as squeezing damages the charcoal), and after 
cleaning by its structure as seen using a hand lens.

The firesetting of limestone produces distinctive deads, which 
tend to be smaller and platy, rather than block-like and sharply-
angular, when compared with those resulting from the use of 
powder. In some cases they have a heat-altered pink tinge and 
most have rounded corners due to deterioration here caused by 
the heat.

With both coal deposits and deads, many may well have been 
moved by later miners, although the evidence in Northern Dale 
suggests that generally this was only over short distances. In the 
case of fireset deads, these have sometimes clearly been moved 
by later miners into packs, which flank later features and/or also 
incorporate deads that have shothole scars.

In several places in the Northern Dale mines, the sloping rock 
surfaces of the lower sides of the fireset workings have been 
swept clean, as indicated by surviving brush marks in the soot 
coatings. While this action cannot be dated directly, the contexts 
in which the evidence is found strongly suggest this was part of 
the early working method. This practice was presumably part of 
the ore-recovery process.

Built Structures – In several instances there are distinctive 
walls of deads sealed with clay or, in rare cases, moss. These 
either block or divide passages. Their character and distribution 
indicates they were built for ventilation control during firesetting, 
both to aid inflow of air and removal of smoke.

Later Mining
Passage Shape – In some places in Northern Dale there are small 
stopes following veins rather than the much commoner flattings. 
While this type of working could be of any date, here they often 
belong to the ‘later’ phase of mining, as indicated by shotholes. 
However, in some cases the date cannot be determined due to 
a lack of shotholes, while in one instance in Lords and Ladies 
Mine a small stope belongs to the ‘early’ phase, as demonstrated 
by heat-altered surfaces and soot. Working in mineralised 
flattings or vughs can only be identified as late by the presence 
of shotholes; these are of restricted distribution. The majority 
of flat works are clearly early, with evidence of firesetting; why 
work here was not favoured by later miners is unclear.

Shafts – All shafts at Northern Dale are of small diameter, c. 
1m or less across; some can be recognised as late because they 
have shotholes.

Surfaces – Where powder has been employed, but not further 
worked, surfaces often have a distinctive irregular and angular 
appearance.

Shotholes – These are the most easily identified indicator of 
later mining.  The shothole scars found were mostly of typical 
18th/19th century type, of c. 20-28mm diameter (exceptions are 
noted below). A proportion had tension cracks, powder sooting 
on adjacent surfaces, and/or the remains of stemming within the 
holes.

Floor Deposits – In places the floors of workings have distinctive 
angular deads, including examples with shothole scars. However, 
in most instances there were problems with identifying angular 
deads that were certainly the result of late mining, as natural 
break down and roof beds barred down by early miners are very 
similar in character.

Built Structures – In many cases deads have been placed in packs 
at the passage sides.  Sometimes these are certainly late as they 
include pieces with shothole scars. In other cases they can be 
inferred to be late from their context, as they are associated with 
cleared access routes through earlier material that had choked 
passages, and are associated with the last phase of working of 
particular parts of the mines (which have evidence for powder 
work).

Sledways – In Old Ash Mine there are sledways with picked or 
chiselled guide grooves in the rock floor. While these grooves 
are undateable in themselves, their contexts indicate they are 
late, in the same way as for the packs of deads noted above.

Undated Mining
Toolmarks – Surfaces commonly have a variety of toolmarks, 
including much pickwork, ranging from fine scars to heavy 
broad grooves. These are mostly undateable and reflect the use 
of different tools where the character of what was to be removed 
varied, rather than being a chronological indicator.

Another distinctive form of surface scarring commonly found 
at mineralised surfaces, both in flattings and vughs, is where 
these have a ‘hammered’ appearance, sometimes associated 
with damaged pickwork scars. While again this ‘hammering’ 
is undateable in itself, the context in which this is found often 
suggests an early date, although not exclusively so.

Another type of common surface scarring comprises fine 
scratches through soot deposits and otherwise dirty surfaces. 
This was presumably executed with a small pick or whatever 
else came to hand, and was clearly done as a way of prospecting 
for mineral. But, while much of this may well date to the same 
time as the powder work, this may not always be the case.

Occasionally evidence for the use of other tools was identified, 
including holes where rectangular-sectioned wedges had been 
driven into surfaces. In one case a small brush was found.
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Drillholes – Several relatively large diameter but short drill holes 
were found, of 37-40mm diameter, which have none of the tell-
tale characteristics of shotholes for powder work. These may 
have been used in conjunction with plug and feathers and are 
undated. No evidence was found to indicate limeblasting was 
employed. While employment of this technique is often raised 
for discussion by mine historians, as far as the authors know, no 
direct evidence for its use in Peak District mines has been found 
(although what to expect is unclear). Similarly, no documentary 
evidence has been identified (Rieuwerts 1998, p. 100).

Other Features – In several places rock floors have narrow 
chiselled or picked channels, cut to drain water from small pools 
or to keep surfaces dry. In one instance there is a water channel 
made from clay, which was presumably used to move water to 
be employed for washing or buddling. There are also places 
in the workings where floor deposits comprise fine sediments 
that may be the result of employing these processing methods. 
While in some instances these features may well be late, given 
their contexts, they cannot in themselves be dated.

THE SURFACE ARCHAEOLOGY

In the upper half of Northern Dale, and the land above, there are 
a series of entrances to caves and mine workings, with extensive 
associated surface features (Figs. 6, 14). These reflect mining at 
surface and underground over hundreds of years, and reworking 
of surface hillocks for residual ores in the 18th/19th centuries 
(and perhaps before). In most instances what is visible at surface 
represents palimpsests of different phases of mining that are 
impossible to unravel without archaeological excavation. This 
said, in some instances specific early shafts can be identified 
from the character of workings beneath, which in parts are 
exclusively fireset. Also, features such as a buddle dam outside 
the upper entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine, linked to buddles 
further up the valley by a leat/launder, clearly date to late phases 
of mining.

A detailed appraisal of the surface mining remains at Northern 
Dale is given in Section 7.

EXPLORING THE UNDERGROUND CAVES AND MINE 
WORKINGS

Under the dale sides in the upper half of Northern Dale there are 
extensive accessible passages, which comprised a mixture of 
natural caves and mine workings (Figs 6-11). A brief overview 
is given here. This is designed to familiarise the reader with the 
location, extent and basic character of each assessed working; 
the archaeological evidence for early and later mining is drawn 
together later in this Section and more detailed accounts are 
given in Section 7.

As noted above, the mine workings are commonly low flattings 
worked from the sides of the cave passages, while there are also 
worked mineralised vughs and narrow vein stopes. Although 
there are several large chambers, many of the passages are low 
and somewhat torturous. When underground, route finding 
through the sinuous main workings present a confusing and 
somewhat three-dimensional labyrinth to those not familiar 
with them; it is easy to get lost until you know them well.

The largest single series of workings is at Old Ash Mine (Fig. 
6:1, Fig. 7), on the north-west side of the valley, where there 
are about 800m of explored passages. About 550m of passages 
here have been assessed for evidence for firesetting. However, a 
natural series of cave passages (Fig 6:2 - not depicted on Fig. 7) 
and two areas of workings below those studied (not depicted on 
Figs 6 and 7) have not been examined.

The passages immediately within the daleside entrance (Fig. 
7:1; Plate 7) comprise an intricate series of modified, interlinked 
natural passages (Fig. 7:2 - South-East Cave Workings), 
including one choked from the other side (Fig. 7:3), which 
may well have once been linked to a second entrance to surface 

which is now buried under spoil. Immediately beyond a low 
crawl (Fig. 7:4), straight on leads to a constricted passage to a 
natural series of caverns (not shown on Fig. 7), while right leads 
to a further series of sinuous passages on two levels (Fig. 7:5), 
some of which are fireset. One leads to a small powder-driven 
stope ending at a forefield (Fig. 7:6). Another is choked at the 
end with debris from surface (Fig. 7:7) and presumably lies on 
the Brighteye Vein workings above that are visible at surface.

A low opening (Fig. 7:8) gives access to a second series of sinuous 
passages (Fig. 7:9 - West Flat Workings). Left leads eventually 
to a trial level (Fig. 7:10), while to the side there is a rise in 
a walled-out vein working (Fig. 7:11) which once provided a 
further link to surface (see below – not surveyed). Right from 
the short crawl leads to a large but low natural chamber (Fig. 
7:12), largely filled with deads except for a cleared 18th/19th 
century sled-route flanked by packs. On the left there are good 
examples of fireset flattings (Fig. 7:13). Beyond, the sled route 
turns south-westwards to a high natural chamber (Fig. 7:14), 
where 18th/19th century miners have worked its sediments. 
Here there is a climb to a large mined flatting at an upper level, 
with extensive firesetting but also later powder work (Fig. 7:15), 
with further powder-driven workings in a scrin above (Fig. 7:16) 
and a crawl back down via a lower, part-choked, fireset flatting 
(with one unstable part where there is a danger of being buried) 
(Fig. 7:17).

Leading from the backfilled ‘sledway chamber’ there are two 
routes to a large chamber (Fig. 7:18), where a 46m deep engine 
shaft from surface enters through the roof (Fig. 7:19). The 
eastern of these routes (Fig. 7:20 - Central Cave Workings) starts 
as a small sinuous natural passage modified by firesetting, but 
then widens and drops steeply to the chamber (beware - vertical 
drops at end).  

The western route winds through a complex series of cave and 
mined passages (Fig. 7:21: North-West Flat Workings). To the 
south they are generally small and low, including good examples 
of fireset exploration/ventilation tubes, while to the north they 
include a large fireset flatting above a natural passage (Fig. 
7:22), a natural chamber (Fig. 7:23) and a further fireset flatting 
beyond rising steeply with the bedding (Fig. 7:24), with later 
trials beyond. A small passage to one side (Fig. 7:25) is choked 
at the end with deads from beyond, indicating now-inaccessible 
passages continue here. Above, there is a high natural aven (Fig. 
7:26), with modern debris indicating a passage at the top once 
connected to surface (not accessed/surveyed during the present 
assessment). There are further modified natural passages below, 
linked with the aven by a short shaft (Fig. 7:27), and to the 
south-east via a climb in a narrow upward trending passage 
which doubles back to the aven side (Fig. 7:28). Some of 
these are horizontal, and others are vertical and connect with 
the main chamber and the adjacent lower-slope of the Central 
Cave Workings. On this slope there is a further vertical hole 
(Fig. 7:29), leading down to a short series of lower workings 
(not assessed/surveyed). Two further vertical holes to these 
lower workings (Fig. 7:30) descend from in the floor of the main 
chamber below the engine shaft. Between these two holes down 
there is a narrow bridge, which once had a built miners’ access 
path across it; this has partially collapsed and should be treated 
with caution.

In the floor of the main chamber to the north-east, a small hole 
(Fig. 7:31) leads down into a short series of late workings, 
above the northern end of those below (assessed but not 
surveyed). To the north-west of the main chamber there is an 
east/west stope (Fig. 7:32), worked with powder, running over 
the pipeworkings. 

Running northwards from the main chamber there is broad but 
low natural passage (Fig. 7:33 - North Cave Workings), with 
some modification by firesetting at its sides. Close to the end 
there is a steep-sided descending ‘funnel’ (Fig. 7:34), leading to 
a vertical pitch at the bottom, which leads to a lower series of 
workings 10m below, said to be about 100m long and to include 
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Fig. 6.  The relationship between surface and accessible underground features at Northern Dale (for 1-14 see text).
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Fig. 7.  Old Ash Mine, Northern Dale – the assessed passages (1-36 see text).
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Plate 7.  The entrance to Old Ash Mine (left).

vein workings (not assessed/surveyed).

Just above the entrance to Old Ash Mine, there are two short 
trial workings created by firesetting (Fig. 6:3, Fig. 7:35/36; 
Plate 8), both following upper flattings.

On the upper side of the dale above there are vein workings, 
which have been partially backfilled and are largely inaccessible. 
However, at the north-east end, Daletop Shaft (Fig. 6:4), 
sunk using powder, gives access to small stopes, levels and 
a second shaft. These cover a 30m length of the vein, with a 
total accessible depth of about 18m. Further to the south-west, 
a surface collapse has revealed a short stretch of vein that is up 
to 5m deep (Fig. 6:5).

On the other side of the valley, Lords and Ladies Mine (Fig. 
6:6, Fig. 8) trends southwards from opposite the entrance to Old 
Ash Mine. This has entrances at the northern and southern ends 
of about 260m of cave passage and mine workings. While the 
workings in plan follow a virtually straight line between the 
entrances, when underground there are many twists and turns, 
as you crawl between one accessible working and the next, 
bypassing others which are choked. Exploring this mine in two 
halves from both entrances, avoids a short but low wet crawl 
part-way through. 

Starting at the lower entrance, which lies opposite that to Old 
Ash Mine (Fig. 8:1), there are now-choked workings running 
north-westwards under the dale bottom (Fig. 8:2). In the other 
direction, the main way on is straight ahead southwards (Fig. 
8:3), while to the right is a long parallel fireset ventilation tube 
(Fig. 8:4) and to the left a fine, steeply ascending, fireset flatting 
(Fig. 8:5). This once linked with a small but now choked fireset 

Plate 8.  The upper trial working above the entrance to Old Ash 
Mine has a classic fireset shape, with domed roof.

shaft to surface (Fig. 8:6), which is visible below in the roof of 
the main passage. Beyond here a short steep slope to the left 
leads to a low natural chamber (Fig. 8:7), with a large mined 
flatting to the left (Fig. 8:8), which is fireset but later extended 
with powder. The wet crawl noted above is straight on (Fig. 
8:9). A hole in the chamber floor leads to a small part-natural 
lower series (Fig. 8:10), with a fine example of a small fireset 
exploratory tube on a lower flatting leading south-east (Fig. 
8:11).

Entering the mine from the upper entrance (Fig. 8:12; Plate 9), 
which is situated at a natural chamber breached by the daleside, 
there are several ways on. To the right the part-natural passages 
going southwards, modified by firesetting, are on three levels, 
all ending after a few metres. The upper level (Fig. 8:13) has 
two further entrances from surface and holes down to the 
middle level (Fig. 8:14). The latter starts at the bottom of the 
main entrance chamber and ends to the south at a low bedding-
cave filled with sediments. The lower level (Fig. 8:15) from the 
main chamber is often flooded, but ends southwards at a choke, 
below a steeply ascending tube which presumably once linked 
with the middle level. A further passage, normally flooded to the 
roof, heads back under the main entrance.

The main way on northwards starts at the bottom of the main 
chamber on the left, where a crawl (Fig. 8:16) leads shortly to a 
steeply-sloping, broad, bedding-cave/fireset-flatting (Fig. 8:17). 
Fireset passages to the left (west) are choked at their ends but 
once were linked (Fig. 8:18). At the base of the main slope a 
low passage left leads to a worked flatting, with fireset and later 
work, with a small choked shaft in the roof (Fig. 8:19). From 
the flatting a small fireset passage leading north-east goes to 
a second small choked shaft upwards (Fig. 8:20) and beyond 
through a short choked section back to a flatting off the main way 
through the workings. Returning to the base of the broad sloping 
flatting, a right turn leads shortly to an open shaft to surface on 
the right, probably sunk in the 18th/19th centuries (Fig. 8:21). 
Below here a wide cave passage (Fig. 8:22) leads eventually to 
the low wet crawl, passing the mined fireset flatting noted above 
on the left (Fig. 8:23) and small part-fireset passages on the right 
(Fig. 8:24).

Close to the lower entrance of Lords and Ladies Mine there is 
a second low entrance that gives access to trial flat workings 
developed using firesetting in a small natural passage (Fig. 6:7, 
Fig. 8:25). Further south, there is a shaft on the daleside (Fig. 
6:8), which is currently about 6m deep but is choked at the base 
but presumably led to now-inaccessible workings.

Further south again, up the dale, there is the small, part-choked 
entrance to the Upper Lords and Ladies Mine (Fig. 6:9, Fig. 
9:1; Plate 10). This leads to about 110m of natural and mined 
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Fig. 8.  Lords and Ladies Mine, Northern Dale – the assessed passages (for a key see Fig. 7, for 1-24 see text).

Fig. 9.  Upper Lords and Ladies Mine, Northern Dale – the assessed passages (for a key see Fig. 7, for 1-9 see text).
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Plate 9.  The upper entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine is a cave passage, 
truncated by the dale, which has developed on a mineralised flatting which 

slopes with the limestone beds.

Plate 10.  The partially choked entrance to Upper Lords and Ladies Mine has a 
small hole which it is possible to crawl through.

passages, including one large natural chamber (Fig. 9:2), where 
sediments have been worked/removed, probably in the 18th/19th 
centuries, developed in the roof of a broad bedding-cave (Fig. 
9:3). There is a capped fireset shaft to surface (Fig. 9:4), and a 
lower series of fireset galleries on two levels (Fig. 9:5/6). The 
latter are now accessed via a short vertical pitch (Fig. 9:7), but 
originally the fireset shaft once descended to this level but has 
subsequently had its lower part backfilled. These lower workings 
once linked with the main Lords and Ladies workings, but are 
now separated by a short choke which is normally sumped (Fig. 
9:8). Two fireset passages to the left side once linked to surface 
but are now choked at their ends (Fig. 9:9).

Further up the valley, adjacent to extensive opencast workings 
and hillocks, a small hole drops to a low bedding-cave which is 
choked with sediments in both directions after a short distance 
(Fig. 6:10). Further south amongst the same surface workings, 
a low overhang with a drystone pack to one side may well be a 
choked entrance to further underground passages which are now 
inaccessible (Fig. 6:11).

Amongst the southern-most area of hillocks, the 7.5m deep SSE 
Shaft (Fig. 6:12) leads to three sets of small cave passages and 

trial workings at different depths, including 
evidence for firesetting. Each only extends a 
short distance east and west, with a total of 
about 30m of horizontal passage. The 4.5m 
deep Top Shaft (Fig. 6:13) drops into a small 
natural chamber, from where a 20m long 
natural passage (Fig. 10) extends northwards, 
where sediments have been dug through by 
miners.

On the crest of the ‘main shelf’ above the 
daleside a part-fireset, 24m deep, shaft leads 
to the South-East Pipe Workings (Fig. 6:14, 
Fig. 11). At the base of the shaft (Fig. 11:1) 
there is a small chamber (Fig. 11:2), with 
another close by downdip to the north (Fig. 
11:3). From here there is a series of largely-
natural, low, sloping bedding-cave passages 
developed on mineralised flattings (Fig. 11:4), 
with smaller passages between each, that 
ascend updip to the south. Intermittent trials 
using firesetting have taken place here. Close 
to the southern end there is a natural chamber 
(Fig. 11:5), partly choked with breakdown, 
while beyond there is a broad but very low 
flatting heightened by firesetting (Fig. 11:6). 
The chamber is only a short distance below 
surface and to one side there is a choked shaft 
to this (Fig. 11:7). In total there is about 150m 
of passages in this upper series. An internal 
shaft sunk with powder (Fig. 11:8), near 
the base of the entrance shaft, leads down 
to further workings which were not entered 
during the assessment and are not shown on 
Figs 6 and 11.

INTERPRETING NORTHERN DALE: 
THE NATURAL BACKGROUND

Geology, Mineralisation and Topography

Northern Dale lies at the eastern edge of 
the Peak District limestone plateau, on the 
southern flank of the Stanton Syncline (Ford 
2002; 2004; Geological Survey of Great 
Britain, Special Sheet – Matlock 1:50,000).

The Dale is a narrow dry valley with steep 
sides, in part with sheer cliffs, and is up to 
25-35m deep in its central section around the 
lower entrances to Old Ash Mine and Lords 
and Ladies Mine. The gently sloping ‘main 

shelf’ to either side of the daletop lies at between 195m and 
225m altitude and is separated from Wensley Dale below, at 
110-130m altitude, by steep slopes at the plateau edge. Further 
slopes above the head of the dale lead to higher parts of the 
plateau, which rise about a further 75-100m.

At surface, the ‘main shelf’ to either side of the dale comprises 
Eyam Limestones. The sinuous dale itself cuts below these beds 
in its south-western half, to the Monsal Dale Limestones; these 
beds are also exposed on the steep upper plateau side above the 
dale to the south-west. In the dale the limestones were formed 
as part of an irregularly-bedded ‘knoll reef’, comprising ‘mud-
mounds’ to use the term favoured today by geologists. In parts 
these beds have been dolomitised.

Below the lower end of the dale, where it breaks into the 
broad Wensley Dale valley, the low-lying land here comprises 
Longstone Mudstones overlain further north-east with the lower 
shales of the Millstone Grit Series.

The limestones of the ‘knoll reef’ and its margins at Northern 
Dale have been mineralised, the majority of these deposits being 
found at a relatively restricted horizon. Here flattings dominate, 
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Fig. 10 (Left).  Top Shaft, 
Northern Dale – the assessed 
passages (for a key see Fig. 7).

Fig. 11 (Right).  The South-East 
Pipe Workings, Northern Dale – 
the assessed passages (for a key 

see Fig. 7, for 1-8 see text).

intermittently following bedding planes which locally dip 
in various directions, but with a general trend following 
the overall dip from the south/south-west into the Stanton 
syncline to the north/north-east. No indications were found 
that the flattings are developed at clay wayboards, as is found 
elsewhere in this part of the orefield (Ford 2004). Associated 
with these flattings there are intermittent mineralised vughs, 
the whole being part of the hydrothermal karst development 
found in this area (Ford 1995; 2003; 2004).  There are also a 
series of mineralised scrins at minor faults, which intersect 
the mineralised flatting zone, all trending south-west to 
north-east. These descend from the present surface to an 
unknown depth below the presently accessible underground 
workings. The faults are most common to the north-west of 
Northern Dale and a complex swarm of veins is indicated by 
the surface mine hillocks on the shelf between Northern Dale 
and Hallwood Dale. The accessible workings of Old Ash 
Mine lie at the fringe of this zone of fault mineralisation and 
only a handful of narrow veins can be identified underground, 
mostly only trialed by miners, where they proved not to 
contain economic quantities of galena, while others have 
small stopes.

The minerals present have not been studied in any detail. This 
is often difficult because underground exposures are soot 
covered, but galena is commonly present in small quantities 
in the mineralised flattings, vughs and scrins. It is suspected, 
that in the flattings at least, parts of these were galena-rich, 
but these have largely been removed by miners; at one 
location in Old Ash Mine a relatively thick band of galena 
remains (see below). The usual common gangue minerals are 
also present in greater quantities than galena. 

The mineralised vughs and flattings have been intersected by 
later caves (see below), and there is evidence that these were 
once extensively sediment-filled. These may well have also 
been an important secondary source of minerals, including 
galena, which were exploited by miners.  

The Northern Dale Caves

Before reviewing the evidence for early mining, a detailed 
description of the cave passages from which the mining was 
executed is essential. 

The mineralised palaeokarst noted above formed points of 
weakness where later cave development also took place. This 
comprises phreatic caves of late Tertiary and/or early Pleistocene 
date, created and subsequently filled with sediments. Both 
episodes took place before the down-cutting in later glacial 
times of the Derwent Valley and its tributary valleys such as 
Northern Dale (Ford 1997; 2001; 2003). The caves have now 
long been inactive, due to the lowering of the watertable at this 
time.

The cave passages found in the mines at Northern Dale are 
probably all parts of the same cave system (see Fig. 15). Only 
some of these passages are now accessible, often extensively 
modified by miners, but further sediment-filled passages exist/
presumably-exist between and beyond those subsequently 
opened up in the mines.

In the northern, ‘downstream’, half of the area of accessible cave, 
the main passages trend along two roughly parallel NNE/SSW 
lines, with another at right-angles, all presumably reflecting the 
main joints in the limestone. The mineralised faults are on a more 
NE/SW alignment. In this northern part of the cave system, the 
‘main drainage’ followed a NNE/SSW line in Lords and Ladies 
Mine to the south-east side of the later dale and then turned 
to follow a more sinuous passage trending at right angles into 
Old Ash Mine. It then turned again to follow a passage running 
downdip, which is on a parallel line to the first. 

The WNW/ESE ‘cross passage’, which has several small side 
passages entering from updip, is cut by Northern Dale. This 
truncation is a clear indicator that the cave was formed prior to 
the inception of this small gorge, which is probably the result of 
ice margin run-off in mid to late Pleistocene times. 

The ‘Natural Series’ at Old Ash Mine, known to cavers as Old 
Ash Cavern, has not been assessed in this study. It follows the 
same general alignment as the main drainage ‘cross passage’ 
and passes through a series of joint enlargements at right-angles, 
which are on the main NNE/SSW axis. The passages in this part 
of the system are different from elsewhere in that they tend to 
be higher than they are broad. It is not known whether these 
passages were formed by a second stream entering from the 
west or were an alternative route for the main drainage with the 
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water running westwards. Rieuwerts suggests below that this 
passage may have been part of a natural cave system intersected 
by miners further to the south-west while they were working in 
Spanhill Rake and Dalefield Mine (see Section 5).

Further south, the fragments of accessible upstream cave passages 
trend north/south. The main accessed stretch at the South-East 
Pipe Workings follows a parallel line to those in Top Shaft and 
Lords and Ladies Mine, while the main chamber in Upper Lords 
and Ladies Mine and the passages at SSE Shaft are roughly at 
right angles. While, it may well be that all these passages are the 
updip parts of the ‘main drain’ and its tributaries, not enough is 
accessible to demonstrate this conclusively. 

The majority of the cave passages in the areas of the mines 
assessed in this study of the Northern Dale mines are wider than 
they are high and usually follow the bedding, which locally dips 
in a variety of directions (superimposed on the general trend 
of the syncline which dips roughly from south to north). Some 
higher chambers exist, and there is significant aven development 
at one point in Old Ash Mine. The passages are often relatively 
angular in cross-section, with roof breakdown. In other places 
they comprise lower bedding-caves or they follow mineralised 
vughs and are more irregular. Where intact sediments remain, 
they comprise stratified layers of gravels and sands, or silty-
clays. There are also breakdown blocks, although mostly these 
occur in areas later disturbed by miners.

Details of the known cave passages at Northern Dale are given 
in Section 7, to place the detailed mining evidence in context.

EARLY MINING IN NORTHERN DALE: A SUMMARY 
OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

General Observations

Evidence for Early Mining in the Northern Dale caves includes 
both direct and indirect indicators that this took place. The 
character of these has been reviewed above, and includes heat-
altered, sooted and swept surfaces, fireset deads, burnt coal 
and charcoal fragments on the floor, and walls built to control 
ventilation.

Most of the early workings comprise low flattings driven to extract 
ore from mineralised beds to the sides of sinuous cave passages, while 
there are also workings in small irregular mineralised vughs, and 
shafts through limestone to surface. Some of the smaller passages in 
the flattings are probably exploration passages to test the productivity 
of the ores beyond where viable deposits had been worked, while 
others appear to have been driven to facilitate ventilation; some 
probably served both purposes. The main flattings are often so low 
that they can only be entered by crawling and they commonly extend 
laterally 5-10m from the cave sides. In Old Ash Mine, one upper 
flat work is over 25m long and about 5m wide. Where these flatting 
ended at blind headings ventilation was improved by building sealed 
walls either down the centre, or, where not as wide, against one side. 
Both facilitated a ‘circular’ air/smoke flow route. 

At Old Ash Mine, the flattings are deep underground, whereas 
at Lords and Ladies Mine, and other workings further south, 
shafts have been sunk from, or risen to, surface at regular 
intervals; here, for the most part, only relatively short shafts 
were required. However, at the South East Pipe Workings one 
of the early shafts was 24m deep and at Old Ash Mine, there 
were at least two potential points of entry from above, one via 
now-choked vein workings and the other via a high aven. While 
some of these shafts may well have been used for removing 
ore, their primary purpose seems to have been again to facilitate 
ventilation.

It may well be that cave sediments were also sometimes a rich 
source of ore at an early date, but evidence for this has now 
gone. While most sediments have been removed and some of 
this is late work, the date at which this started to take place is 
beyond proof.

Old Ash Mine

The early workings at Old Ash Mine (see Figs. 13, 16) consist mainly 
of flat works (Colour Plate 8), at the sides of relatively low cave 
passages. There are also, small fireset exploration/ventilation tubes, 
an occasional larger natural chamber and a high aven (and later 
stopes on scrins). Together these form a maze of passages, which 
lie to the west and north-west of the main entrance. In the first half 
of the cave/mine, which trends from east to west, the mineralised 
beds dip in a variety of directions and overall the passages are near 
horizontal but undulate up and down from passage to passage. In 
the far half of the cave/mine the passages trend from south to north 
and the mineralised beds have a general tendency to dip slightly to 
the north, but in parts the passages locally dip in other directions or 
are horizontal. In places there is clearly more than one mineral-rich 
bed above another, up to about three or four metres apart, but it is 
difficult to correlate these from one part of the mine to another. 

In the entrance series of cave passages there is no clear evidence 
for firesetting, but trial work exists that is perhaps even earlier 
in date than the firesetting. Here there is a good example of 
fine pickwork in a mineralised vugh, which is comparable with 
extensive examples in the Nestus Pipes at Matlock Bath which 
here have been argued to be medieval in date.

Fireset workings are common in the passages beyond, and as 
noted above mostly comprising low flattings at the sides of the 
main cave passage, some of large extent, but also including 
narrower exploratory/ventilation tubes. Beyond the large 
chamber entered by the later engine shaft, the passages are 
largely natural and only trial/small-scale early mining exists. 

The extensive fireset workings are all characterised by curving 
or flat heat-altered roofs and sides, while at the thin mineralised 
beds themselves they commonly have a ‘hammered’ appearance. 
In a significant number of places there are distinctive fireset 
deads on the floor mixed with coal/burnt coal fragments. Walls 
of deads sealed with clay also survive, if only partially, which 
were constructed to direct ventilation (Plate 11). There are 
also two examples of swept workings and a drystone-walled 
ventilation duct. 

Lords and Ladies Mine

The workings at Lords and Ladies Mine (see Figs. 13, 18) are 
similar to those at Old Ash Mine in that they consist of mainly 
low bedding-caves with associated flat works, with an occasional 
larger natural chamber. Together these comprise a complex 
series of interconnected passages, which have a general north/
south trend. The mineralised beds have a common tendency to 
dip to the west or north-west, while elsewhere they are nearly 
horizontal or locally dip in other directions; all these slope 
directions are superimposed on a gradual rise in the workings 
from north to south. In places there is clearly more than one 
mineral-rich bed above another, with up to about three or four 
metres between them, but it is difficult to correlate these beds 
from one part of the mine to another. 

Fireset workings are common, mostly comprising low flat 
works (Colour Plate 9), at the sides of the main cave passage, 
but also including low exploratory/ventilation tubes and, at the 
upper end of the mine, one more-vertical working. These are 
all characterised by curving or flat heat-altered roofs and sides 
(Colour Plate 10), while at the thin mineralised beds the surfaces 
commonly have a ‘hammered’ appearance as in Old Ash Mine. 
In several places there are distinctive fireset deads on the floor 
mixed with coal/burnt coal fragments. 

There are two good examples of ventilation control in the form 
of thurls between passages (Plate 12). Some of these were later 
sealed as mining progressed and the required air/smoke flow 
changed. In one case this is still sealed with stones and clay. 
In another, vestiges of a sealing wall remain. Shafts also aided 
ventilation.
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Plate 11.  The wide upper flatting in the West Flat Works of Old Ash 
Mine, with a heavily sooted and heat-altered roof, and the remains 
of a clay-sealed ventilation-control wall running down the centre 

(Copyright: Paul Deakin).

Plate 12.  Two of the fireset thurls linking the main passage just inside 
the lower entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine with the parallel ventilation 

tube behind (Copyright: Paul Deakin).

Upper Lords and Ladies Mine

A superficially-unpromising small hole in the daleside 
about 40m south of the main upper entrance to Lords 
and Ladies Mine leads to further early underground 
workings (see Figs. 13, 19). These workings contain 
the usual indicators of firesetting, and also include 
fine examples of fireset galleries, a fireset shaft, and 
evidence for the sweeping of the workings. Early work 
concentrated in the lower series here, but it is found 
throughout.

SSE Shaft
 
This shaft (see Fig. 13) lies about 70m SSE of the 
Upper Lords and Ladies Mine entrance amongst 
shallow hollows and low hillocks probably partially 
worked as ‘opencasts’ where the mineralisation and 
caves had been bisected by the steep dry valley. The 
accessible underground working, which is limited in 
extent, contains only minor trials where firesetting was 
used.

South-East Pipe Workings

Here there is another set of important accessible fireset 
workings, which lie to the east of Northern Dale near 
its southern end (see Figs. 13, 20). These can currently 
be entered via a deep, part-fireset shaft on the crest of 
the knoll above the daleside, located within the same 
field as the Lords and Ladies pipe workings. However, 
there is no indication that the Lords and Ladies pipe 
workings were ever linked underground to the south-
east pipe workings. A second but much shallower and 
now choked shaft once also entered the South-East 
Pipe Workings from the next field to the south-east. 
Most of the passages are natural, with only occasional 
small trials using firesetting, but there is a fine example 
of a large fireset flatting at the updip end.

LATER MINING IN NORTHERN DALE: AN 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SUMMARY

General Observations

In order to understand the diagnostic evidence for, 
and extent of, early mining in Northern Dale, it is 
important to contextualise this by plotting not only the 
natural cave passages from which it was worked, but 
also the identifiable workings that came later and in 
part removed earlier workings. Thus, the evidence for 
later mining is also reviewed here, and given in more 
detail in Section 7.

All the mines examined have evidence for later work, 
often taking the form of minor trials at places where 
earlier miners left off, but occasionally including 
further work in the flattings and more significantly 
at stopes following several narrow veins that extend 
above and below the flattings horizon. Later miners 
also cleared out or moved many of the earlier deads 
and natural cave sediments. There is evidence for 
sieving/buddling of the latter both underground and at 
surface. Both old shafts and newly sunk shafts gave 
access to the workings.

The diagnostic traits of later mining have been reviewed 
above; these include angular blasted surfaces, shotholes, 
packs of new deads and moved earlier deads, and sled 
routes. Less-certainly dated features include pickwork 
scars of various types, wedge marks, drill holes, water 
channels and buddling sediments.
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Plate 13.  The sled route in the backfilled chamber at the heart of 
Old Ash Mine, with packs of deads placed to either side, many 
of which are diagnostic fireset examples which were moved to 
their present position when the mine was reworked (Copyright: 

Paul Deakin).

Old Ash Mine

Later work at this mine was extensive but relatively small 
in scale. It was largely confined to reworking deads and 
sediments, and to the stoping of scrins (see Figs. 13, 21). There 
was also very extensive prospecting at the flattings and natural 
passages, done with powder and picks, that cut through dirty 
surfaces to search for ore on the earlier passages’ sides and 
roof. However, only small extensions to mineralised flattings 
and vughs were made and these are intermittent. Further later 
work presumably took place in the three small lower sets of 
workings that were not assessed during the study reported 
here.

Three main foci for the later mining in the main series can be 
clearly identified:

To the north, one centres on the main engine shaft from 
the shelf top above. This concentrated on reworking 
sediments and the rising of a stope on a scrin. The shaft 
itself is assumed to be a late feature, but this has not 
been examined.  The unassessed lower workings also 
lie in this part of the mine.

The second focal area centres on the West Flat Workings 
and concentrated on the removal of sediments, the 
trialing/small scale working of scrins and extending 
flattings to the north-west. There was also trialing of 
scrins to the south-east. A well-defined sled route exists 
between the two areas (Plate 13, Colour Plate 11). Ore 
was removed from this part of the mine up a rise at 
the end of the sled route, which lies on one of the vein 
workings, probably Brighteye Vein. There is also a 
second blocked shaft nearby, at the western, inner, end 
of the North-East Cave Workings, which gave access to 
a further stoped scrin below.  It is unclear if this is part 
of the same mining operation, or was an independent 
venture.

The third focal area lies close to the dale-bottom 
entrance to the mine and appears to have been a small 
scale operation which cleared out the older workings, 
presumably removing some sediments in the process. A 
second sled route is associated with this, which leads to 
the current entrance; whether this was a separate mining 
venture to that at the second foci is a moot point. A 
small and soon-aborted trial of 20th century date, using 
compressed-air for drilling, also took place here. 

Lords and Ladies Mine

Later working at this mine appears to have largely been 
confined to reworking deads and sediments, to intermittent 
small trials done with powder and picks, and to prospecting 
where these have been used to cut through dirty surfaces to 
search for ore on the earlier passages sides and roof (see Figs. 
13, 22). Part way along the flattings what was probably a new 
shaft was sunk to facilitate this work (see Fig. 22: 9). Only in 
two places were flattings significantly enlarged with the aid 
of powder, while investigation of further ore-poor vughs may 
also be late in date. The reworking seems to have been greater 
in the central section of the mine and to focus on the shaft. 
Three small early shafts which led down to the fireset workings 
are all filled with rubble. The date at which this occurred is 
unclear, but presumably it is associated with the reworking of 
surface hillocks after the firesetting underground had ceased 
and took place before the new shaft noted above was sunk.

Upper Lords and Ladies Mine

These workings have several indications of 18th and 19th 
century work (see Figs. 13, 23). This mainly comprised 
sediment removal from the main chamber, and perhaps deads 
elsewhere, but occasional shotholes also occur.

•

•

•

Other Workings

As noted above, running south from the upper entrance to Lords 
and Ladies Mine to the top end of the dale, there are a series 
of hillocks, following the mineralised flattings that presumably 
outcrop here (see Figs. 6, 14). These flattings appear to have 
been opencast as well as explored underground. While some 
mining took place at an early date, its scale is unclear. However, 
the hillocks have probably been reworked in the 18th or 19th 
centuries, as indicated by leats/launders running between 1 or 
possibly 2 small buddles and leading down to a high buddle 
dam in the valley bottom below the upper entrance to Lords 
and Ladies Mine. Such buddle dams are thought to be late in 
date, used to re-process waste material containing low grade 
and/or finely comminuted ore. There is also evidence for late 
underground work, where the pipes and flats on the south side 
of the valley were trialed and Brighteye Vein on the north side 
of the dale was worked.  Further later mining presumably took 
place at the lower series within the South-East Pipe Workings, 
which were not assessed during the study reported here.
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INTRODUCTION

Documents held in the National Archive, Public Record 
Office, Kew, London, prove that lead mining was taking place 
in Northern Dale at a working called Hardmans, Hardsmans, 
or Heardsmans Grove alias Northwooddale Grove, within 
Snitterton Lordship by the 1532 at least. The evidence given 
by Anthony Else, aged 75 in 1592, infers that exploitation may 
have taken place before 1532, because he referred to:

‘Groves and mynes of leade owre sunke by myners - - before hys 
tyme - - one grove or myne in Snyterton called hardmans grove’ 
(PRO, DL 4/34/22).

The author considers that Northwooddale Grove is identical 
with the 19th century Northern Dale Pipe. Part at least of 
Northwooddale lay within the Lordship of Snitterton, and there 
can be little doubt that Northwooddale and Northern Dale are 
identical.

Lead mining was also taking place in the early-mid 16th century 
elsewhere within Snitterton Lordship at Noone Nyck (Jug 
Holes), Oxeclose, at several places within Leaclose and slightly 
later at Ley wood.

There are scattered references to activity at the mines during 
the 17th century, particularly so at Spanhill Rake where capital 
investment by several wealthy lead merchants and mine owners 
was involved. Two isolated references to mining in Northern 
Dale within Snitterton, in 1646 and 1648, correlate reasonably 
well with radiocarbon dating of wood used for fire setting in 
these same mines.

Tearsall Sough, dating from the early 1630s, one of the earliest 
drainage levels in the Derbyshire orefield, emptied into an 
underground swallow beneath the Dalefields in Wensley Liberty 
(which lie a short distance south-west of Northern Dale) and the 
writer considers that a series of natural caverns in the so-called 
‘Old Ash Mine’ beneath the north side of Northern Dale may be 
part of the same cave system as the swallow.

The following century saw large scale efforts made to de-water 
the nearby Dalefield mines by means of a drainage level and the 
installation of Newcomen-type ‘Fire-engines’, but the history 
of the Dalefield enterprise is but peripheral to the history of the 
Northern Dale mines.

Small-scale lead mining continued into the 19th century, but by 
then annual output was usually small, and negligible at most 
mines.

The Barmaster’s 25 inches to 1 mile OS map (copies in Rieuwerts 
private collection) marks the boundary between the lead mining 
liberties of Wensley and Matlock running along the wall at the 
top of Northern Dale on its north side, thus including the entire 
valley within Matlock Liberty. The writer considers that this 
boundary position is incorrect and historically the boundary 
ran along the length of the floor of the dale. This hypothesis is 
substantiated by several 18th and 19th century Barmaster entries 
for mines on the north-west side of the dale, all of which are 
recorded in the books of entry covering Wensley Liberty. The 
situation is discussed in rather more detail later in this account.

THE VEINS AND MINES IN AND ADJACENT TO 
NORTHERN DALE

The principal veins, flats and pipes, either wholly or partly within 
Northern Dale, include an un-named pipe and flatwork usually 

given the incorrect name of ‘Old Ash Mine’, and Brighteye 
Vein, both on the north-west side of the Dale, and Northern 
Dale Pipe on the south-east side (Fig. 12). The largest of the 
conspicuous holes on that side is often referred to as ‘Lords and 
Ladies Mine’, but present research suggests that only the lowest 
entrance near the trackway in the dale bottom was known as 
Ladys Seller (Chats, Bar. Coll.). In the fields immediately above 
the southern dale side, Firtree Run, ranges south-west/north-
east.

(a) ‘Old Ash Mine’ (Wensley Liberty)

This is a pipe and flatwork, correct title not known, but possibly 
known in the 18th century as ‘Fortune Mine’, or ‘Fortinue’.

A Barmaster’s entry dated June, 1781, records that he;

‘put Jacob Flint Jnr. into possession of two Meers of Ground in a 
Vein or Pipe that breaks out in the Bottom of Northern Dale, viz. 
from the wall that parts Matlock and Wensley Liberty into the 
Face of the Rock at the Top of the Hill Rangeing Northwardly’ 
(Chats, Bar. Coll.).

This entry, contained in the Wensley Barmaster’s book, provides 
partial proof that the boundary between the two mining liberties 
was set along the floor of the dale, and not along the wall on the 
top of the northern side of the dale, as shown on the Barmaster`s 
25 inches to 1 mile OS map.

The Vein or Pipe in question is probably the extensive series of 
workings known to modern mine and cave explorers as ‘Old 
Ash Mine’, though this cannot be the correct name; how it 
acquired that title is not known. A possible explanation might 
lie in the fact that the workings in the mine are linked with those 
of the Hallwood Pipe title, which in turn were shown by the 
Barmaster in the early 20th century, long after the last mining, 
as crossing Old Ash Vein (itself a part of Dalefield Vein). It must 
be stressed that no earlier documentary evidence has been seen 
that corroborates the above hypothesis. 

The ‘Old Ash Mine’ might be that recorded as an ‘old founder’ 
freed by Jacob Flint Jnr in both July and September 1781 as 
‘Fortinue’, or ‘Fortune Mine’, lying within Northern Dale; 
significantly that information is also entered into the Wensley 
book. The irregular pipe-cum-flatwork currently accessible 
seems to fit with the measurement of two meers from the valley 
floor to the dale top wall (one meer in Wensley liberty is 29 
yards (26.5m)), but only if the ancient method of setting out 
square meers is applied to the flatwork, rather than what in 
later times became the more usual linear measurement along 
the strike of the deposit (Rieuwerts, 1998b). The earliest known 
reference to a square meer is contained in an undated document 
written between 1553 and 1558, which mentions an agreement 
made by four Matlock miners with a lead merchant to sell ore 
from a meer of ground in Matlock:

‘Contayninge xxix yardes everye and yche waye’ (PRO, C 
1/1422/18-21).

In the 19th century the ‘Old Ash Mine’ was probably re-freed as 
a title known simply as ‘Northerndale’, which the Barmaster’s 
books show as active from 1839 until 1853.

(b) Brighteye Vein (Wensley Liberty)

Brighteye Vein was only so-named from 1788, the earlier name 
is not known. The position of the vein as depicted on the early 
20th century Barmaster`s 25 inches to 1 mile map appears to be 

4. NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF THE NORTHERN DALE MINES AND ADJACENT MINES IN  
 SNITTERTON AND WENSLEY

James H. Rieuwerts
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Fig. 12.  The known lead miners names for the pipe and vein workings at Northern Dale.
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in error and does not correspond with the following entry for 
fifteen meers of ground on Brighteye Vein which consisted of 
a Founder Meer;

‘in Snitterton Park and near to Northerndale side with seven 
Meers of Ground Ranging southwestwardly extending into 
Northerndale in old cut Ground and Seven Meers of Ground 
extending to the Bottom of ye Park - - - and is now cald 
Brighteye’. 

A possible run-in shaft, surrounded by a small and very 
denuded bank of sinking dirt, very close to the boundary wall 
that parts the Park from Northern Dale, fits the position of the 
Founder Shaft (John Barnatt and Terry Worthington consider 
this feature may be a small outcrop working for walling stone). 
Another more obvious run-in shaft and hillock is situated only 
a few yards distant, but apparently slightly off the range of the 
vein on or close to a short branch from this. Small opencuts 
developed along a scrin lying south-east of the Barmaster`s 
line for Brighteye Vein are visible at surface on the dale side. 
Measurements taken along this alignment correspond with the 
setting out of the meers in Brighteye Vein. There is little trace of 
mining within Snitterton Park downslope from the Founder and 
very likely the seven taker meers remained largely unworked. 
The extant hillocks following a vein on this slope are offset and 
likely to be a different title, the name of which is not known. 
Underground within the ‘Old Ash’ pipe or flatwork little is 
seen of the vein, but the scrin where ore was drawn up from a 
sledway, off-set slightly to the north, may well be this vein, the 
displacement being due to the effect of hading. 

(c) Northern Dale Pipe (Snitterton Lordship or Liberty, now 
part of Matlock Liberty)

This is probably identical with the 16th century Hard(s)mans 
Grove, or Heardsmans Grove, and Northwooddale Grove.

On the southern side of Northern Dale the most important 
working was Northern Dale Pipe, often referred to by cavers 
as ‘Lords and Ladies Mine’. The latter name does not appear in 
any original mining documents, neither are there any Barmaster 
entries bearing the name up to and including 1937 (the years 
1889-1890 are missing). Curiously however the lowest opening 
and working was known in 1803 as Ladys Seller. Whether the 
whole range of the pipe was given this name during the 17th and 
18th centuries is not known.

These pipe-cum-flatworkings are very similar in geological 
structure and in the methods of exploitation to those seen in the 
north side pipe. The course of this pipe too, as depicted on the 
20th century Barmaster’s 25 inches to 1 mile map, is incorrect. 
The range of the pipe was plotted running obliquely down the 
south-east side of the dale, only crossing the valley floor toward 
the point where the gorge terminates and runs out onto the flatter 
land below. This postulated line does not correspond with any 
currently visible mining remains. Northern Dale Pipe takes a 
somewhat irregular course from the extreme south eastern corner 
of the Northern Dale enclosure, ranging more or less northwards 
for eight meers to the dale bottom trackway. Some title entries 
include up to an additional four meers from the south-eastern 
extremity of the eight meers.

Close to the south-eastern end of the Northern Dale enclosure, 
but high above the daleside, is the shaft that leads down to what 
are referred to in the detailed descriptions of the workings given 
above as the South-East Pipe Workings. It is not clear whether 
these were considered by miners as a part of the Northern Dale 
Pipe title or Firtree Run title. An argument in favour the former 
title, and the possibility that the shaft was known as Babyngton’s 
Shaft in the 1640s, is returned to below.

(d) Hallwood Pipe (Wensley Liberty)

The Barmaster’s map shows Hallwood Pipe ranging virtually 
due north from the Founder Shaft on top of Northern Dale, 

but just inside Snitterton Park. The title included eight taker 
meers from the Founder northwards past the old fire Engine 
Shaft at Snitterton Park Mine, but these meers do not reach into 
Hallwood Dale. This produces a strange anomaly because if the 
pipe did not reach as far as Hallwood Dale, why then was the 
mine so named and why was the Founder situated at the top of 
Northern Dale and not in, or near to Hallwood Dale. A series 
of 17th century disputes at Chance Vein, Peverill Vein, Anne 
Walker`s Vein and others in and adjacent to Hallwood Dale 
make no reference to the pipe (PRO, DL 1/367 and 370).

The pipe is well seen underground where it is represented by 
the large cave passage running NNE from the chamber entered 
by the founder shaft which has been modified by miners.  This 
chamber and passage, which link with passages running to the 
south to an entrance in Northern Dale, are known today by 
cavers as part of ‘Old Ash Mine’.

(e) Spanhill Mine and Rake (Wensley Liberty)

The 20th century Barmaster’s map is also incorrect in other 
detail. For example, he has plotted the south-western course of 
Spanhill Rake as the south-western continuation of Brighteye 
Vein; the Water Shaft at its south western termination (see below) 
being marked very close to the wall parting Snitterton Park and 
Samuel Haynes Close. This alignment cannot be correct, for in 
June, 1824 it was stated that the Founder Shaft for Hallwood 
Pipe was;

‘about half a Meer of ground from the face of the Rock where 
the Spanhill Title and the Hallwood Pipe Title Joyns’ (Chats, 
Bar. Coll.).

Spanhill Rake therefore runs from the skirts of Hallwood Pipe at 
its Founder Shaft in Snitterton Park, close to the top of Northern 
Dale, initially south westwards, before turning slightly to partly 
follow the wall separating the Park and Dalefield. The rake 
is still well defined at surface and can be traced for the entire 
distance described above. An entry for Wensley Liberty dated 
November 1st, 1820, records that the Barmaster;

‘put Willm. Stevenson in possession of 8 Meers and some odd 
yards of Ground in an old Mine in the park viz. from the Water 
Shaft at the Southwest end of the Spanhill Title to the Wall that 
parts Tearsall and the park for two veins, each vein 4 meers and 
some odd yards’.

These latter veins lay in part within the Park and in part within 
a small enclosure, (originally part of the Park, known later as 
Samuel Haynes Close), before they terminate at the Tearsall 
wall. It is believed that the two veins followed one after the other, 
rather than running next to each other over their full lengths, and 
that the Water Shaft was eight meers from the Tearsall Wall, at 
about the point where Spanhill Rake turned to follow the wall 
separating the Park and Dalefield.

Albeit that 18th and 19th century Barmaster’s records indicate 
that by then Spanhill title terminated at the Water Shaft in the 
Park and did not extend into the Dalefield enclosures, several 
miners giving evidence during the late 17th century Darley 
Parish tithe ore court trials deposed that Spanhill Mine was 
situated in the Dalefield [PRO, E 134. 2 Jas. II, Mich. 21; 3 Jas. 
II, Easter 15]. The explanation for this apparent contradiction 
is in part explained by archaeological field evidence, in the 
form of medieval ridge and furrow overlain by the hillocks of 
Spanhill Mine, which supports the view that this area of the 
Park originally formed part of the Dalefields.

(f) Beely Hole (probably Wensley Liberty)

On the 22nd July, 1879 John Aaron Stevenson, the owner of 
Spanhill Mine, spent part of the day;

‘Walling up Beely Hole in Northern Dale’ (DRO, D 2429).
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The position of Beely Hole is not known, but the context suggests 
a ‘cave-type’ opening and it is difficult to imagine anything other 
than Beely Hole being one of the entrances to `Old Ash Mine`. 
Douglas Nash [pers. comm.] whose early explorations of the 
mine date to the 1950s, cannot remember any signs of walling 
at the present entrance. While this may be Beely Hole, another 
possibility is the second now lost entrance postulated above that 
must have been about 20m further up the dale.

John Beeley, a Snitterton miner was concerned in mines in 
Tearsall Pasture by 1706 (Wolley 6679, ff37-39). Beeley`s Old 
Vein and Beeley`s Founder in Tearsall Pasture, were involved in 
actions of title in the Barmote Court in 1705 (Rieuwerts, private 
collection). Whether the surname at Beely Hole in Northern 
Dale refers to the same miner or his family is not known.

No other references to Beely Hole have been located, and except 
for one rather insignificant exception in 1828-29, all the mining 
possessions belonging to the Stevenson family were located 
within Wensley Liberty, i.e. the north-west side of the Dale and 
in the enclosures beyond.

THE STATUS OF SNITTERTON LORDSHIP AND ITS 
MINES, AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE 
NORTH-WESTERN SECTOR OF MATLOCK LIBERTY

One unresolved problem concerns the amalgamation, probably 
during the early 18th century, of lead mining rights and customs 
practised in Snitterton Lordship into those governing the mining 
liberty of Matlock. That originally both places were considered 
to be separate lead mining liberties is indisputable.
 
John Elliott, an old Bonsall miner gave evidence that from about 
1619 until 1639 he had been the Deputy Barmaster for Bonsall, 
Matlock and Darley (PRO, DL 4/117/8). Snitterton and Wensley 
are both within the Parish of Darley, which thus establishes that 
originally Darley and Matlock were regarded as separate for 
purposes of collection of Lot and Cope and other matters relating 
to mineral law and custom. Additional confirmation is provided 
by an Exchequer document dated 1650 (PRO, E 317, Derbys. 
24) when John Abell was the Deputy Barmaster for Matlock, 
Wensley and Snitterton. Thus the Snitterton mines were served 
by the same Barmaster as mineral workings in Matlock, but 
were not included within that liberty.

Legal disputes concerning payment of tithe on lead ore production 
provide a great deal of evidence about lead mining within both 
Snitterton and Wensley during the period 1620-1688 (PRO, E 
134. 2 Jas II, Mich 21 and 3 Jas II, Easter 15). The voluminous 
documentation makes no reference to the Snitterton mines being 
within Matlock Liberty.

During the early years of the 18th century, Matlock and Snitterton 
were still separate, but Snitterton sometimes shared a Barmaster 
with Wensley (Chats, Bar. Coll.).
Even as late as 1766 there was still confusion, legal agreements 
relating to the drainage of Oxclose, Leawood and Dalefield 
mines, all situated in Snitterton, variously state that the first two 
were in Matlock and/or in Wensley liberties (Wolley 6679, ff 
95-99).

THE HISTORY OF THE MINES IN AND ADJACENT TO 
NORTHERN DALE, 1532 TO 1780

Hard(s)mans, Heardsmans or Northwooddale Grove in 
Snitterton Liberty must have been of some importance for 
references to workings at the mine dating back to the 1530s and 
possibly before, occur in miners’ depositions made sixty years 
later. John Coyle, an eighty years old miner from Middleton-by-
Wirksworth, deposed in 1592 that;

‘he knoweth - p`cells of ground called hardsmans grove and 
hath bought the owre that was gotten therein nere Lx yeres ago’ 
(i.e. in or about 1532) (PRO, DL 4/34/22).

In the same case, Anthony Else of Tansley, aged 75 stated he;

‘knows hardmans grove, The oxeclose and noon nyck - -and 
there hath bene owre gotten in the sayd p`cells of ground called 
hardsmans grove Lx yeres’.

In a second statement he noted that;

‘he doth knowe dyvers Groves and mynes of leade owre sunk by 
miners - - - before hys tyme - - one grove or myne in Snyterton 
called hardmans grove’.

Conflict occurred in the mid 16th century when there were 
disputed claims whether the lead mines within the Lordship of 
Snitterton were within the Wapentake of Wirksworth, or were 
owned privately as parcel of the lordship and outside the laws 
and customs of the Queensfield.

A major disruptive factor in the ensuing disputes was the role 
of Richard Nedham (Nedeham or Needham). He was resident at 
Snitterton in 1563-64 (Shef. A., Bag. 2020), but it was claimed 
that he then prevented miners from working anywhere in the 
Lordship without his permission. The precise legality of this 
imposition is unclear. Perhaps Nedham considered he held 
that right as Lord of the Manor. Less likely in light of evidence 
presented below, he may have claimed that Snitterton was a 
private Lordship and outwith the mining customs operated by 
the Duchy in the adjoining lordships or liberties of Matlock, 
Wensley and Bonsall. A third possibility, that Nedham sub-
leased the lead mining duties in Snitterton from his brother-in-
law Richard Wendesley, who was the lessee of the Lot and Cope 
in the Wapentake of Wirksworth under the Duchy of Lancaster, 
should not be overlooked.

These disputes were resurrected during the 1590s, when in a 
similar action Henry Sacheverell claimed that free mining was 
not allowed in Snitterton. Many miners and former miners were 
interrogated, for example;

‘whether lott and Cope and other duetyes - have bene - answered 
and paid to our said Sovaryne lady the Quene - - and to her and 
their lesseees and farmores - as well by and duringe the tyme that 
one Richard Nedh`m gent., deceased was ffarmor or occupyer 
of the said lordshippe of Snyterton’ (PRO, DL 4/35/12).

A further question in the documents asked;

‘whether you know - -lyinge within the lordship of Snyterton - -
(in) hardmans grove - - that leyd ore hath bene longe ago gotten 
- - (and) whether lott and cope hath beene paid to her majesty 
or her lessees or farmors’.

The depositions not only echoed evidence presented by John 
Coyle and Anthony Else as to the antiquity of mining in the 
Lordship, but miners also presented details of payment of Lot 
and Cope to the Queen or her farmers.

Ottwell Wyllymott of Darley, a miner aged 74 deposed that;

‘he knoweth - the ground - by the space of lx yeares and hath 
seen lead ore gotten in hardmans grove - about fyftye yeares 
agoe - And that lott and cope hath bene payd to her majestie’.

John Bramall of Darley, aged 71 gave a slight, but interesting 
variation:

‘he knoweth not anie ore gotten in the lordshippe of Snyterton 
but in one place called hardmans grove, wherein he hath known 
ore gotten lx yeares ago past’.

The testimony of these miners places mining in progress at 
Hardmans Grove in or about 1532 and in addition one miner 
stated that it was at work in 1542-1543. Robert Smithe of 
Kniveton said that he had measured ore at Hardmans Grove in 
1564.
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Several witnesses stated that Richard Nedham had imposed 
restrictions on lead mining operations until 1566 when he 
purchased the woods at Wessington Hay, close to his lead 
smelting boles at Brown Edge. 

Robert Lowe of Matlock, aged 72, deposed that Richard 
Nedham;

‘until - - about xxvi yeres last passed (ie. about 1566)  - - thereof 
did permit and suffer certen myners to gett leade ore there and 
that noe person gott any leade there but such as were lycensed 
by the said Richard Nedham and that the same Richard had the 
ore they gott of his owne price’.

‘the same Richard Nedh`m would not suffer any myner to gett 
lead ore within the lordshippe of Snytterton until such tyme as 
he - -had bought Wasseington haye or otherwise was provided 
for wood for the makeynge of the same leade’.

John Reynes confirmed the evidence of Robert Lowe, adding that 
Nedham paid only 7/6d per load for the miners’ ore, although 
it was worth 9/- the load. James Wholehouse gave a slightly 
different version stating that Nedham gave 9/- per load. 

Nicholas Hulley, a fifty years old Wirksworth miner, claimed 
that he did not know of ore got in Snitterton before Nedham 
took over the lordship;

‘saveinge one place called north wood Dale there was a grove 
open and lead ore gotten there which grove afterwards was in 
question between the said Richard Nedham and Mr. Richard 
Wendesley’ (PRO, E 134 32 and 33 Eliz/Mich. 28).

The dispute between Needham and Wendesley relating to 
Hardmans Grove may have been explained by evidence given 
by John Needham of Osmaston, Richard`s son, born about 
1550. 

A question to be put to witnesses was;

‘doe you knowe that one Henry Babyngton, late of Dethycke 
- - had an estate - - in one grove or mere called hardmans grove 
or - - North woodde dale grove - in the Lordshippe of Snyterton 
and that the same henry about xxiij yeres ago now passed  dyd 
sell his interest therein to - Richard Nedeham then ffarmer or 
occupyer of the Lordship of Snyterton - - whether you know - - 
that the same Mere or grove after the death of Richard Nedeham 
came - - to John Nedeham son and heyre of - Richard Nedeham’  
(PRO, DL 4/34/22).

The question implies that the grove consisted of only one meer 
during the time of Henry Babington`s ownership and about 1569 
Babington sold it to Richard Ne(e)dham. John Needham;

‘saith yt he hath seene a deede dated about the xith yeare of her 
maj`sty reign which he supposes to be the very deede of henry 
Babyngton Esq. of Dethick by which deede  - - henry did convey 
unto the sd Richard Needham and his heres, then ffarmer of 
the Manor of Snitterton ye said grove called hardsmans grove 
als. Northwooddale grove  - - - and the sd Richard had the use 
and occupacion thereof - - and the same hath come by Right of 
dissent (descent) unto him this deponant’.

John Needham also gave evidence that Richard Wendesley was 
farmer of the Lot and Cope in the Wapentake of Wirksworth, the 
duties arising in Snitterton being paid to the Queen. Therefore 
Richard Wendesley;

‘did demand of this deponant since the death of this deponants 
father - - certen accounts of money which he Claymed for 
the sayd Cope - - which to this deponants remembrance did 
amounte unto ye some of £50 or thereabouts which arrears 
grew unpaid and unsatisfied by (John`s) father by reason that 
Rich`d Wendesley Esq. was indebted in divers greate sumes to 
(his) father and (who) was contented that the said Cope money 

should Run Up towards his satisfaction and pay up such sumes 
as the said Richard Wendesley did owe, which Cope was for the 
most parte for owre gotten within Snitterton’. 

From the context of the above document there appears to be 
the distinct possibility that the Cope from Snitterton was in 
considerable part derived from Hardmans Grove and was thus 
the cause of the dispute between Nedham and Wendesley.

Henry Babington obtained the lease of the Lot and Cope in 
Wirksworth Wapentake in 1562, inheriting it from his father, 
Thomas Babington, who had held the lease since 1538. Richard 
Wendesley became the farmer in 1566 as successor to Henry 
Babington (Kiernan, 1989). Babyngton Shaft was at work in 
1644 and Babyngton Grove in 1647, both were in Snitterton 
and perhaps connected with Northwooddale Grove. One might 
speculate that Lady`s Seller was named after Dame Katherine 
Babington, who held shares in mines and smelting boles in the 
1530s (Kiernan, 1989).

Summarising the foregoing events suggests the following 
chronology:

Pre 1532 Hardmans Grove may have been working.
1532 Hardmans Grove was at work, ore was measured  
 there.
1542-43 Hardmans Grove at work. Lot and Cope paid to   
 Thomas Babington, Farmer of the duties. 
1564. Hardmans Grove at work. Lot and Cope paid to   
 Henry Babington, Farmer of the duties.
1564-1566  Free mining not permitted. Richard Ne(e)dham
 allowed some work, but only with certain   
 restrictions imposed.
1566 Ne(e)dham purchased Wessington Woods to fuel  
 his boles.
Post 1566-67 Renewal of free mining within Snitterton  
 Lordship. Lot and Cope paid to Richard   
 Wendesley.
1569 Hardmans Grove sold by Henry Babington to   
 Richard Ne(e)dham.
Post 1569 Dispute between Nedham and Wendesley   
 concerning Hardmans Grove, possibly non-  
 payment of Cope, withheld to cancel a debt   
 owed by Wendesley to Nedham.
1581 Death of Richard Ne(e)dham.
1593 By this date Wendesley was dead. 

The family relationship with George Nedham, born at Cowley, 
Darley, in about 1520 is not known. He was the son of Ottwell 
Needham and was possibly a brother of Richard.  George 
was a shareholder in the Company of Mines Royal by 1569 
(Hammersley, 1988). He died in 1588 (DRO, Darley Parish 
Registers). His son, Sir Francis Nedham, knighted by James I, 
inherited his father’s shares in the Company.

The documented dates for Hardmans Grove on the Snitterton 
side of Northern Dale show that it was in work from 1532 to 
after 1569, if perhaps intermittently, and may have been mined 
before and after these dates. Mining on the Wensley side of 
Northern Dale may have been taking place at around the same 
time, but no documentation survives for this. The radiocarbon 
dates for ‘Old Ash Mine’ indicate that firesetting possibly started 
sometime in the second half of the 16th century, but continued 
well into the second half of the 17th century.

Very little is known about any mining activity in the 17th century 
associated with Northern Dale. In addition to the two dates 
quoted above for Babyngton Shaft and Babyngton Grove being 
in work, which may have been at Northern Dale, an un-named 
grove that was certainly in Northern Dale within Snitterton 
Lordship, was at work in 1648 (PRO, E 134. 2 Jas. II, Mich. 21; 
E 134. 3 Jas. II, Easter 15). This grove was worked by the same 
miners before they went on to Babyngton Shaft. These mid 17th 
century dates correlate quite well with the results of radiocarbon 
dating for fire-setting in Northerndale Pipe (‘Lords and Ladies 
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Mine’); this was certainly taking place here in the second half 
of the 17th century and possibly before. While it is tempting 
to equate Babyngton Shaft with the deep part-fireset shaft that 
enters the South-East Pipe Workings above Northern Dale, no 
confirming documentation has been found. 

The vein at Spanhill Top is documented as having been at work 
sometime prior to 1637. Later, Spanhill Mine and Rake was 
worked continuously from at least 1648 to 1667. The average 
output was about 100 loads per year. Amongst the influential 
proprietors during the period were Mr. Richard Senior, Mr. 
Robert Clyffe and Mr. Anthony Alsop, all wealthy shareholders 
in several other lead mining ventures.

Documentary evidence for mining around Northern Dale during 
the first half of the 18th century is very meagre. Charges of 
£18-6-7 were incurred at Hallwood in 1726-1728, but no ore 
output is stated (DRO, 1154G; BSA, L14). Whether this refers 
to Hallwood Pipe or other workings a short distance to the north 
in Hallwood Dale is not clear. The account also does not relate 
whether the figure represents total expenditure, or if only a share 
was involved, if the latter a 1/6th or 1/8th portion would seem 
to be appropriate.

When, in February, 1744 the proprietors of Oxclose and Leywood 
Groves agreed to drain Dalefield Mine, the mine was divided 
into at least two sections, one part owned by Robert Moor, John 
Wall, William Soresby and partners, the other owned by Joshua 
Ash and partners (Wolley 6680, f57). Four years later, in 1748;

‘Joshua Ash was possessed of many meeres in Dalefield Vein 
- -but the Barmaster, John Johnson  - -gave away the vein north-
east and south-west leaving him (Ash) about four meers in the 
middle where he was working’ (Wolley 6683, ff 103-118).

Old Ash Vein is the north-eastward continuation of Dalefield 
Vein through Snitterton Park and the change of name for this 
part of the vein was no doubt derived from the possessions of 
Joshua Ash.

Holewood Pipe was offered for sale along with Dalefield and 
Old Ash mines by the Society of Mines Royal in 1780 (R. 
Flindall, pers. comm. quoting from Derby Mercury). 

THE HISTORY OF THE VEINS AND MINES IN AND 
ADJACENT TO NORTHERN DALE, 1781-1879

From 1781 until 1835 several Barmaster entries contained in 
both the Wensley and Matlock liberty books enable most of the 
mines and veins to be located with some degree of confidence 
(Chats, Bar. Coll.).

At least two and a half centuries of exploitation dictated that 
at the approach of the 19th century the mines were nearing 
exhaustion. This is reflected in the small amounts of ore 
measured in the 19th century (Section 9).

(a) Spanhill Mine and Hallwood Pipe

During the latter part of the 18th century Jacob Flint, a Wensley 
miner, owned many meers along veins and pipes in Northern 
Dale and similarly in Snitterton Park, both in Wensley Liberty. 
The Stevenson family held title to Spanhill by at least June, 
1781, to Brighteye Vein from February, 1788, and to Hallwood 
Pipe from May, 1806. Isolated ore accounts for Wensley and 
Matlock liberties for 1793-1794 indicate that a paltry 19 loads 
5 dishes were mined at Stevenson`s Spanhill mines and only 4 
dishes at Hallwood Pipe, both including Lot ore (Shef. A., Bag. 
587(43)).

A surviving ledger of ore bought and smelted at the Barker’s 
smelters around the orefield, gives figures for 1791-1809 (Shef. 
A., Bag. 477). This includes ore from Spanhill and Hallwood 
Pipe purchased by the ore buyer Isaac Flint (see Section 10).  
Ore from Spanhill was purchased from 1795 onwards; therefore 

the ore measured by the Barmaster in 1793-1794 must have been 
sold elsewhere. From 1795 to 1803 the yearly purchased output 
was small, the largest quantity, in 1796, being only 23 loads 5 
dishes. This came to a total of 96 loads 8 dishes bought over 9 
years. The quantities of ore bought from Spanhill after 1803 
are smaller than the total production per year recorded from 
the Barmaster, indicating some ore was sold elsewhere. The 
purchased output from Hallwood Pipe was tiny.  Ore bought 
was confined to 1791-93 and 1795-96 and came to a total of 
only 6 loads 8 dishes.  

19th century ore measurements by the Barmaster for both 
Wensley and Matlock liberties are either missing or discontinuous 
(see Section 9). Accounts begin in 1804 for the former, but only 
in 1817 for Matlock. From 1804 until 1815 inclusive, 133 loads 
and 5 dishes were mined at Spanhill. Most of this output (86%) 
was obtained in the period 1804-1807, thereafter the Stevenson`s 
turned their attention to Hallwood Pipe, mining 165 loads and 
3 dishes there until 1810. Hallwood Pipe was not as productive 
from 1811 to 1815, after which there is a long gap in the records 
until 1837. During the twenty eight years from 1837 to 1865 
only 2 loads and 6 dishes were mined at Hallwood Pipe (Chats, 
Bar. Coll.). Spanhill fared little better, from 1837 until 1849 no 
ore was mined, followed by 6 loads 4 dishes in 1850. There was 
a better situation in the ensuing seven years when 172 loads 
were measured. Nevertheless, this increase in output, when 
placed into the context of an average yield of merely 24 loads 
per annum, equates to a very small-scale mining enterprise.

(b) Northern Dale (Wensley Liberty)

The ‘Old Ash Pipe’ may have been known in the later years 
of the 18th century as Fortune, or Fortinue Mine. Two freeing 
dishes, each given to free the Founder Meer, were offered to the 
Barmaster in July and September, 1781. In the 19th century the 
‘Old Ash Pipe’ was probably re-freed in 1839 by Samuel Flint in a 
title which he called ‘Northerndale’; there are no other workings 
in the Wensley part of Northern Dale to which this could apply 
except the interlinked Brighteye Vein. There are no records of 
production at Brighteye Vein in the 19th century, which suggests 
it had been worked out previously, or, as it linked with the ‘Old 
Ash’ workings below and there is archaeological evidence that 
ore from here was drawn out via the vein workings, that the vein 
was seen as part of the ‘Northerndale’ title. Between 1837 and 
1853, Flint produced a total of 126 loads 4 dishes of ore from 
this title, which is an average production of only 8.5 loads per 
year. 

The archaeological assessment of workings where powder was 
employed within ‘Old Ash Mine’ shows that there are three foci 
of 18th/19th century mining. The separation between workings 
to north and south fits well with the Barmaster records for the 
19th century. That focussed on the engine shaft to the main 
chamber in the northern part of the workings is clearly the 
Hallwood Pipe title worked by the Stevenson family.

The two foci to the south are perhaps both within the Fortune/
Northerndale title mined by the Flint family. However, while 
the South-East Cave workings are certainly part of this title, 
the focus in the West Flat Workings are less certainly ascribed. 
These link directly with the Brighteye Vein workings above 
and uncertainty arises from the fact that the Brighteye title was 
freed in 1788 by the Stevenson rather than the Flint family. 
Unfortunately there are no surviving ore measuring accounts for 
the late 18th century to show the extent to which the mine was 
worked at this time. 

A further complication in interpreting the two southern foci 
arises from a note dated 1781 in the Barmaster Gifts and 
Freeings book. This states that Jacob Flint Junior was given 14 
meers on a scrin on the northern side of Northerndale. While 
this has the same number of meers as the Brighteye title re-freed 
just seven years later, the entry for 1788 notes that this vein 
had been formerly worked by Thomas Fletcher (and therefore 
presumably not Jacob Flint Junior in 1781). Thus, it appears 
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there were two veins in the same vicinity being worked in the 
late 18th century. In the ‘Old Ash’ workings accessible today 
there appears to be workings on two separate scrins, one beneath 
the range of Brighteye Vein, the other apparently a different vein 
a short distance to the north-west (see Fig. 21, nos 6 and 10); it 
may be that latter that was freed in 1781.

Yet another complication is that, while the West Flat Workings 
link with Brighteye Vein, these range well to the north-west of 
the line of this vein and presumably should have been freed as a 
separate title. Thus, we are left wondering whether the late 18th 
and 19th century miners were working here or not. It may be 
that the powder-related workings are of 18th century date and 
thus no record survives of this title. Alternatively, the miners 
at Brighteye title may have been working illegally. Or, lastly, 
the workings were part of the 19th century Northerndale title, 
which may have been freed in square meers.

(c) Northern Dale (Matlock Liberty)

Northern Dale Pipe (‘Lords and Ladies Mine’ and associated 
workings nearby to the south-east) on the south-east side of 
the Dale and within Matlock Liberty produced ore, albeit not 
annually, for a period of forty years between 1820 and 1860. 
Production was very small and totalled only 170 loads, or about 
4 loads per year. The workings just beyond the fence above the 
south-east side of Northern Dale at the Firtree Run title were 
worked intermittently between 1817 and 1833, and again in 
1856-57, and produced a paltry total of only 38 loads 5 dishes.

The apparent absence of conspicuous 19th century workings 
within the accessible portions of the mines at Northern Dale 
leads to logistical uncertainties in interpretation. The author 
has therefore carried out simple calculations demonstrating that 
the quantity of galena obtained for example from 1820 to 1860 
from the Northern Dale Pipe could have been extracted from a 
relatively small total area. Taking the specific gravity of galena to 
be 7.5, the weight of a dish of dressed ore to range from 60lbs to 
65lbs and nine dishes to the load, for a flatting of lead ore with an 
average thickness of 3 inches, then only a small area measuring 
a total of 750 square feet would be capable of providing 170 
loads of ore. Thus a number of small individual areas, scattered 
throughout the mine, could furnish the required stoping volume. 
This said, calculations given below for the amount of powder-
related mining at ‘Lords and Ladies Mine’ (c. 540 square feet or 
c. 50 square metres), show that even this total is perhaps unlikely 
to have been reached from this mine in isolation. 

However, not all the ore produced here was necessarily obtained 
from mining in-situ mineralisation, another potential source of 
ore was from lead within the cave deposits within the mine. 
That good quality ore can exist in such deposits has recently 
been demonstrated at the nearby Old Millclose Mine, where a 
lead nugget measuring several centimetres across was recently 
recovered from cave sediments (Terry Worthington pers. comm.). 
The buddle dam below the upper entrance to ‘Lords and Ladies 
Mine’ may be relevant here. A further likely possibility is that the 
Northern Dale Pipe title extended to the workings to the south-
east, some of which are no longer accessible for assessment. 
While what has been examined underground consists of only 
trials and small-scale working into in-situ mineralisation, the 
surface hillocks have been extensively reworked, presumably 
in the 18th or 19th centuries and ore from here may well have 
supplemented that got from sediments underground. Here, in 
addition, there are the underground workings described above 
as the South-East Pipe Workings. While only very limited 
powder-work was identified in the upper series, a powder driven 
shaft leads to a lower series which has not been assessed. While 
these workings lie close to the Firtree Run title, and the blocked 
southern shaft here is on its line as plotted by the Barmaster in 
the early 20th century, they do not link underground with most 
of the workings in the title, which are entered by shafts further 
to the north-east. Thus, it perhaps seems more likely that the 
South-East Pipe Workings were part of the Northern Dale Pipe 
title.

TEARSALL SOUGH AND THE SPANHILL AND ‘OLD 
ASH MINE’ CAVERNS

The known history of the Tearsall mines is considerable and 
therefore detailed discussion is outwith the remit of this present 
account. Nevertheless, a sough draining these mines and dating 
from the 1630s is known to have emptied into an underground 
swallow hole beneath the Dalefield. A legal agreement made 
between the soughers and mine owners provides limited 
information relating to an extension of Tearsall Sough from the 
forefield of a drainage drift already constructed;

‘A Sough, Additt or Watergate - - to begin at and from the Upper 
End or Forefield of the Drift that is now cutt and made from 
the Swallow or Selfe-open in the Dalefield - - and from the said 
forefield to be driven into, unto and up the Tershall rake to the 
new forefield’ (Wolley 6680, ff68-70).

What appears to be the line of the Tearsall Sough leading to the 
swallow is shown on a very diagrammatic plan of the Tearsall 
and Dalefield mines, from a position east of the line of the 
Dalefield Vein (Shef. A., Bag. 587/63). This ran to the Dalefield 
Vein, turned and followed this, and then crossed at an angle to 
the Tearsall Vein which ran parallel a short distance to the west 
side. A further note on this mine plan states; 

‘it being a hundred and 40 years since the Tersall Souf was Cut, 
And by Cuting it found the Dalefield Veine’. 

The point of intersection of the sough with the newly discovered 
vein marks the position of the Dalefield Vein Founder Shaft 
(Shef. A., Bag. 587/63). The extant Barmaster’s books refer to 
this shaft but once, when in September, 1789, Robert Fletcher 
was given possession of;

‘an Old Founder lying or being in Jethrow Shaws Dalefields 
and cald or known by the name of Dalefields Old Founder Shaft 
with Six Meers of Ground ranging Westwardly and Five Meers 
of Ground ranging Eastwardly’ (Chats, Bar. Coll.).

The position of the Dalefield Vein Founder Shaft can be placed 
because another shaft, the ‘Great Engine Shaft’, which was two 
hundred feet north-east from the Tearsall wall, can be identified 
as that known originally as;

‘The old Shaft on the West forefield of the Delfield Vein’ (Shef. 
A., Bag. 738c).

The distance between the Great Engine Shaft at the forefield 
and the Founder Shaft, 6 meers or 522 feet (i.e. the length 
north-eastwards from the Great Engine Shaft along the vein 
to the Founder), was described in the Barmaster entry dated 
September, 1798. An earlier agreement drawn in July, 1768 
included provision for the old shaft at the west forefield to be;

‘Made and sunk a proper Engine Shaft with all possible 
Expedition down to the level (i.e. Dalefield Sough) which is 
about 16 fathoms lower than what is called Tearsall level .-.- - 
and an Engin furnished with ropes and a sett of Barrials’ (Shef. 
A., Bag. 728c).

John Aaron Stevenson also referred to a natural cavern in this 
general locality;

‘12th October, 1871 I went in the afternoon to the Spanhill Mine 
to a Shaft in the Old Coe Yard which had run-in, this Shaft was 
about 17 fathoms deep - - - there is a Shack with Water Icicles 
in it crosses the Vein at the bottom of this Shaft. I have been 
on it a long way towards the Dalefield at the end of it there is 
a breakdown in the roof which I think will prove another Vein’ 
(DRO, D 2429).

Unfortunately, the exact position of the shaft in the Old Coe 
Yard is now not known.
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Recent explorations within ‘Old Ash Mine’ surveyed by the 
Moldywarps Speleological Group (Gibson and Ryder 1987) 
have revealed a series of natural caverns running just north of 
west from those assessed in detail in this volume, which break 
into, or come close to, the line of Spanhill Rake, at a point 
approximately midway between Hallwood Founder Shaft and 
the Spanhill Water Shaft. This intersection is perhaps at, or close 
to, the ‘Shaft in the Old Coe Yard’.

Neither the agreement to extend Tearsall Sough (Wolley 6680, 
ff68-70), nor the plan of Tearsall Sough and Vein and the 
Dalefield Vein (Shef. A., Bag. 587/63), mention Spanhill Rake. 
This is consistent with the position of Tearsall Sough swallow 
being within the more north-eastwardly Dalefield enclosure, 
somewhere east of the Dalefield vein, yet on the west side of 
Spanhill Rake.

Taking the strands of available evidence, the situation seems 
to be that the caverns lately discovered in ‘Old Ash Mine’, and 
the ‘Shack’ crossing the Old Coe Yard Shaft at Spanhill Mine 
and aligned towards Dalefield, are developed on an extension of 
the same cave system as the underground swallow hole in the 
Dalefield which lay further to the south-west, from which the 
old Tearsall Sough was driven in the 1630s.

Unfortunately, no reliable OD levels are available for the 
underground caverns, but the available evidence points towards 
the Tearsall Sough swallow being approximately 50 feet deeper 
than the Spanhill Shack caverns.
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Colour Plate 1.  A typical constricted Northern Dale fireset flatting, at Old Ash Mine, with heat-altered and sooted roof, and burnt 
coal deposits on the floor (Copyright: Paul Deakin).

Colour Plate 2.  Evidence for firesetting is extensive in the Northern Dale mines. Here at a flatting in Lords and Ladies Mine 
there is a heat-altered roof which is discoloured pink and sooted, with fireset deads and scattered burnt coal on the floor 

(Copyright: Anthony Botham).
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Colour Plate 3 (above).  Harrybecca Mine/Evans Gin on Hassop 
Common: A sooted early working, truncated by later mining 

(Copyright: Jon Humble).

Colour Plate 4 (below).  Coalpit Rake (Devonshire Cavern) 
above Matlock Bath: Stopes with pickwork and a heavily-sooted 

but flaked clay wayboard roof (Copyright: Paul Deakin).  

Colour Plate 5 (below).  Coalpit Rake (Devonshire Cavern) above 
Matlock Bath: Heat-altered surfaces, with pink discoloration, 

and soot from earlier fires, at a narrow stope 
(Copyright: Paul Deakin).
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Colour Plate 6 (above).  Spencers Rake near 
Ashover: The fireset stope, driven through massive 

calcite (Copyright: Robin Hall).

Colour Plate 7 (left).  Spencers Rake near Ashover: 
A detail of the fireset stope, with an exposed coal/

burnt coal deposit (Copyright: Robin Hall).

Colour Plate 8 (below).  One of the fireset flattings 
west of the backfilled chambers at the heart of Old 
Ash Mine, with a pack of fireset deads, and a heavily 

sooted roof (Copyright: Paul Deakin).
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Colour Plate 9.  Looking up the eastern flatting (with blood rushing to the head of one of the authors) just inside the lower entrance 
to Lords and Ladies Mine.  While much of the roof has been ‘hammered’, fireset surfaces are still evident to the left 

(Copyright: Paul Deakin).

Colour Plate 10.  The fireset ‘dome’ near the top of the eastern 
flatting just inside the lower entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine, 
with an exceptionally smooth heat-altered surface, the present 

shape presumably being the result of a single firing 
(Copyright: Paul Deakin).

Colour Plate 11.  The sled route in the West Flat Workings of 
Old Ash Mine, where it passes over a rise in the limestone floor, 
with chiselled grooves to guide the sleds (Copyright: Anthony 

Botham).
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Colour Plate 12.  At the end of the upper 
flatting in the West Flat Works of Old Ash 

Mine, a band of galena has been left 
in-situ by the miners 

(Copyright: Paul Deakin).

Colour Plate 13.  A low fireset tube 
in the North-West Flatworks of Old 
Ash Mine, with heat-altered and 
sooted roof, follows a mineralised 
bed and was created to explore this 

and/or for ventilation 
(Copyright: Paul Deakin).

Color Plate 14.  This link between two 
fireset flat works in the North-West 
Flatworks of Old Ash Mine may never 
have been designed for miners to pass 
through, although it is now used as one 
of two main ways into the far reaches of 

the mine (Copyright: Paul Deakin).
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Colour Plate 15 (left).  Brushmarks on the sooted 
lower side of a fireset working in the North Cave 
Workings of Old Ash Mine. It would only take one 
moment of carelessness to destroyed this evocative 

evidence of early mining 
(Copyright: Anthony Botham).

Colour Plate 16 (below).  The sample site for 
radiocarbon dating in the eastern flatting just 
inside the lower entrance to Lords and Ladies 
Mine, with fine examples of fireset surfaces above 
from two fires against the passage edge, which are 
heat-altered, discoloured pink and in parts sooted 

(Copyright: David Webb).

Colour Plate 17 (lower left).  A typical 
example of the coal/burnt coal deposits found 
in Northern Dale, this one under the fireset 
‘dome’ near the top of the eastern flatting 
just inside the lower entrance to Lords and 
Ladies Mine, photographed before sampling 

(Copyright: David Webb).

Colour Plate 18 (lower right).  The main 
chamber reached from lower entrance to 
Lords and Ladies Mine, with irregular 
mineralised roof with patches of soot.  Below 
JB is the entrance to the short series of lower 

workings (Copyright: Paul Deakin).
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THE USE OF FIRESETTING FOR EXTRACTING ORE 
IN FLATTINGS

Within Northern Dale, as described above, firesetting appears 
to have been used mainly to make progress along low ore-
rich flattings, which were found at the sides of natural cave 
passages. The ore in any one of the flattings was presumably 
initially picked or chiselled out as far as could be reached. Then 
firesetting was used to heighten the limestone roof in order to 
make further lateral progress. The main aim here was to make 
the workings high enough to allow the miners to crawl in, to 
reach the un-mined section of the ore deposit. The cycle of 
picking out followed by firing would then be started again.

For the most part, the fires could no doubt be laid on the floor 
of the flattings, as these would be only 10-20cm below the 
roof prior to firing. Only at one atypical working, in the higher 
passages linking Lords and Ladies Mine with those in Upper 
Lords and Ladies Mine, has evidence been found for fires being 
set above floor level. Here fires were placed of wooden platforms 
supported by small stemples (presumably the platforms were 
covered in stones and/or clay to prevent the fire burning through 
the platform before it had shattered the roof). A similar technique 
would have been used to rise shafts to surface.

No evidence has been found that the primary aim of the 
firesetting was to remove the mineral itself; this is consistent 
with Hooson’s comment that the technique was not effective 
for this.

The general size of individual fires is far from clear, except to 
say they must have been relatively small, given the restricted size 
of workings. This is confirmed where individual roof ‘domes’ 
resulting from firesetting can be identified, the area affected is 
rarely more than 1.0 x 1.0m across.

No evidence was found to suggest that firesetting was followed 
by quenching hot surfaces with water to enhance fracturing, 
although whether and how this could be recognised is unclear. 
However, it may be that problems with smoke in the low 
passages, and more importantly the strictures imposed by the 
Barmoot Court on only lighting fires at the end of the working 
day, prevented access to recently fired surfaces until they had 
cooled beyond the point where quenching would be effective. 
In addition, while water could be collected in small quantities 
underground, and presumably rainwater could be collected at 
surface in butts or ponds, its transport through the tortuous low 
passages may well have been more trouble than it was worth.

Once the firesetting had taken place, spalled debris on the floor 
was no doubt removed and in places there is evidence that 
further rock was barred down from the cracked roof. In places, 
beds of stone (up to c. 25cm thick) were prised from the roof 
and floor, removed by exploiting bedding planes rather than 
firesetting cracks. Sometimes the presence of suitable beds and 
joints may have negated the need to fireset, but there is evidence 
that often both techniques were used in conjunction with each 
other. While roof and floor beds were presumably sometimes 
easily removed using a bar, plug and feathers may also have 
occasionally been used.

Whilst distinctive fireset deads, and those from barring roofs and 
floors, have been found scattered through many of the Northern 
Dale workings, today there is a significant shortfall in the 
amount that must have been produced. This raises the question 
of what happened to them? It may be that in some places there 
are unidentified natural passages that have been fully backfilled. 
Similarly, the main chamber in Old Ash Mine may have 
significant amounts of fireset deads buried beneath later debris. 
However, these explanations do not seem likely in some parts 

of the mines at least. It may be that the relatively small deads 
that would have commonly resulted from using the firesetting 
were thoroughly mixed with discarded gangue mineral as early 
mining proceeded; these may have been removed by later miners 
for reprocessing of vestigial ore in the waste deposits with only 
minimal picking out and discard in-situ.

One intriguing category of evidence found is the presence of 
brushmarks on sooted passage sides. Clearly some passages at 
least were swept clean. While this could have taken place at a 
later date, the context of the brushmarks in Upper Lords and 
Ladies Mine, found in small fireset passages with little evidence 
for later mining, may well suggest this was part of the firesetting 
extraction process. Sweeping of workings is documented at 
mines in Cumbria in the second half of the 16th century (see 
Section 7). The sweeping at Northern Dale was presumably, in 
part at least, undertaken to clear passages before further ore-
extraction and firesetting took place. It perhaps seems unlikely 
that later miners who were removing large amounts of waste 
material for re-processing would have gone to this amount of 
trouble. One possibility is that the earlier miners were interested 
in recovering all small pieces of ore within the debris removed. 
While removal of such ore for smelting could equally apply to 
the later mining activity in these mines, given that the firesetting 
has been dated to the late 16th and 17th centuries, this may well 
have been practiced at the time of the initial mining. For, if 
conventional wisdom is to be believed, then with the introduction 
of ore-hearth smelting, which replaced bole hearths in the 
second half of the 16th century, finely comminuted ore could 
be processed for the first time at around the time the firesetting 
at Northern Dale was taking place (Kiernan 1989; Rieuwerts 
1998b, Ford and Rieuwerts 2000). However, the date at which 
the smelting practice was first possible is open for debate; it may 
be earlier (see Section 7). 

Throughout the Northern Dale mines there is evidence that 
ventilation was carefully controlled by the use of blocking walls, 
ventilation passages and shafts. The walls, which are normally 
sealed with clay (or, in at least one instance, moss), were built 
across passages, close to passage sides to create fangs, and in 
the case of at least one broad flatting at Old Ash Mine down 
its centre. At one place in Old Ash Mine a small drywalled 
‘flue’ through deads, at the end of a small level where a mined 
gallery was intersected, seems likely to have been constructed 
as a ventilation duct to a nearby ‘shaft’ to surface. At Lords 
and Ladies Mine, and perhaps elsewhere, small passages were 
created to aid ventilation.

At the Lords and Ladies Mines, where the workings are not far 
below surface and accessed via several ‘horizontal’ entrances, 
there are also four or possibly five relatively closely-spaced small 
shafts which date to the same period as the firesetting extraction. 
These shafts have little or no spoil at surface suggesting their 
primary purpose may well have been for ventilation rather 
than ore removal. At the South-East Pipe Workings there were 
two shafts. One of these was deep, as it needed to be sited at 
the daletop. This has a robbed spoil heap surrounding it, the 
robbing probably indicating it contained gangue as well as shaft 
sinking debris. However, it is unclear to what extent ore was 
extracted here during the early mining, as the shaft was also 
used to access later workings. Only Old Ash Mine has few (or 
possibly no) ventilation ‘shafts’ to surface relative to the extent 
of the workings. Here the workings are mostly at depth, sited 
beyond the daleside to the north, therefore shaft sinking through 
solid limestone would have been a labour intensive operation. 
However, ventilation may have been possible via the vein 
working high on the daleside, but it is unclear at what date this 
was worked down to intersect the cave system and associated 
fireset workings. This said, as noted above, one blocked shaft 
on or near this vein has an associated ventilation duct, and 

5. INTERPRETING EARLY MINING IN NORTHERN DALE

John Barnatt and Terry Worthington
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this may well indicate the link was made early. Similarly, the 
main engine shaft into the further reaches of the mine, which is 
presumably later in date, may have superseded an earlier ‘shaft’ 
from surface that linked with the natural aven nearby that rises 
above the early workings. The cave system here may have been 
sufficiently complex to be largely self-ventilating with only a 
small number of entrances when compared to the Lords and 
Ladies Mines.

Ventilation control would have needed to serve two purposes 
– to bring air to fires in blind workings off the cave passages, 
and to clear the smoke from the firesetting locations. While 
the details of how this was achieved cannot be reconstructed 
(see below), it is clear that the creation of directed airway and 
flueway routes was important, as indicated by the blocking of 
some passages and the subdivision of flattings by walls to create 
a circular flow-routes to the forefield at blind headings. Near 
the lower entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine, one small fireset 
tube running closely parallel to the main passage, with small 
holes at intervals between the two (one with parts of a remaining 
blocking wall), may well have also been created to facilitate a 
circular flow. A similar passage half way along the Lords and 
Ladies workings, linking two flattings and shafts to surface, 
may be explained in this way and/or was an exploratory passage 
to test the amount of ore present. Similarly, a small fireset tube 
links the West and North-West Flat Workings at Old Ash Mine 
and can be interpreted in either way. Throughout the mines in 
Northern Dale, the presence of cave entrances at dale-bottom 
level in combination with shafts down from higher land to either 
side would have greatly facilitated air/smoke flow. No positive 
evidence was found to indicate the miners also employed 
hand bellows to bring air into individual fireset side workings, 
although this possibility should certainly not be discounted.

It is well known that winter underground airflow in caves and 
mines is upwards from lower to higher entrances as warm air 
within rises. In warm summer conditions, left to its own devices, 
this reverses.  However, with firesetting, in both summer and 
winter the heat generated once the fires were well alight will 
have created upward outflow for the smoke. In higher passages 
there may well have been hot fumes at the top with colder 
clear air below.  However, predicting airflow during firesetting 
is not easy to reconstruct in detail in mines such as those in 
Northern Dale.  Here many of the fireset workings are low and 
may have become smoke-filled even after the fires were well 
alight, especially as several have updip blind forefields, unless 
artificial circular airflow routes were created (by building walls 
or linking adjacent passages).  In addition, away from the fires, 
there are undulating passages which have sections that are at a 
somewhat higher level than those adjacent and may have become 
smoke-filled, unless the through-drafts were sufficiently strong 
to force clearance.  The creation of laws by the Barmoot Court 
prohibiting the lighting of fires underground, except at the end 
of the working day, perhaps suggests that problems with smoke-
clearance were encountered across the orefield. However, these 
laws can be alternatively interpreted as primarily being put in 
place to avoid the dangers of smoke entering adjacent inter-
linked workings that were being mined independently.  The real 
danger may have been to miners who had not been forewarned 
that fires were to be lit.  In many mines, especially those 
working veins rather than flattings, if ventilation measures had 
been successfully put in place it may well have been physically 
possible to carry on working whilst fires burned.

While experiments with smoke could perhaps be made to test 
flow-routes within the Northern Dale mines, this will probably 
be of little value in understanding the details of how air was 
manipulated for firesetting and how easily smoke cleared, 
because later mining, both as firesetting workings progressed 
and during 18th/19th century work employing powder, will 
have significantly changed ventilation conditions. In addition, 
the use of smoke has the inherent danger of polluting valuable 
deposits left from the firesetting. In addition, the necessary 
reconstruction of ventilation-control walls may well damage the 
integrity of the original features.

Whether the Northern Dale miners could physically continue to 
work once fire were lit, or not because of problems with smoke, 
is academic in the sense that the mining laws prohibited the 
lighting of fires except at the end of the day.  Assuming this 
stricture was adhered to, this imposed a daily working pattern 
which comprised:

Entering the mine to remove the debris and any ore that 
had previously been removed from the solid by the fire 
of the day before (or previously).
Once cleared of debris, removal of ore from the previously 
intact flatting (or elsewhere - veins) could take place, as 
this had been made accessible through the heightening 
(or elsewhere - widening) of the adjacent working.
Setting and lighting a new fire in advance of the next 
days work and vacating the mine.  
Depending upon how much ore was produced, this could 
have been taken from the mine at the end of the day, or as 
part of the mining activity earlier in the day.

At Northern Dale, once the ore had been extracted from the 
mineralised flattings, it appears that much of this was removed 
from the mines via the natural cave passages to the entrances 
in the dale. This is where the main spoil heaps are located, and 
stands in contrast with the majority of the shafts on the daleside 
which have none. However, this must not be overstated, for 
carrying wiskets of ore along the small passages from some 
remoter places in the mines would have been an arduous 
business and no doubt sometimes the shafts were utilised.

THE USE OF COAL

There is extensive evidence, in the form of burnt debris in floor 
deposits, that the firesetting at Northern Dale was undertaken 
using coal rather than wood. However, charcoal is also present in 
small quantities, mixed with the burnt coal. Analysis of samples 
of this charcoal in advance of radiocarbon dating shows that it 
is derived from twigs rather than larger pieces of timber. Thus, it 
seems highly likely that these were used as kindling for lighting 
the coal fires. This kindling may well have been collected locally, 
and the tree and shrub species present in the analysed charcoal 
is partially consistent with the ash/hazel woodland present in 
Northern Dale itself (today and probably in the past). Other 
species used, such as oak and holly, no doubt were common 
nearby in the shale valley at the lower end of Northern Dale, 
around Oker, and in the Derwent Valley beyond.

The use of coal comes as no surprise, given a demonstrated date 
for the firesetting at Northern Dale in the late 16th and 17th 
centuries (see below). Wood may well have been relatively 
scarce by this date, while coal had been mined in the Peak 
District from the medieval period and the exploitation of this 
resource seems to have been becoming increasingly common 
in early post-medieval times (see Section 6). There are several 
sources of coal on the gritstone uplands at a relatively short 
distance from Northern Dale (see Fig. 2). To the north-east, coal 
is known to have been mined at Baslow/Chatsworth Park and on 
Beeley Moor (Barnatt 1998; Barnatt and Bannister 2002).  These 
mines lie at 10km and 8km respectively from Northern Dale. In 
the case of Chatsworth Park, coal is recorded as being extracted 
intermittently from the 1620s onwards (Chats. Hard. 27 and 
book of disbursements 1656-68; Barnatt and Williamson 2005), 
while at Beeley Moor the right to mine coal was sold in 1560, 
suggesting it was at least being prospected at around this date 
(Hopkinson 1957; Barnatt and Bannister 2002). In both cases it 
is possible that coal was also extracted at earlier dates. To the 
south-east of Northern Dale, the coalmines immediately north of 
Alderwasley lie about 7km away. These were also worked from 
an early date and a specific reference to the use of coal from here 
for firesetting in lead mines has been identified. A court case 
deposition dated 29th January 1633, documents that Edward 
Low was mining coal underground in Alderwasley and Ashley 
Hey. He stated that lead miners ‘use Pitt Coles in abundance 
for the burninge of their workes being hard and in stone till 
they come to the mynes of Leade Oare.’ (PRO, DL 1/333). An 
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Fig. 13.  The overall distribution 
of fireset flattings and later 
powder workings within the 
assessed mines at Northern Dale 
(with upper and lower passages 
superimposed), and the location 
of the radiocarbon dating sample 

sites.
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even closer source of coal for the Northern Dale miners may 
also have been available; Farey records coalmines at Lumsdale 
and Tansley Green (Farey 1811). These must have exploited a 
localised seam that occurs relatively low in the Millstone Grit 
sequence, which is not recorded on British Geological Survey 
maps. This seam lies only about 5km from Northern Dale, but it 
is unclear whether it had been discovered and mined by the time 
the firesetting was taking place in the 16th and 17th centuries.

THE DATE AND SCALE OF EARLY MINING AT 
NORTHERN DALE

The use of firesetting in Northern Dale mines was extensive (Fig. 
13, Table 2). Evidence has been found at five separate locations 
(two of which were once linked underground). Old Ash Mine 
in Wensley Liberty, the largest cave/mine has about 550m of 
assessed passages (of all dates). The others, all on the other 
side of the dale in Matlock Liberty, taken together, again have 
about 550m of passages. This said, all given passage lengths in 
Table 2 are indicative, for, given the character of the workings, 
deciding what constitutes a separate passage is subjective. 
The assessment of horizontal area is a more objective way of 
assessing the amount of early mining that has taken place, as 
this was largely confined to flattings; this is adopted below. 
However, one drawback is that this procedure understates later 
workings, as some of these were in vertical scrins rather than 
flattings. Another caveat is that the natural passages may well 
have contained lead-rich sediments that were certainly working 
by later miners and presumably also worked at an earlier date; 
the assessment of amounts of ore recovered from these is 
impossible to estimate.

Table 2: the Extent of Firesetting and Later Mine Working 
in Northern Dale

Column A:  Mine name.
Column B:  Total horizontal length of all assessed    
 accessible passages (in metres).
Column C:  Approximate total horizontal area of all   
 assessed accessible passages (in square metres).
Column D:  Approximate horizontal area of assessed   
 accessible fireset workings (in square metres).
Column E:  Approximate horizontal area of assessed  
 accessible powder and other probable later  
 workings (in square metres).

 A B C D E
Old Ash Mine 550 1160 320 145
Lords and Ladies Mine 260 540 275 25
Upper Lords and Ladies Mine 110 275 70 25
SSE Shaft  30 c.50 c.5 -
South-East Pipe Workings  150 370 c.25 c.10
(Upper Series)

TOTAL  1100 2395 695 205

The assessment of the amount of passages with evidence for 
mining using firesetting requires further comment. At Old 
Ash Mine, with 320 square metres of fireset flattings, this is 
only 28% of the total area of the cave/workings. However, 
there are significant areas of the ‘mine’ that are largely natural 
where little or no mining has taken place. If those areas where 
mining concentrated are taken separately, then extraction is 
approximately 50%. This is consistent with the 275 square 
metres at Lords and Ladies Mine, which is 51% of the total. The 
same adjustments can be made for the 25% at the Upper Lords 
and Ladies workings, for this again is a ‘mine’ in two halves, 
with only one that is extensively worked.  The workings to the 
south-east are less extensively fireset (SSE shaft 10%, South-
East Pipe Workings 7%). This suggests that as the flattings went 
updip in this direction they where less rich in galena and, while 
trialed, they were often thought to be not worth mining further. 
At the ‘Pool Series’ of Hit and Miss Mine (Tearsall Pipe Caverns 
No. 2), which lie only two fields away to the south-west from the 
top end of Northern Dale and comprises natural caverns which 

may be part of the same natural cave system as encountered in 
Northern Dale, no evidence for firesetting has been found. Here 
mining concentrated on removing ore-rich sediments and only 
one flatting was trialed, at a later date with the aid of powder.  
This was followed for some distance, but the mined passage is 
narrow and was not extended laterally.

Taking the totals for Northern Dale as a whole, 695 square 
metres of fireset flattings were created, which is 29% of the total 
passages assessed (of which 62% were natural and 9%+ were 
later mining).

Estimating what amount of galena was removed from these 
flattings is difficult and little more that guesswork. While 
little lead ore is now visible, it seems likely that mining would 
normally have only stopped where the deposits had ceased to 
be profitable. In places, bands of galena left in-situ have been 
observed that are up 1cm thick and in one place in Old Ash 
Mine up to 5cm. Making a conservative estimate, that the 
average thickness of galena in the worked flattings was between 
1 and 2cm, this suggests that 7-14 cubic metres of galena was 
removed from the accessible workings in Northern Dale; this 
is about 200-400 loads (following calculations based on those 
given by Rieuwerts above). If the richer parts of the flattings 
averaged 5cm of galena, then up to 35 cubic metres or 1000 
loads may have been produced. To these estimates should be 
added any ore that was recovered from the cave sediments. 
Thus, at a best guess, the early miners, working before the 
introduction of powder at Northern Dale in the 18th century, 
produced between 500 and 1000 loads of ore. Unfortunately, 
no Barmaster accounts survive for the period over which the 
firesetting took place to confirm these estimates.

How quickly this ore was mined is also not fully clear.  The 
analysis of the 11 radiocarbon dates from Old Ash Mine and 
the Lords and Ladies Mine given in Section 8 below indicates 
that extraction is potentially likely to span much of the second 
half of the 16th century and the 17th century. Statistical analysis 
indicates that the start of mining at Old Ash Mine was most 
likely to have taken place somewhere between 1570 and 1640, 
while the end was between 1650 and 1700. However, the 
possibility of expanding this range certainly exists. Three of the 
samples from Old Ash Mine have individual 95% probability 
distributions that start well before 1570, while for one of the 
samples from Lords and Ladies Mine this extends the range into 
the early 1700s. 

The documentary evidence for Northern Dale suggests that 
mining had started by the 1530s, although it is does not tell us 
whether the miners initially employed firesetting. While there 
is documentary evidence that mining within Snitterton Liberty, 
where Lords and Ladies Mine lies, was forbidden by Richard 
Nedham in the mid 16th century, until his dispute was resolved 
in 1566, there was no known restriction for Old Ash Mine in 
Wensley Liberty. While there is little documentation for mining 
in Northern Dale in the late 16th and the 17th century, other 
than on the south side of the dale in the 1640s, this of course 
does not mean it was not taking place. It is known that surviving 
detailed documentation of mining for the orefield in this period 
only represents a small proportion of what was actually being 
undertaken; individual mines are commonly only identifiable if 
they were subject to legal dispute.

The 11 dated samples were taken from six different parts of 
these two mines, but examining their distribution gives no clear 
signs that mining progressed in any clear simple pattern from 
one mine, or one part of a mine, to another. The four dates from 
Lords and Ladies Mine all start from 1650 onwards, while those 
at One Ash Mine may well start earlier. However, this difference 
may reflect the small number of samples analysed at Lords and 
Ladies Mine and the possibility that further samples from here 
would be earlier cannot be discounted. A much larger number 
of dated samples would be needed to assess in any meaningful 
way the complex patterns of movement within and between 
each mine. Such work would be prohibitively expensive and 
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may not succeed given the relatively wide standard deviations 
for radiocarbon dates.

To bring together the evidence for estimating the potential 
maximum and minimum duration of early mining at the two 
main Northern Dale mines, it is difficult to be precise. As noted 
above the maximum likely duration is at least 130 years. The 
statistical approach adopted in Section 8 may suggest a minimum 
duration of as little as 10 years. However, taking the radiocarbon 
dates at face value rather than the using the statistical approach, 
and assessing them more subjectively using the independent 
probability distributions for each sample, it is worth noting that 
one from Old Ash Mine ends at 1640, while two of those for 
Lords and Ladies Mine these start at 1670; this may indicate a 
minimum potential period for the mining of 30 years. However, 
if the documented mining for the 1530s did employ firesetting, 
then this minimum period was much greater, being over 100 
years. Thus, the evidence may well suggests that mining was 
very small in scale, undertaken over a protracted (but not clearly 
defined) period, rather than it being a larger scale operation that 
started and finished within a decade or so. At a best guess, mining 
using firesetting can be estimated to have been taking place for 
something in the region of 50-150 years. Thus, on average only 
a few loads of ore per year were probably produced. But, this 
need not imply that output was similar from year to year and it 
seems likely this would have fluctuated as miners exhausted one 
flatting but then went on to eventually find new rich flattings 
elsewhere in the Northern Dale mines. Similarly, there may 
well have been a period towards the end of mining where new 
profitable deposits became scarce and output gradually tailed 
off. The possibility that miners left off for periods, moving to 
other mines when rich strikes were made, should also not be 
discounted, indeed this is to be expected. While the statistical 
analysis given in Section 8 indicates that the mining represented 
‘a single phase of activity’, given what we know of the character 
of small scale mining in the orefield, where miners often moved 
around or worked part-time, this need not imply that mining 
was continuous in any real sense, but only that there were no 
protracted breaks in mining spanning several decades.

The date of the trial/small-scale firesetting further up Northern 
Dale, at the SSE Shaft and South-East Pipe Workings is not 
known, but it seems reasonable to assume that it took place 
around the same time as that further down the valley. One 
possibility, if the fireset shaft at the South-East Pipe Workings 
is that referred to in documentation as Babyngtons Shaft, is that 
work took place here in the mid 17th century. 

The ambiguity over the start date for the firesetting, which the 
statistical analysis suggests may have been in the late 16th or 
early 17th century, raises an important issue, given that mining 
is known to have been taking place in ‘Northern Dale Pipe’ in 
Snitterton Lordship from at least the 1530s. In all the accessible 
workings in Lords and Ladies Mine, and in those further south 
on this side of the dale, there is no archaeological evidence for 
early extraction techniques other than firesetting having been 
employed. Indeed, there are no mined mineralised deposits of 
any significant extent in solid rock that were not fireset (except 
for those worked later using powder). Thus, we are left with 
the question – were miners in the first half of the 16th century 
concentrating solely on removing mineral-rich sediments from 
the caves here, or was firesetting taking place at a somewhat 
earlier date than that demonstrable from the available radiocarbon 
dates? If the sediments in the Northern Dale caves were lead-
rich then it would have been easier work to concentrate on these 
initially, only resorting to firesetting when the sediments were 
considered worked-out.

To conclude, it seems likely that the firesetting at Northern Dale 
was undertaken for between about 5 and 15 decades. Thus, while 
something in the region of up to between 500 and 1000 loads 
of ore could have been produced in total, the output in most if 
not all years is likely to have been very small; as an average it 
is likely to have been only somewhere between 3 and 20 loads. 
Thus the mines at Northern Dale, while having some of the best 

and most extensive surviving evidence for firesetting in the 
orefield, are probably to be interpreted in production terms as 
being very small in scale, with only a few miners working at 
any one time.

These mines would have made only an insignificant contribution 
to the overall lead output from the orefield in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. It has been estimated that the total ore production 
for the one year in the 16th century for which detailed records 
survive (for the Wapentake of Wirksworth), 1541/2, was around 
3000 loads. This was a time of depressed output, where it is 
thought little mining was taking place in the northern parts of 
the orefield, and by 1580-1600 this output had risen for the 
orefield as a whole to around 20-30,000 loads per year (Kiernan 
1989, pp. 36-7, 202). Levels continued to increase through 
much of the 17th century (Wood 1999, pp. 86-89, 98-99). This 
said, while some individual mines had large outputs, with for 
example seven mines in 1541/2 each producing c. 100-600 
loads (Kiernan 1989, p. 21), there were a much larger number 
of mines across the orefield with an output more comparable to 
those at Northern Dale. Therefore, the mines here are in some 
ways typical of 16th/17th century mining in the Peak District.
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FIRESETTING WITH COAL

Until the research reported here was undertaken, it seems 
to have been often assumed that firesetting has normally 
been carried out using wood as the primary fuel (Willies 
1994, Craddock 1995). While this was undoubtedly true 
at prehistoric mines, with one minor exception, it was the 
norm to use coal at later Peak District lead mines.

Evidence for this method of extraction has been found 
across the orefield. Although, identified examples are most 
common in the southern parts of this, the bias may well 
be a product of what workings are now enterable. To the 
south there are more pipe workings near surface, while to 
the north vein workings predominate and many of these are 
inaccessible. If the distribution of fireset vein workings 
not accessed via pipeworkings is assessed independently, 
then five sites lie in the northern half of the orefield (Calf 
Pingle, Stub Scrin, Harrybecca/Evans Gin, Harrybecca, 
Mandale), while eight lie to the south (Hard Rake, Key 
Vein, Newthole Vein, Coalpit Rake, Great Rake/Moletrap 
Vein, Moor Farm, Slinter Wood Trial, Spencers Rake). 
Given that the majority of lead workings in the orefield 
as a whole are now inaccessible, combined with extensive 
reworking of most mines since the introduction of powder 
in the late 17th century, the finding of 30 mines with good 
evidence for firesetting, strongly suggests that this was a 
widely practiced extraction technique.

While firesetting was arguably widespread in the Peak 
District orefield, the scale at which this was used is less 
certain. Firesetting was probably only normally used to 
break limestone rather than mineral. This practice has been 
illustrated at the flattings at Northern Dale, and is consistent 
with observations by Hooson in 1747, who stated that the 
method was ineffective in removing mineral. Observation of 
the character of all other workings with identified firesetting 
across the orefield is also consistent with this. 

It often seems to have been assumed that firesetting was 
generally employed at mines prior to the introduction of 
powder; this is not true. It was probably only used when 
specific adverse geological conditions were encountered. 
It is normally the case that workings are found where the 
mineralisation is in narrow vertical or horizontal deposits, 
or where workings are otherwise small. Only at Spencers 
Rake has evidence been found for direct firesetting of 
mineral, but here the vein was of massive calcite rather than 
a more typical multi-layered vein with several minerals 
present. Thus, it seems likely that firesetting was normally 
restricted to narrow veins or low flattings. It is not clear to 
what extent such deposits were considered worth mining 
before the beginning of the 18th century when the use of 
powder was becoming commonplace. It may be that mining 
was largely confined to larger, more easily worked and 
more productive deposits in medieval times and that lesser 
deposits were normally ignored until later. It was perhaps 
only when many rich deposits above the watertable had 
been worked out that firesetting became commonplace (see 
below).  

The extent of firesetting at identified mines is given in 
Table 3. Firesetting was intensively used in at least a few 
mines and five examples have been identified. However, in 
the majority of cases (17) this technique was used only for 
trials/small-scale working.

Table 3: The Extent of Fireset Working within Identified 
Mines.

Extensive firesetting - Northern Dale (Old Ash Mine and Lords and   
 Ladies Mine), Harrybecca/Evans Gin, Coalpit   
 Rake, Allen’s Hill Mine.

Trials/Small-scale -  Whalfe Pipe, Mandale Mine, Noon   
working - Nick Mine, Dark Hole and Primrose   
 Level, Carding’s Nestus Pipes (Masson Great   
 Cavern), Nestus Pipes (Rutland Cavern), Long  
 Tor Top Mine, Key Vein, Newthole Vein,   
 Owlet Hole, Moor Farm, Hollow Phinnis   
 Pipes, Slinter Wood Trial, Old Gells   
 Mine, Dream Hole Mine, Ecton Hill,   
 Tear Breeches Trial.

Unknown  The Great Rake/Moletrap Vein, Spencers   
(extensive reworking) –  Rake.

Unknown (limited access) -  Bacon Rake, Hard Rake.

Unknown  Pindale Opencuts, Moss Rake, Coombs Dale,   
(unclear evidence) -  Cow Hole Pipes, Ashover.

Unknown  Calf Pingle North Mine, Stub Scrin, Back o’   
(unassessed) -  th’ Brook Mines.

The use of coal rather than wood for firesetting at the Peak 
District mines is probably explained by two main factors - the 
availability of local coal and the relative shortage of accessible 
wood. 

It has traditionally been argued that wood supplies had been 
scarce on and around the limestone plateau of the Peak District 
from medieval times onwards, partly because of the need for 
timber in the lead mines, for use as stemples, etc., and for lead 
smelting. Surviving estate maps, which date from the early 17th 
century onwards, show a relative dearth of woodland. However, 
it has recently been realised that most surviving 17th century 
maps do not show unmanaged woodland even where present 
(Barnatt and Johnson 2006). Thus, the amount of timber and 
brushwood growing on the limestone plateau and its dales is 
open for debate, although problems with the acquisition of local 
timber for larger mining ventures are noted in several cases in 
documentation of this period (Jim Rieuwerts pers comm.). In 
the surrounding areas of the region beyond the orefield, as for 
example in the Derwent Valley, woodland is known to have 
been relatively common. However, here coppiced timber was at 
a commercial premium in post-medieval times. From the 16th 
to 18th centuries, white coal (kiln-dried wood) was produced 
in large quantities for lead smelting (Kiernan 1989), while in 
the upper Derwent valley, it is documented that charcoal was 
produced on an industrial scale for iron smelting in the 18th 
century, but production had earlier origins (Bevan 2004).  Thus, 
the use of coal for firesetting may well have been an attractive 
option, as woodland resources were often reserved for other 
purposes.

The lead orefield of the limestone plateau has Millstone Grit and 
Lower Coal Measure uplands a short distance away to east and 
west, where there are outcropping coal seams, commonly within 
a few kilometres of lead mines (see Fig. 2). In both directions 
coal extraction is known to have taken place from medieval 
times onwards (Lander and Vellacott 1907; Hopkinson 1957; 
Leach 1996). While some of this coal was perhaps used in the 
Peak District by the domestic market from an early date, it was 
commonly burnt for industrial purposes from the beginning of 
the 17th century and probably earlier. Uses included drying 

6. OBSERVATION ON THE DATE AND CHARACTER OF FIRESETTING IN THE PEAK   
 DISTRICT

John Barnatt and Terry Worthington
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white coal, lead-slag smelting and limeburning (Kiernan 1989; 
Barnatt and Dickson 2004). Firesetting within mines can now 
confidently be added to this list.

To the east of the orefield, coalmines are found from Stanage 
Edge above Hathersage in the north to Alderwasley in the south 
(Farey 1811; Lund 1998; Barnatt 1998; Barnatt and Banister 
2002; Barnatt and Smith 2004). To the west the coalmines 
extend from the New Mills area to the extensive ancient mines 
at Goldsitch Moss, and to Blue Hills beyond, both just north 
of Upper Hulme (Farey 1811; Roberts and Leach 1985; Leach 
1992; Leach 1996; Barnatt and Leach 1997). Some at least 
of the coalmines to the east of the orefield shown on Figure 
2 were active before the beginning of the 18th century and 
thus could have provided coal for firesetting, as for example at 
Baslow/Chatsworth Park, Beeley Moor and Alderwasley (see 
Section 6). There is also good evidence for coal extraction at 
similarly early dates to the west at Ollersett Moor, Fernilee, 
Goyt’s Moss, Axe Edge/Orchard Common and Goldsitch 
Moss. At the last site in this list, extraction is first recorded 
in 1401. However, coal from these western coalmines may 
have only been used to a limited extent for firesetting as they 
lie at some distance from the majority of lead mines, which 
were sited in the eastern half of the orefield. This said, the 
example of firesetting with coal at Ecton is within 10km of 
both the Goldsitch Moss coalmines and further sources to the 
south-west around Froghall. Similarly, the lead mines south 
of Castleton in the northern orefield are midway between 
eastern and western coal sources. In contrast, to the east, the 
nearest coalmines lie well under 10km of many lead mines. At 
Alderwasley the coal deposits are under 2km from the nearest 
lead mines around Wirksworth.

DATING THE FIRESETTING
The date range for firesetting with coal in the Peak District is not 
yet fully clear.  Before the radiocarbon dates for the Northern 
Dale mines became available it was assumed by the authors that 
this would span much of the medieval period, perhaps starting 
as early as the 12th or 13th century. However, the 11 Northern 
Dale dates are all best interpreted as spanning some of the 16th 
and much or all of the 17th century; documentation of these 
mines perhaps suggests firesetting started as early as the 1530s 
(see Sections 5, 8). Whether firesetting at all other mines also 
dates to these two centuries, or if some is significantly earlier 
than this, has not yet been tested. A general end date in the early 
18th century for firesetting in the region, coinciding with the use 
of powder for blasting becoming common, seems a reasonable 
assumption.

Direct documentation of firesetting within the orefield is confined 
to the 17th century (see Section 1). Similarly, the first references 
to mining at the some of the mines where firesetting has been 
identified dates to the 16th and 17th centuries. These include, 
Coalpit Rake in 1528, Noon Nick and Northern Dale from 
the 1530s, Dirtlow Rake in 1538, Hollow Phinnis in 1541/42, 
Yokecliffe Rake in 1661 and Dark Place Rake in 1668 (and for 
possible sites at Moss Rake in 1617 and Old Gells in 1661). Only 
Mandale Mine in the 1280s and the Nestus Pipes in 1470/71 are 
significantly earlier.  In the former the rich early workings are 
believed to be at some distance from the identified firesetting 
and are not now accessible (Rieuwerts 2000a), while at the 
latter the majority of the early working is argued to have used 
a different extraction technique (Barnatt and Rieuwerts 1998). 
However, the significance of the written data should be treated 
with extreme caution, for few mines are documented by name 
prior to the 16th century, and surviving detailed texts for the 
orefield are generally scarce. Thus, many mines may have been 
at work for which we have no written record and the methods of 
extracting ore in the medieval period went unrecorded.

While medieval dates for firesetting with coal in the Peak District 
certainly should not be discounted, an argument for an adoption 
of this extraction technique that is largely or wholly confined to 
the 16th and 17th centuries will be made below.

PRE-POWDER MINING IN THE PEAK DISTRICT

As just stated, while the medieval use of firesetting certainly 
should not be ruled out, the present evidence suggests that its use 
may have been largely confined to the 16th and 17th centuries. 
In either event, it was certainly widely employed in the early 
post-medieval period, as indicated by the documentation for this 
practice in the 17th century (Section 1).

While the technique of firesetting was undoubtedly known 
through the medieval period and before, it may well have 
been seen as an unattractive option while there were available 
rich deposits that could be won without resorting to using this 
time consuming and potentially dangerous aid to extraction. 
Firesetting may have been adopted as a response to rich deposits 
of ore becoming increasingly effectively worked out through 
the 16th and 17th centuries, in the sense that rake veins had 
been followed down to the watertable and could not easily 
be followed deeper (Barnatt with Rieuwerts 1995; Rieuwerts 
1998b; Ford and Rieuwerts 2000). 

Faced with this situation, miners had two choices if they wanted 
to continue profitable mining in the orefield. They could either 
concentrate on narrower veins above the watertable, or they 
could lower the watertable by using drainage soughs or in some 
cases water-powered pumps. The use of both approaches can 
now be demonstrated to have been employed at this time. 

The increasing employment of soughs from the early 17th 
century is well documented, and waterwheels were also built 
from at least the 1640s in those few locations where a suitable 
water supply was available at surface or underground (Rieuwerts 
1987; 1998). However, these were expensive to drive/install, 
and for independent miners without financial backing they were 
options beyond their reach. 

If wanting to extract ore from remaining deposits nearer surface, 
miners had to find ways to cope with the narrow working 
conditions. Many veins existed which, while containing 
workable amounts of ore, could not be followed easily without 
removing the limestone cheeks. Similarly, there were occasional 
low flattings, as at Northern Dale, where the limestone roof and/
or floor had to be removed. Firesetting may well have been a 
more effective/attractive way of removing hard limestone than 
the use of hand tools. While still relatively slow, it was less 
hard work. A more efficient method of working only became 
available with the introduction of powder in the second half of 
the 17th century.

One important factor that led to the introduction of firesetting 
and drainage was the increased demand for lead in the second 
half of the 16th century (Kiernan 1989, Rieuwerts 1998b, Ford 
and Rieuwerts 2000). Similarly, better smelting techniques were 
also introduced at this time and these allowed poorer grade ores, 
where the galena was comminuted, to be processed with relative 
ease. This was of crucial importance for the use of firesetting in 
narrow veins and flattings, where much of the ore present was 
in narrow bands.

An associated practice that may have been confined to the post-
medieval period, is the evidence found at Northern Dale for 
the sweeping of the 16th/17th century fireset workings, which 
implies that the miners were interested in recovering all ore 
including that reduced to small pieces. The conventional wisdom 
is that before the introduction of the ore hearth for smelting in 
the second half of the 16th century, only ‘bing ore’ (large pieces 
of ore) could be effectively smelted in traditional bole hearths, 
although small amounts of smaller-sized ‘wash ore’ (over about 
½ inch across) could be added (Kiernan 1989, Rieuwerts 1998b, 
Ford and Rieuwerts 2000). However, if added in any quantity, 
‘wash ore’ reduced the smelting efficiency. Thus, it can be 
argued that large quantities of ‘wash ore’ were undesirable as 
they were difficult to process. Similarly, the sweepings from 
firesetting, if they included a significant proportion of more 
finely-comminuted ore, may have only been successfully 
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smeltable with the introduction of the ore hearth; this coincides 
with the current evidence for the adoption of firesetting. 

This said, an amount of caution is needed with the above 
interpretation of the limitations of bole hearth smelting 
capabilities, for recent mining practice in the third world shows 
that comminuted ore can indeed be processed in a bole-type 
smelter by mixing it with dung and smelting this in dried cakes 
(Lynn Willies pers. comm.). It is something of a moot point 
whether it had occurred to medieval smelters in the Peak District 
to employ this type of technique. However, recorded comments 
made by the bole brenners about the problems encountered with 
wash ore suggest this method was not successfully employed.

Ascribing much or all of the firesetting found in the Peak 
District to the early post-medieval period explains the use of 
coal rather than wood, for as noted above, wood may have been 
a depleted resource and was often reserved for other uses by 
this date. An alternative fuel source, noted by both Hooson and 
White Watson, was the use of horse bones (Hooson 1747; White 
Watson – DRO, M 878). If this had been a widespread practice 
then it is to be expected that archaeological evidence would 
have been found during the recent search of workings. Thus, 
it may be that these bones were only used at specific mines. 
Their collection in sufficient quantities, even for a restricted 
number of mines, may well have only been possible in post-
medieval times when there was an increasing numbers of horses 
being used in farming and for transporting raw materials and 
manufactured goods. The acquisition of bones in quantity may 
have been beyond the independent miner, as this would have 
presumably required a degree of ‘centralised’ organisation.

Powder was first introduced into Peak District mines in the 
1660s and its use had become commonplace by the first decades 
of the 18th century (Barnatt et al. 1997; Rieuwerts 1983; 1998a; 
1998b). While the driving of soughs continued into the late 19th 
century and was much facilitated by powder, firesetting was 
soon rendered obsolete once powder became generally available 
(Section 1). While firesetting was easy work, powder had one 
main advantage, it allowed an exponential increase in output, 
as no restrictions upon when it could be used were imposed 
by the Barmoot Court. In addition, presumably in some cases 
time did not have to be wasted waiting for the mine to clear of 
smoke. Although powder produces harmful fumes, the quantity 
of these produced to break a cubic metre of rock/mineral was 
much less than the amount of smoke from firesetting. Thus, 
more continuous work became easier and therefore more profit 
could potentially be made. 

This emphasis on productivity is part of a more general change 
in attitudes by people towards work, which went hand-in-hand 
with the rise of industrialisation, where society was becoming 
increasingly profit-driven in the 17th and 18th centuries. 
Similarly, while traditional mining was often a part-time 
occupation and thus a relatively short trip down a mine to clear 
the previous debris from firesetting and set a new fire was not 
inconvenient, the use of powder allowed mining to became a 
more full-time occupation for many more people than had 
presumably been the case previously. This again facilitated the 
industrialisation process. In the medieval period it is likely that 
only a small number of rich mines were worked by ‘full time’ 
miners, whereas with the introduction of powder this gave many 
smaller mines more ‘viability’, some of which could be mined 
on a ‘continuous’ basis.

In conclusion, firesetting may well have played a significant 
role in the rise of proto-industrial mining practices in the 16th 
and 17th centuries in the Peak District orefield. It allowed lesser 
deposits of ore to be exploited at a time when ore demand was 
increasing but the availability of easily won ore was decreasing. 
Concomitant with this, developments in smelting technology 
allowed the ores from these fireset workings to be processed 
effectively. However, with the introduction of powder, the trend 
towards ‘industrial efficiency’ increased exponentially.

CONSERVING THE FIRESETTING RESOURCE

With the technological and socio-industrial significance of 
firesetting with coal in mind, it is important that the known 
examples of this practice are conserved for future study. The 
published inventory of surviving regionally and nationally 
important mining sites in the Peak District orefield which are of 
high conservation value, compiled in 2004, recognised several 
of the main identified firesetting sites (Barnatt and Penny 2004; 
Barnatt 2004). However, two particularly important key sites 
have been identified subsequently, the extensively fireset scrins 
at Harrybecca/Evans Gin and the flattings at Allen’s Hill Mine, 
while other newly-identified certain examples also exist (see 
Section 11). With the exception of Allen’s Hill Mine, which has 
just been discovered, these were recently added to the Inventory 
when it was updated (Barnatt 2005). While it has not yet been 
possible to make this update widely available, it can be consulted 
upon request at the National Park office and a copy has been 
deposited in the PDMHS library.

FUTURE RESEARCH

There is still much to be done before we fully understand the 
history and application of firesetting using coal at Peak District 
mines:

Detailed studies of two other sites where its extensive use 
have been recognised, at Coalpit Rake and Harrybecca/
Evans Gin, are underway and will be reported in due 
course.
A further important site, at Allen’s Hill Mine, has just 
been identified and permissions are being sought to carry 
out detailed recording here.
Further sites will undoubtedly be identified that will add 
to our knowledge.
Radiocarbon dates are needed from a number of mines 
beyond Northern Dale to test the range of dates for 
firesetting in the Peak District.
Documentary and analytical research needs to be 
undertaken to source the coal used in Peak District 
mines.
Experimentation is needed to investigate the effectiveness 
of coal for firesetting, testing extraction rates for different 
rocks and minerals. It is currently unclear whether using 
coal for firesetting was more efficient in removing rock 
when compared to timber (or horse bones).
Further investigation is needed into what grades of ore 
could be smelted in British bole hearths, to evaluate 
whether the ore sweeping found at Northern Dale is 
a characteristic only to expected once ‘ore hearth’ 
technology had been introduced in the 16th century, or 
whether finely broken galena was smelted at an earlier 
date.
Parallels need to be sought for comparable firesetting in 
other orefields.  

Preliminary enquiries have largely failed to find identified 
physical evidence for firesetting in other British orefields 
reported by other researchers, other than for firesetting using 
wood at various prehistoric copper mines (e.g. Craddock 1995; 
O’Brien 1996; Timberlake 2003). However, a weekend visit by 
the authors to Cumbria in 2005 identified evidence for firesetting 
at two and possibly three early post-medieval mines, although 
no evidence for the use of coal was found; this demonstrates 
the potential for future archaeological research elsewhere in 
Britain.  

Coal was certainly used for firesetting in British orefields beyond 
the Peak District. In 1660-63 at the Hurst Mines at Marrick in 
North Yorkshire, it is documented that coal was used ‘to firewith 
in the levill’ (Tyson 1989, p. 22). The use of firesetting was also 
noted in mines nearby at Marske in 1662, when an agreement 
to sink a trial shaft allowed for the possibility that they may 
‘meet with such hard woorke as can not be wrought without 
fire’ (Tyson 1994, p. 35); however, the type of fuel to be used in 
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this eventuality is not stated. Firesetting is also documented in 
the Mendips in 1580 and 1680 (Gough 1930), but again the type 
of fuel used is not specified. The use of firesetting using coal 
in the Forest of Dean has been noted at Old Hay Mine, where 
archaeological evidence for the practice survives (Weisgerber 
and Willies 2001, p. 134; Lynn Willies pers. comm.).

It may be that firesetting using coal was also employed in 
Cumbria when copper mines were opened/re-opened by The 
Company of Mines Royal from the 1560s onwards, using a south 
German company employing Austrian miners from the Tyrol 
(Collingwood 1912; Donald 1955). Some of their workings were 
certainly fireset, for a report on the mines, written in 1602, notes 
that in their easternmost workings at Coniston, at Clocker’s 
or Low Work, the stone was ‘extreme hard……but they have 
some help by making fire to it’ (Donald 1955, p.178). However, 
it is unclear from this report, and from the published original 
company accounts, whether the ‘seacoal’ noted as mined in 
Cumbria, mostly at Bolton north-west of Caldbeck, was used 
for firesetting; it is documented as primarily used for the mine 
smithies and for smelting the copper at Keswick (which was 
also smelted using charcoal and peat). 

In the brief foray by the authors to Cumbrian mines, it was 
observed that the roof of the handpicked coffin level which leads 
to Clocker’s or Low Work at depth, now known as Cobblers 
Level and of probable early 17th century date, is sooted from 
firesetting over much of its length; however, there is a small 
deposit of charcoal rather than burnt coal at a forefield near 
its inner end. Curiously, a previous account of this level notes 
‘numerous small hitches’ cut about a foot below the roof to 
create a fang for firesetting ventilation but omits to mention the 
soot (Holland 1981; 49-51); these hitches could not be found in 
2005.

Firesetting is also documented at a nearby vein at Simons Nick 
(Jim Rieuwerts pers. comm.). Interestingly, it was noted that 
the ore was swept from the workings here, a practice identified 
archaeologically at Northern Dale. A brief surface inspection 
of the vein opencuts at Back Strings has identified a narrow 
working close to the main Simon’s Nick vein which has a roof 
and upper sides with a distinctive ‘arched’ profile. This is similar 
in shape to fireset vein workings found in limestone in the Peak 
District. The rhyolite at Coniston is very different in geological 
character, but study of mines dug into volcanic rocks elsewhere 
in the world shows that similar passage characteristics are to 
be expected (Weisgerber and Willies 2001). No further physical 
evidence was found on our cursory visit to Simon’s Nick to 
confirm firesetting here. This is hardly surprising as there has 
been extensive later reworking of the vein outcrops at this site.

Further north in Cumbria, at Goldscope, the handpicked coffin 
levels were also inspected. These date to the Mines Royal period 
of activity, which started at Goldscope in the 1560s. That driven 
from the east side of the ridge led to an underground waterwheel 
probably installed in about 1570 and replaced in 1601 (Donald 
1955, 165-170; Adams 1995, 23-29; Tyler 2005, 57-115). Part 
way along this level, which was being driven in 1569 (but was 
enlarged with powder in the 19th century), there is a small trial 
in a minor vein to its side. The latter has probably been fireset, 
as indicated by soot on the roof, but whether this trial dates to 
the late 16th century or somewhat later is not clear. The mine 
was worked from 1566 to at least 1637 and again between 
1689 and 1692. It reopened in 1696 and shortly afterwards it is 
documented that the miners were then employing powder.

The use of sweeping in The Company of Mines Royal’s 16th 
century workings in Cumbria, presumably in some cases at least 
associated with firesetting, was clearly common practice. There 
are several instances noted in the mine accounts for 1569 where 
men were paid for this; this included the mines at Goldscope 
and elsewhere (Collingwood 1912, pp. 43, 69, 80, 89, 90).

Local mine researchers in Cumbria may well be able to provide 
much fuller details of the evidence for firesetting here and it 

is hoped that they will eventually publish a full account so 
that comparisons can be made with the Peak District orefield. 
Similarly, it is hoped that the Peak District evidence reported 
here will encourage others to search for fireset workings 
elsewhere in Britain.

It is known that firesetting was commonly employed in 
prehistoric to post-medieval mines across continental Europe 
and beyond, but the evidence appears to be for the use of wood 
as a fuel (e.g. Craddock 1995; 1996; Reisler and Schrattenthaler 
2002; Weisgerber and Willies 2001; Willies 1987; 1990; 1992; 
1995; 1997). The authors are not aware of any evidence for coal 
also being used; any information on this would be gratefully 
received.
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RECORDING MINES IN DETAIL

The purposes of this section are twofold. Firstly, it creates an available 
record of the archaeological evidence upon which the analyses 
presented here are based and allows those wanting to inspect the mines 
to locate and interrogate this evidence. Thus, the quantity and quality 
of this can be re-assessed. 

Secondly, while such details are often placed in unpublished archives, 
here it is thought useful to publish this data as a test-case. This is 
designed to demonstrate how much can be learned by a thorough 
examination of a mine working, whatever its date, and how complex 
the history can be shown to be. This sometimes stands in strong contrast 
to the partial and sometimes minimal survival of historical archives 
related to a mine and to interpretation based on casual observation of 
the underground evidence.

It is only with a thorough search for clues that the complex development 
of most mines through time, and how they were worked at different 
periods, can be unravelled. It is all too easy when exploring mine 
workings to jump to simplistic conclusions when not all the evidence 
has been interrogated; the discipline forced by carrying out detailed 
archaeological survey is an aid to preventing this from happening. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY AND EXCAVATION

Assessment of the underground archaeological character and the 
detailed evidence for firesetting at the Northern Dale mines required 
accurate surveys of the workings to make this recording possible. 

The only adequate surveys available at the outset of the project were 
those for Old Ash Mine and Cavern undertaken by the Moldywarps 
Speleological Group (BCRA Grade 5) in 1983-84 (Gibson and Ryder 
1983; 1987); copies of these were obtained from the British Cave 
Research Association library at Matlock. Depicted passage details were 
refined by the authors where necessary. The other main focus of study, 
Lords and Ladies Mine, was surveyed by the authors (JB/TW) with 

help from Peter Hague. This was undertaken to BCRA Grade 6D.  A 
line survey between fixed roof stations had angles taken to the nearest 
degree with Suunto compass and clinometer, and distances measured 
with fibreglass tape-measures. Detail was then added for all changes 
in passage-edge direction, breaks of slope, etc., using a hand-held 
Lieca Disto laser, from tapelines between stations. An upper extension 
to the Lords and Ladies workings to the south, entered via a separate 
entrance, was surveyed by the authors (JB/TW) with the same survey 
equipment and employing a similar methodology, but using temporary 
floor stations (survey pins and fixed poles) rather than roof stations 
(BCRA Grade 5D). Similarly, upper fireset workings at Old Ash Mine, 
omitted from the Moldywarps survey were recorded in this way.  All 
these surveys have been drawn to be accurate when depicted at 1:200.

Other workings in Northern Dale were also surveyed, but not to the 
same level of accuracy. A complex upper series of workings entered via 
a 24m deep shaft and referred to below as the South-East Pipe Workings, 
was surveyed rapidly by the authors (JB/TW) with help from Jon 
Scaife and Ray Marsh. The same equipment was used to produce the 
line survey. Passage detail was measured at the stations, but otherwise 
mostly only sketched (BCRA Grade 3C). An identical methodology 
was used for the small workings at the base of Top Shaft. Other vertical 
workings in Northern Dale, which have only very limited horizontal 
development, were sketched, with tape and compass measurements 
taken to establish depths, passage lengths and directions, but no formal 
surveys were drawn.

In all the workings noted above, once an adequate survey was available, 
a second phase of underground recording was then undertaken. This 
concentrated on recording archaeological information. For each section 
of passage notes were made on its character. The position of all relevant 
details, such as fireset surfaces, soot, shotholes and floor deposits, 
were sketch-plotted on the survey and cross-referenced to notes made 
underground.

To contextualise the underground workings, a survey of the surface 
topography and mining features was made of Northern Dale and its 
immediate environs. 

Metrical control for this was established in two ways. 
In open areas Nigel Sharpe established the positions 
of a series of fixed points using sub-metre accuracy 
GPS equipment. In the wooded dale, Paul Deakin 
fixed station positions with an EDM. Survey detail 
above the valley was also measured with the GPS, 
while that in the wooded parts of the valley was 
mostly measured by the authors (JB/TW) using short 
offsets from tapes between the fixed stations. The 
overall results were drawn as accurate at 1:500.

Small archaeological excavations where undertaken 
underground within Old Ash Mine (2003) and Lords 
and Ladies Mines (2004); their main purpose was 
to obtain material that could be radiocarbon dated. 
It was known, that while the primary fuel for the 
firesetting here was coal, wood was used to light the 
fires and that fragments of charcoal were present; it 
was these that were being sought. As Northern Dale 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

7. THE DETAILED ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDING OF MINES: NORTHERN DALE - A CASE STUDY

John Barnatt and Terry Worthington

Plate 14.  Some of the best places to sample 
floor deposits for radiocarbon dating, as here 
in Lords and Ladies Mine, were difficult to 
access.  The charcoal here survived well as it 
had not been crushed by travellers through the 

mine (Copyright: David Webb).
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is a Scheduled Monument, designated for its mining interest, Scheduled 
Monument Consent was obtained from the Secretary of State to carry 
out this work. English Heritage, who processed this application, kindly 
funded the radiocarbon dating.

In Old Ash Mine four sample sites (A-D) were identified, spread 
through the mine to establish whether or not firesetting in different parts 
of the workings took place at significantly different dates. Similarly, in 
Lords and Ladies Mine, two sample sites (A-B) were located near the 
upper and lower ends of the workings. In some cases the sites with 
the best material were is constricted passages, which made sampling 
challenging (Plate 14).

With one exception (see below), each selected site was sampled within 
an area less than 0.5 x 0.5m across, and less than 0.1m deep. All 
material was removed by trowel. After taking out any larger stones, all 
finer material was bagged and removed from the mine. This was then 
wet-sieved and any charcoal present was separated. After excavation, 
individual charcoal fragments were analysed to determine the species 
of trees represented, to ensure dated samples were from short-lived 
material that would give accurate dates.

In the case of sample OAM03-B a distinction was made between 
the smaller pieces of charcoal present (B1) and a single larger lump 
of charcoal (B2). At OAM03-C three separate samples (C1-3) were 
obtained from slightly different places because of a fear that some may 
not contain charcoal. Similarly, at both LAL04-A and LAL04-B two 
adjacent sites were sampled (A1-2, B1-2).

At OAM03-A, the sample site was a small, 3m long, horizontal passage 
in the roof that had been partially backfilled by miners. The fill was 
archaeologically excavated using a trowel. Under later backfill, there 
was a thin layer of material containing burnt coal and wood sealed by a 
thin coating of stalagmite – this was removed for dating purposes.

The accounts of the surface archaeology, cave passages and the mine 
workings presented below are based on detailed notes made at surface 
and underground as assessment proceeded.

THE SURFACE ARCHAEOLOGY

What follows is a detailed catalogue of surface features to place the 
underground mines, described below in detail, in their surface context.

On the north-western side, the small gated entrance to Old Ash Mine 
(Fig. 14:1) lies in a hollow below a low crag, with a large flat-topped 
spoil heap outside (Fig. 14:2). Above are the entrances to two adjacent 
trial workings in an upper flatting (Fig. 14:3). A lower hillock below 
(Fig. 14:4) may derive from an early phase of working. The main 
hillock extends up the valley, suggesting that some of the waste material 
derives from a further entrance (Fig. 14:5), now lost and presumably 
buried beneath mine waste that has spilled down the daleside from 
workings above. The presence of this second entrance is supported 
by passages underground which head in this direction, the present end 
of one having been backfilled from beyond what is now accessible. 
The hillock has been clipped by the modern track following the dale 
bottom, which was created only a few years ago. On the other side of 
the track there is a spoil heap (Fig. 14:6), which perhaps comprises 
material moved here when this access route was created. Further down 
the valley, there is a possible hillock (Fig. 14:7), which is ether derived 
from a lost shaft to workings below or it is a natural feature; there is no 
identified mineralisation at surface or underground in this vicinity. 

Almost opposite the Old Ash Mine entrance, is the lower entrance 
to Lords and Ladies Mine (Fig. 14:8) with a second to a short trial 
nearby (Fig. 14:9). The flat area in front of these entrances comprises, 
in part at least, waste material in backfilled workings in the dale bottom. 
Running southwards from the lower Lords and Ladies entrance, there 
is a series of small hillocks associated with shafts to the underground 
‘pipe workings’. One open shaft (Fig. 14:10) leads into the surveyed 
workings, while another nearby (Fig. 14:11) is choked at its base and 
either leads to further workings that are now not accessible or it was a 
failed trial. The shaft into known pipe workings has a sizeable hillock 
below, which may well derive from later-phase mining. This stands in 

contrast to the sites of two early shafts into the surveyed workings that 
have only small hollows at their tops (Fig. 14:12). The site of another 
(Fig. 14:13) which is identified underground, is now buried beneath 
the spoil heap of the later shaft noted above. The lack of spoil heaps 
suggests these were ventilation shafts rather than for ore extraction.  
Two similar hollows (Fig. 14:14) are probably at the sites of further 
shafts but, if so, these led down to now-inaccessible upper workings 
above the surveyed underground flattings. Three further slight hollows 
with small mounds of upcast to the downslope sides (Fig. 14:15) are 
less convincing and may be the result of animal activity or are tree 
throws.

The main upper entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine (Fig. 14:16) lies a 
short distance further south, with two smaller entrances in the base of 
the crag immediately south of this, which lead into the same workings. 
Immediately outside the main entrance, a boulder (Fig. 14:17) covers 
a hole into a small accessible working, now divorced from the rest by 
mine debris. Below the main entrance there is a large, high, hillock 
derived from the Lords and Ladies workings, while immediately south 
of this there is a buddle dam (Fig. 14:18), presumably created at a 
relatively late date with the re-processing of waste hillocks further up 
the valley.

These hollows and hillocks (Fig. 14:19) run southwards in a continuous 
band along the western side of the valley, matching the rough line of 
the same cave system that followed underground mineralised flattings 
lower down the valley to the north. The hillocks to the south probably 
derive both from underground workings entered at the upslope edge of 
the mined ground, and from opencast working where the mineralised 
flattings outcropped. When these deposits were first worked is unclear, 
although trials underground, using firesetting (see below), suggests 
this was early. However, the hillocks have probably been partially 
reworked/removed in the 18th or 19th centuries. In two places there are 
traces of a narrow path-like terrace (Fig. 14:20), which may well be the 
site of a leat or launder that brought material to the buddle dam. Half 
way along this course there is a small circular stone-edged buddle (Fig. 
14:21). At southern end of this area of hollows and hillocks there is the 
probable site of an entrance to now-inaccessible underground workings 
with a small drywalled pack to one side (Fig. 14:22). A strong break 
of slope at the eastern edge of the hillocks (Fig. 14:23) may be edge of 
an opencast pit. Part way along this there is a small hole (Fig. 14:24) 
leading down into a low natural cave passage, which is choked with 
sediments and has no sign of mining.

Further north within this area, at the eastern end of a hollow, there 
is the low and partially choked natural entrance under boulders (Fig. 
14:25) that leads into the Upper Lords and Ladies Mine workings. 
Two further entrances once led to these, both now choked and lost, but 
clearly identified from underground. One (Fig. 14:26) may well have 
been a regularly-used point of entry for the miners and there is waste 
material immediately outside; in the cliff above there is a short blind 
passage which has been enlarged by firesetting (Fig. 14:27). The other 
blocked entrance (Fig. 14:28) was small. The southern half of these 
underground workings, which were reached by miners coming from 
the north via a short vertical rise, were also accessed by a small shaft 
(Fig. 14:29). This is capped at surface with buried slabs, but the site 
can be identified by a drill hole for a stowes in a low outcrop and by a 
spread of mineralised material running down the steep daleside from 
this point.

Further south, after a short break where there are no hillocks, there is 
another area of turned-over and partially reworked hillocks (Fig. 14:30), 
trending just east of south. These may also derive from a combination 
of surface and underground workings. At the northern end there are the 
possible remains of a second small circular buddle (Fig. 14:31), with an 
obvious leat channel leading diagonally downslope from this, heading 
towards the buddle and leat further north (Fig. 14:20/21). Nearby there 
is an isolated hillock (Fig. 14:32) that may be at the site of a small 
shaft. Below this are two lines of boulders which mark the sites of two 
ancient field boundaries (Fig. 14:33), which could date from anywhere 
between later prehistory to the medieval period. Near the eastern edge 
of the main area of hillocks there are two accessible shafts.  The SSE 
Shaft (Fig. 14:34) is now covered with a stone slab and leads down 
to trial workings. The Top Shaft (Fig. 14:35) is open and leads to a 
natural cave passage developed in mineralised vughs that was trialed 
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Fig. 14.  The surface mining and other archaeological features at Northern Dale (for 1-55 see text).
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by miners but was lead-poor. Nearby there is a further choked shaft 
which drafts (Fig. 14:36).

Above the dale, on a high point behind a crag, there is an isolated and 
partly reworked hillock, with a deep shaft at the centre (Fig. 14:37). 
This leads to the extensive South-East Pipe Workings. A short 
distance beyond the nearby field wall, beyond the area surveyed here 
and in a different farm ownership, there are further hillocks and shafts, 
on a rough south-west/north-east line, on the Firtree Run workings.

Above the north-west side of Northern Dale there are extensive mine 
workings, with hillocks that mostly follow a number of north-east/
south-west trending veins, including the important Old Ash/Dalefields 
title. One vein here has slight remains associated with an 18th century 
Newcomen engine house. However, only those veins nearest to the dale 
are considered here. 

Brighteye Vein (Fig. 14:38) approaches the daletop from the south-
west. Two associated climbing shafts survive at and near the vein. 
One has been backfilled but the oval ginging is visible (Fig. 14:39). 
The other (Fig. 14:40), which lies off the vein, is open and presently 
about 5m deep with visible working of uncertain character running to 
the south-west; the shaft is possibly part-fireset. The hillocks in this 
vicinity spill down the side of Northern Dale. Running to the north-
east, along the upper daleside, there is a continuation of the vein (Fig. 
14:41). In contrast to further south, this working has only small spoil 
heaps and these spill down the steep slope. Parts of the vein are capped 
with slabs now covered in leaves and soil (take care). In three places 
(Fig. 14:42) these have collapsed and there are open workings below, 
which are extensively choked with deads and collapsed material from 
above. At the north-east end of the vein there is Daletop Shaft (Fig. 
14:43), an open climbing shaft, with a second shaft adjacent that is now 
covered by buried slabs at surface but is visible from underground. Just 
beyond this shaft the vein splits into narrow mineralised stringers that 
are visible in the low cliff.

Beyond the daletop wall there is an isolated large hillock, now partly 
removed, with the Old Ash Mine Engine Shaft at its centre which 
drops to the pipe workings below (Fig. 14:44). Beyond, to the west, 
there are partially reworked hillocks on a large vein which is thought 
to be Spanhill Rake (Fig. 14:45). The hillocks decreasing in size 
as they run north-eastwards. What appears to be a branch vein, but 
with large hillocks, runs further to the north-east (Fig. 14:46). Both 
these veins overlie ancient field boundaries (Fig. 14:47). Offset from 
Spanhill Rake there is a badly robbed but large hillock with sleepers 
over what could well be an engine shaft (Fig. 14:48); its position may 
reflect the hade of the vein. It is believed that this shaft may be what 
is referred to in documents as the Spanhill Water Shaft. To the north-
east on the other vein there is a ginged climbing shaft, at least 17m 
deep, under a large boulder (Fig. 14:49), a partially backfilled stope 
head (Fig. 14:50), and two ginged climbing shafts (Fig. 14:51), one 
probably partially filled and the other still open and at least 25m deep. 
To the north-east of the Old Ash Mine Engine Shaft, there are further 
robbed hillocks on a scrin (Fig. 14:52) and what appear to be hillocks 
associated with underground pipe workings (Fig. 14:53). Here there 
are two filled climbing shafts (Fig. 14:54) and what may have been an 
engine shaft, which again has been filled (Fig. 14:55).

THE CAVE PASSAGES

It is not possible to understand the lead mining at Northern Dale 
without also considering the natural caves that gave the miners access 
to the mineralised deposits here. Details of cave passages are given to 
place what follows on the mining evidence in context.  

Old Ash Mine

Here there are a series of natural cave passages, that at first trend 
downdip to the WNW from the daleside entrance, following a series 
of sinuous loops (Fig. 15:1). While initially low at the entrance, the 
passage immediately heightens and at roof level there are mineralised 
vughs and a flatting. Shortly, the cave continues at roof level while 
another possible link at floor level has been heavily modified by mining. 
Immediately beyond, there is a small chamber with a relatively high 
roof (Fig. 15:2). The main passage from here leads north-west, while 

two small modified tubes run south-westwards. The main passage has a 
further side passage at its north-east side (Fig. 15:3), which comprises 
highly mineralised pipes/vughs with a steeply ascending smooth 
limestone floor. It is unclear to what extent this palaeokarst passage 
was modified by the Pliocene/Pleistocene cave development.  

The main passage (Fig. 15:4) continues sinuously as a spacious but 
relatively low bedding-cave of stooping height, which is angular in 
cross-section with etched surfaces. Although there is little evidence 
of natural sediments, the presence of quantities of small stones to the 
passage sides may indicate these were placed here by miners after dry 
sieving, before removal of finer natural sediments from the mine for 
further processing, leaving the unmineralised stones behind. A natural 
side passage with silty-clay sediments, soon becoming too small to 
follow, enters the main cave from the south. Beyond this point the roof 
of the main passage has heavily-etched but small joint-avens in the 
roof, leading upwards to small inaccessible passages. Just beyond this 
point the main cave passage diminishes to a small angular-sectioned 
crawl (Fig. 15:5), leading to a junction.

The small passage going straight ahead leads to the Natural Series (Fig. 
15: 6), not entered by the authors. The original explorers description 
and survey (Gibson and Ryder 1987), records a small straight passage 
developed on a joint leading WNW, intersected by choked solution 
cross-rifts. At first this passage goes down-dip and then ascends again, 
to eventually reach a junction. Right led to a choked aven with short 
mined passages beyond. Left led down a steep slope into a large 
chamber that was 3m wide and 8m high. This was followed by three 
further chambers trending WNW, one choked by boulders at floor level, 
ending in a choked tube near the roof of the last.

The main way on into the mine from the junction with the Natural 
Series entrance runs north-eastwards, where it is again a spacious, 
angular, but relatively low bedding-cave of stooping height, but here 
running upslope following the bedding (Fig. 15:7). The passage beyond 
where the passage turns sharply to the north-west has a natural roof, but 
with some block-collapse or barring-down, while the sides have been 
extensively modified by miners. At one point in the roof there is a small 
oval tube that is higher than it is broad (Fig. 15:8). To the north-east 
its floor has been removed by the subsequent formation of the main 
passage below. A second tube to the north-east, above the first, rises 
steeply to a small, blind, mineralised vugh. The main tube to the south-
west, which retains its floor, has been enlarged by miners and leads 
to an area above that is now heavily altered/backfilled by miners, but 
which is probably also part-natural. Water may have entered here, from 
above, but it is not possible to evaluate this possibility because of the 
backfill.

At the WNW end of the main passage there is a low but short link to a 
chamber beyond (Fig. 15:9). This chamber is of similar character, with 
a natural roof visible, but otherwise heavily modified by miners and/or 
obscured by mine deads. A presumed smaller continuation to the north 
is now not clearly identified because of modification by miners, but 
after a short distance there is further low chamber with a natural roof 
and one remaining side (Fig. 15:10).

A small cave passage may well have run south-west from here, but 
miners have removed obvious traces. However, about 15m away there 
is a surviving fragment of low bedding-cave in the mineralised flatting, 
which is largely filled with sediments. Immediately beyond there is a 
high natural chamber (Fig. 15:11). This once contained extensive silty-
clay dominated sediments, largely removed by miners but still intact to 
the west, where the pre-mining undulating sediment ‘floor-level’ can 
be seen around the chamber side, some of which is stalagmite covered. 
To the north-east a depth of up to about 5m of sediments may have 
been removed. A highly-etched small natural ‘tube’ in a joint enters the 
chamber a little above head height from the south-west. This probably 
links with a small joint aven in the roof of the passage below. It is 
unclear if any of the mined passages further to the south, at floor level 
and above, also followed small cave passages developed along the 
mineralised bedding.

The main cave passage continues to the NNE from the last junction 
noted, via three small chambers with low links between each (Fig. 
15:12). Beyond, there is a wide bedding-cave (Fig. 15:13), with a 
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Fig. 15.  The identified cave passages at Northern Dale (for 1-38 see text).
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flat roof and angular cross-section, dipping steeply to the north. One 
side is obscured by mine deads except at the top where there is mined 
flatwork. There is no soot from firesetting on the passage roof and it 
is possible that early miners have removed extensive sediments from 
the passage which was filled to the roof. However, there are no clear 
indications of this and it is more probable that smoke either did not 
pass or collect here. In two places the extensive firesetting deads are 
mixed with displaced silty-clay, indicating the former presence of some 
sediments. But, on balance, it seems most likely that these were limited 
in extent and thickness.

The bedding-cave enters the side of a large high chamber (Fig. 15:14), 
with extensive backfilling of the floor with mine deads. This chamber 
may well have extended to a significantly greater depth than the main 
passage to either side, leading into a lower series. These lower mine 
and/or natural passages have not been assessed.

To the south-west side of the chamber there is a complex three-
dimensional series of mostly stooping/standing-height passages, and 
a small but high chamber (Fig. 15:15), joined by passages which 
lead sinuously down from a high aven (Fig. 15:16). These have 
been modified by miners in places and were once largely filled with 
sediments that they have mostly removed. However, in three places 
fine in-situ examples survive at passage sides, with vertically-cut 
sections at the edge of the robbing that show they comprised layered 
gravels and sands (Plate 15). The main aven above is a classic example 
of a ‘fluted’ feature rising high above the mineralised flatting zone, 
with an un-assessed passage leading off the top towards surface, and 
side passages at various heights. One of these to the south-east is a high 
joint rift leading at its top to a vertical tube which descends to the roof 
of the main bedding-cave, and continuing below its floor into the un-
assessed lower series of cave/mine passages noted above. Below the 
main aven there is a mined shaft to the passage below, which may well 
have been sunk on a narrow vertical joint-fissure.

From the large chamber, the main cave (Fig. 15:17) leads northwards 
as a spacious but relatively low passage of stooping height. It has an 
angular cross-section, is developed on the bedding which dips slightly 
to the north, and has been somewhat modified by miners to the sides in 
parts, where there are mineralised beds. To the north there is extensive 

evidence for disturbed silty-clay dominated sediments. There are 
small areas where these are intact. While to the west side the 
sediments have been cut through by miners, at the eastern side 
they reach the low roof.

The passage ends at a small chamber (Fig. 15:18) with steeply 
shelving floor to a hole at the base. This enters a lower series 
below which has not been assessed. Small passages continue 
beyond at the upper level (again not assessed).

Lords and Ladies Mine

Across Northern Dale, and cut by this, the main cave continues 
updip in Lords and Ladies Mine. The lower entrance (Fig. 15:19) 
enters a passage of stooping height which has been heavily 
modified, while further in all trace of what must have been a 
small updip natural continuation have been removed. To the 
west there is a small isolated cave loop also truncated by the dale 
(Fig. 15:20). This low passage has an angular etched roof and 
has been modified by miners to one side and at the end. There is 
one section at the centre with sediment, comprising a sandy earth 
with some coarser components; whether these are original or the 
product of animal activity is unclear.

Further updip, the postulated removed cave passage once led to 
a surviving broad stooping passage developed on the mineralised 
bedding that dips westwards. This passage becomes wider to the 
south forming a low chamber, with a part-mineralised roof which 
includes vughs (Fig. 15:21). These parts of the main passage are 

all heavily modified by mining. At the chamber’s southern end there 
are two small cave passages entering it. That to the east ends at a small 
tube that is too small to follow, the other is a low angular passage that 
has had only minor modification. 

A natural hole in the chamber floor leads to lower and largely-choked 
cave passages (Fig. 15:22), which probably led only a short distance 
northwards to rejoin the main passage at the point where it rose updip. 
These lower passages are somewhat angular and are developed on a 
lower mineralised bedding plane. 

Going southwards, beyond the western angular tube, the main cave 
passage enlarges again and continues updip (Fig. 15:23). This is a 
broad passage of stooping height developed on mineralised bedding 
planes and vughs, which, whilst modified by mining, mostly retains 
its original dimensions. Two small side passages enter this. That to the 
north-east, a heavily modified small passage, still retains undisturbed 
sandy sediments in an unmodified tube at its end; there is no sign that 
this links with the eastern tube from the chamber immediately downdip. 
To the west a mined flatting retains some intact cave sediments to the 
roof in the area beyond the mining. These comprise a sandy earth with 
coarser inclusions, in a fragment of low bedding-cave passage.

As the main passage is followed updip, it has been more heavily 
disturbed, and at its southern end it becomes a low but probably 
relatively broad passage ascending more steeply, but still following the 
bedding (Fig. 15:24). Where the bedding flattens out at the top, what 
must have been a small passage has been wholly modified. Beyond 
there is a relatively-high but modified chamber (Fig. 15:25), with a 
part-mineralised roof with vughs; the floor has backfill and its original 
depth is unknown.

Updip from this chamber there are again smaller passages at different 
levels. A lower passage runs southwards (Fig. 15:26); today this is of 
stooping height but has been heavily modified. At its southern updip-
end it continues unmined as a low bedding-cave, filled to near the roof 
with sediments, comprising sandy earths with coarser components. The 
upper passages from the chamber ran south-westwards and are shortly 
truncated by the dale (Fig. 15:27). These have been heavily modified, 

Plate 15.  In the upper passage leading to the high aven 
within Old Ash Mine there is a fine example of natural 
sand and gravel sediments that have been cut through by 

miners (Copyright: Paul Deakin).
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although there are remaining natural fragments to the northern side of 
the entrance and at the southern end of the entrance.

Upper Lords and Ladies Mine 

Here there are further relict cave passages ‘upstream’ from those 
described above. To the south-west, adjacent to the daleside, there is 
a low, north-east sloping, cave passage, developed on a mineralised 
bedding plane (Fig. 15:28). This passage enters a small chamber with 
irregular sides to the north-east, part-modified by miners, with a roof 
that is just above head height. A second possible low bedding-cave 
passage, north of the first and much modified, is largely filled with fine 
sediments, but these may well be a relatively recent introduction from 
surface. Elsewhere in this part of the cave, sediments appear to have 
been removed by miners.

Running eastwards of the chamber just noted, and perhaps connected 
below present floor level but now choked with mine deads, there is 
a wide, horizontal, bedding-cave, up to 9m across and 22.5m long, 
presumably developed on a mineralised flatting (Fig. 15:29). The 
present way into this chamber is via a low cave passage to the north-
west, deepened by miners, which originally was a flat-out crawl. While 
the large flatting is low to its southern side, to the north its roof is 
naturally enlarged to form a relatively large chamber, up to about 4m 
high, with part-mineralised sides, including patches of dark purple 
fluorspar. There is extensive evidence for roof breakdown and there are 
mineral gravel/sand sediments here, but these have been extensively 
reworked and partially removed by miners. The lower parts of the 
flatting have silty-clay sediments on the floor but these may well be 
the result of ore washing within the chamber by miners and have 
been deposited here when water vats were emptied. At the end of the 
chamber there is a small sumped passage heading north-east which is 
presumably natural.

The lower series of mine workings (Fig. 15:30), running northwards 
from the north-east corner of these chambers, may have followed 
continuous but very small cave passages that linked with those at the 
top end of Lords and Ladies Mine. However, miners have removed the 
evidence for these and now only potential fragments are identifiable. 
While some were clearly cave passages formed by flowing water, others 
may be small and isolated solution-avens associated with mineralised 
vughs. Most of these avens are less than 1m high, but one reaches about 
6m.

Further up the valley only fragments of the cave system are accessible. 
About 17m south of the entrance to the Upper Lords and Ladies 
passages, at the upslope eastern edge of the opencast workings, a small 
hole drops into a continuation of the natural passages that presumably 
run parallel with the slope just below surface (Fig. 15:31). This bedding-
cave is low, about 2m wide, with fine sediments. These fill the passage 
to close to the roof after a short distance in both directions, but the 
passage continuation is visible above these for about 6m to the north 
and 4m to the south. A small amount of burnt coal on the floor may well 
have been washed in from surface.

SSE Shaft

About 70m from the Upper Lords and Ladies entrance there is a mine 
shaft (Fig. 15:32) that is sunk on a natural joint and intersects natural 
passages at two levels.  At 4.5m down, there is a 4m long passage 
running east, developed along a mineralised vugh, while in the opposite 
direction a low passage can be followed for 5m. At the bottom of the 
shaft at 7.5m below surface there is second low and somewhat sinuous 
passage, developed on a mineralised flatting with vughs, slightly offset 
to the south from that above. This is accessible for 4m eastwards and 
9m westwards.

Top Shaft

At the top of Northern Dale, close to the wall corner, Top Shaft leads 
down to a small natural chamber just below surface (Fig. 15:33). The 
short mine ‘shaft’ perhaps utilises a natural passage from surface. A 
relatively low horizontal bedding-cave following a mineralised flatting 
leads northwards. This was largely filled by natural sediments, but 

these have been partially dug out by miners, allowing them to follow 
it for 20m.

South-East Pipe Workings 

On the crest of the knoll above the daleside to the south-east, another 
series of cave passages are accessible via a 24m deep mine shaft. These 
have cave passages that are similar in character to those described 
above and may well be part of the same system, although how these 
passages linked to those to the west and north is now obscure. At the 
base of the shaft there is a relatively high chamber (Fig 15:34), with a 
second chamber downdip to the north, where there are indications that 
it was once largely sediment-filled before being disturbed by miners. 
There may well be further passages below this, presumably trending 
northwards, but the way on is now choked, although the possibility 
that an internal shaft nearby may give access to them has not been 
investigated. From the side of the second chamber a series of low, 
sloping, bedding-cave passages developed on mineralised flattings go 
updip to the south (Fig 15:35), with small linking passages between 
each wide section. At the bottom of the third flatting there is a small 
side passage dipping to a choked hole down at the end (Fig 15:36), 
with a choked passage going back under, presumably once linking back 
to the flatting to the west. Updip from the third flatting there is a low 
but wide chamber in dolomitised limestone (Fig 15:37), with extensive 
breakdown, which is only a short distance below the surface. Beyond 
the chamber to the south there is a broad near-horizontal bedding-cave 
passage (Fig 15:38), parts of which have been enlarged by mining, but 
elsewhere this is only a few centimetres high.

EVIDENCE FOR EARLY MINING

The character and archaeological evidence for early mining in Northern 
Dale is now described in detail on a mine by mine basis, in order to 
document the extensive nature of this, how conclusions were arrived 
at, and also the relative strengths of specific interpretations of details 
given in this volume.

Old Ash Mine

This mine (Figs. 6, 7, 16) has its main original entrance at the base of 
Northern Dale. This is a gated ‘cave’ opening at the southern updip 
end of the workings (Fig. 14:1, Fig. 16:1), sited in the valley bottom 
opposite the lower entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine. There is also 
an engine shaft, with modern lid, located above the dale on the main 
shelf to the north-east, which is probably later in date (Fig. 14:43, Fig. 
21:25). In addition, there was once probably a second entrance close 
to the dale entrance (Fig. 14:5), now choked and of early date, and 
there were two shafts (Fig. 21:6, 9) down to the ramifying workings, 
at least one of which may be later in date, that lay within a choked 
vein workings on Brighteye Vein, the line of which can be followed 
at surface high on the daleside (Fig. 14:40). Close to the dale entrance 
there are also two small trial fireset workings which do not connect 
with the main mine (Fig. 14:3, Fig. 16:26).

For ease of ‘navigating’ the detailed descriptions, the mine has been 
divided into five parts.

South-East Cave Workings - Just inside the low natural entrance 
in the dale (Fig. 16:1), where the passage becomes higher, there is a 
partially mineralised roof, with vughs and a flatting. This mineralisation 
has largely naturally-eroded surfaces, but some areas of the roof have 
been worked and have a ‘hammered’ appearance with evidence for 
pickwork. Some of the mineralised beds in this part of the mine have 
been worked for a short distance laterally, but never far enough back for 
it to be necessary to remove limestone above or below. At one location 
there are two vertical lines of small matched slots and eyes created with 
a pick, one on each wall, to hold three stemples that formed a short 
‘ladder’ to reach the roof. Relatively large quantities of small pieces of 
galena have been left in-situ, suggesting this trial work is early, taking 
place before comminuted galena was normally smelted. This may have 
commonly started to take place in the second half of the 16th century 
with the introduction of water-powered ore hearths, but earlier origins 
can be postulated (see Section 6). 
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Fig. 16.  Old Ash Mine, Northern Dale – the evidence for firesetting and other potential pre-powder mining (for 1-27 see text).
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In one mineralised vugh, there is a particularly good example of 
distinctive very fine pickwork across much of the surface (Fig. 16:2). 
This pickwork is similar in character to that at the pipeworkings at 
Masson Cavern where it has been argued to be of probable medieval 
date, mostly created in the 15th century if not before (Barnatt and 
Rieuwerts 1998; Barnatt 2003). However, the extraction of ore from 
such pipes/vughs with a small pick or chisel may in part be a response 
to the nature of the mineralisation. Thus the dating of the example 
here in Old Ash Mine is uncertain, although as much galena was left, 
it is still thought to date to prior to the 17th century for the reason 
given above. Therefore it is unclear whether the trial working in this 
part of the mine is earlier than, or contemporary with, the firesetting 
found further into the mine. If the latter, it may be that the flattings 
were not deemed sufficiently ore-rich to warrant following them 
further with the aid of firesetting. This said, there is one small flatwork 
which is cut back by about 2.5m (Fig. 16:3), where the forefield has a 
‘hammered’ appearance but there is no indication that firesetting was 
applied. Nearby to the south-west, there is a further small working at 
the passage side which has distinctive fine pickwork in a mineralised 
vugh at its centre (Fig. 16:4). This is somewhat similar in character to 
that in a vugh noted above, but here it has been created with the point of 
a pick to create round indentations rather than fine picked lines. At the 
centre of the cave passage nearby, the first sooting from firesetting is 
encountered. However, this is restricted to a small natural roof aven. It 
may well be that the smoke collected here and the actual firesetting was 
further into the mine or was in now-inaccessible workings elsewhere.

Leading south-westwards from a small natural chamber there is a 
sinuous ‘level’ (Fig. 16:5), which is probably part-natural, but with a 
picked roof indicating it has been enlarged. The pickwork is relatively 
fine in character and may well be early in date.  Burnt coal was found 
on the floor. The end of this working is choked from above and may 
have led to fireset workings that are no longer accessible. Further burnt 
coal was identified in the chamber at the north-east end of this ‘level’, 
which may well have been moved here along with deads and sediments, 
when this passage was re-opened by later miners.

The first direct evidence for firesetting is found further into the mine. 
At the north-east side of the broad cave passage, three small flattings 
have been created (Fig. 16:6). All three have soot on the roof and the 

northern two have certainly been fireset as there are traces of heat-
altered surfaces. They all have soot-free ends and these may be later 
trials, but these areas may be alternatively explained as being the last 
places fireset, where the sooted fireset surfaces were removed by picks 
immediately after the last firing; as no further fires were lit these did 
not re-soot. Two of the flattings (those to the south-east) have small 
quantities of fireset deads on the floor and burnt coal was also observed 
in the central one. The northernmost flatting has a thin layer of soot/dirt 
to the side of the sloping floor that has brushmarks from sweeping. In 
a roof cavity above, close to the upper end of this flatting, there is a 
drill hole, which is about 220mm long and has an atypical diameter 
of about 40mm. It predates two normal-sized shotholes nearby and is 
of uncertain date; a small number of similar holes have been found in 
Lords and Ladies Mine. One explanation for this drill hole is that it was 
created for use with plug and feathers. Other less likely possibilities 
are 17th century continental-type powder blasting or limeblasting, 
although as yet the use of the latter method of rock breakage remains to 
be conclusively demonstrated in any Peak District mine.

In the roof of the cave passage close to the south-easternmost flat 
work just described, there is a roof passage that has been utilised for 
ventilation (Fig. 16:7, Fig, 17, Plate 16). This small natural roof tube 
has been enlarged by miners, as indicated by traces of pickwork scars, 
to form a ‘cross-cut’, leading to a small continuation at the end, which 
is located at just above roof level, and has one drywalled side and a 
slabbed roof. Archaeological excavation of the backfill in this ‘cross 
cut’ found a small intact deposit of finely comminuted mineralised 
material, mixed with coal, burnt coal and charcoal, at the south-west 
end. This lay under a thin layer of stalagmite, beneath later backfill. 
The deposit was removed for analysis and a specimen of charcoal was 
submitted for radiocarbon dating; this gave a result of 221+/-29BP 
(OxA-12939). The presence of the deposit, which appears not to have 
been moved to here at a later date, suggests the passage modification 
is early and was created as, or later converted to, a ventilation duct. 
This connected the fireset area below (described in the last paragraph) 
to now part-choked workings above. There was also an entrance to the 
mine here through vein workings, but the date of this is uncertain.

In these part-choked upper workings (Fig. 16:8), there is a short trial 
tube, created using firesetting, which has a heat-altered and heavily-
sooted roof. It is part-filled with a low pack of firesetting deads. The 
largely-natural passages in this general vicinity have sooted roofs 
throughout; these lead into the West Flat Workings via a low short link 
passage which is now part-filled with deads. One side alcove next to 
the link has firesetting deads and a small quantity of charcoal on the 
floor, which have probably been moved to here from one of the fireset 
workings nearby.

West Flat Workings - This part of the mine has been heavily worked 
using firesetting. To the south-west from the link passage just noted, 
there are small passages which in parts retain heat-altered roof surfaces 
and sooting (Fig. 16:9), where not modified by later mining. Small 
amounts of burnt coal were observed at two locations, one at a small 
pack where fireset deads have been re-stacked by later miners. 

Running north from the link passage there are two low natural chambers 
(Fig. 16:10), the visible and modified roofs of which are soot covered. 
The low link between them has been heightened by firesetting and has 
a sooted and heat-altered roof. Later packs of deads in the northern 
chamber incorporate a large quantity of small deads from firesetting 
that have been re-stacked when this part of the mine was cleared and 
reworked in the 18th/19th century. Small quantities of burnt coal have 
also been identified on the surface of the debris retained by one of the 
packs.

A series of fine fireset flattings have been mined to the west side of the 
chambers (Fig. 16:11, Colour Plate 8). These retain extensive evidence 
for firesetting and comprise three low linked workings extended up to 
about 10m from the cave side, with long bands of rock left between 
each, in what could almost be described as ‘pillar and stall’ fashion. All 
three have heavily-sooted and heat-altered roofs, while the mineralised 
sides have a ‘hammered’ appearance with traces of pickwork. The 
central of these three flat works has a small pack of fireset deads to the 
south, presumably placed here when the flatting was being widened 
northwards. At the west end of this flatting there is a deeper hole, 

Fig. 17.  Plan and section of the archaeologically excavated 
‘cross cut’ roof passage within Old Ash Mine (sample site A).
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perhaps sunk to search for the lower mineralised flatting below, which 
has a small pack of fireset deads to the side. The northernmost working 
also has fireset deads to the south side, but not placed in a formal pack, 
and a hole at the end. This hole, of uncertain date, provided a link 
with a lower flatting that had been mined from the other direction (see 
below). There are quantities of burnt coal and charcoal on all the three 
flatting’s floors. Charcoal from near the inner end of the southernmost 
one was removed for analysis and one specimen was submitted for 
radiocarbon dating; this gave a result of 222+/-30BP (OxA-12943). 
Just within the entrance to the central flatting, on the floor, there are the 
decayed remains of a small and crudely-made brush of unknown but 
possibly early date, with the bristles bound with cloth at one end to hold 
them together (Plate 17).

To the north and north-west of the natural passage, there is what 
appears to be a large fireset flatting (Fig. 16:12). However, its exact 
dimensions are unclear as it has later been largely filled to the roof 
with deads and only the south-eastern end and west side are accessible. 
Wherever visible, the flatting sides have a ‘hammered’ appearance 
with some pickwork, while the roof is heat-altered and most parts are 
sooted. In contrast, one small area at the south-east end is unsooted, 
which may suggest this is the site of the last fire lit in this flatting. At 
another area with little soot, to the south-west where a low passage 
leads off, further soot here may have been removed by the backs of 

later miners and modern explorers. Close to the western side of the 
flatting there is a short surviving section of a clay-sealed wall of deads 
built for ventilation control, but later broken through, presumably to 
allow access to powder-work trials beyond.

The passage leading off to the south-west, which may be part natural 
and has a sooted mineralised vugh at the roof, has been significantly 
altered by later mining. However, the south side has small fireset 
flattings rising updip (Fig. 16:13), with the usual heat-altered roofs and 
‘hammered’ sides. That to the east has an uppermost section where 
there is no re-sooting and this is clearly the site of the last fire here. The 
north-eastern half of this flatting has been backfilled with deads, but 
here it was linked with an upper flatting described above. The western 
flat work appears to have been modified later and its top is choked, but 
here there was once a link with further workings on the upper flatting 
(see below). Small amounts of burnt coal were observed on the floor of 
the passage below. 

Beyond this area, a large natural chamber (Fig. 16:14) has fragments 
of coal and burnt coal on what remains of the sediment floor at the 
chamber’s north-west side, much of which has been removed elsewhere 
in the chamber by later miners.

Further still to the south-west, there again is a large fireset flatting 
rising south-eastwards with the bedding (Fig. 16:15); this is over 15m 
long. It has been backfilled to the updip east side and here there are 
significant amounts of fireset deads. There is a small pack of these near 
the bottom of the slope which may well have been placed there by 
early miners. Where visible, the flatting roof has sooted heat-altered 
surfaces and the sides are ‘hammered’ with some pickwork. Coal, burnt 
coal and charcoal were observed intermittently across the floor, and 
were particularly plentiful at the upper end. A sample was removed for 
analysis from close to the top of the slope and a specimen of charcoal 
was submitted for radiocarbon dating; this gave a result of 280+/-29BP 
(OxA-12942). At the top of the slope there is a hole up to an upper 
flatting, lined with walls of firesetting deads on three sides, which here 
is only a short distance above. To the north-west other holes between 
the two workings also existed, but these have been backfilled. Deads 

Plate 16.  The entrance to this roof passage in Old Ash Mine 
was used for firesetting ventilation after it had been cleared by 

archaeological excavation (Copyright: Paul Deakin).

Plate 17.  The decayed remains of a small brush, perhaps used 
to sweep ore from the working, in one of the fireset flattings 
west of the backfilled chambers at the heart of Old Ash Mine 

(Copyright: Paul Deakin).
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here contain displaced moss which may originally have been used 
for sealing packs to control ventilation. The lower flatting continues 
southwards beyond the open hole, where it is nearly horizontal, part-
flooded, and again has been extensively backfilled with firesetting 
deads. In one corner there is no soot but a reddened roof, indicating 
this was the last area to be fired here. Against one side of the accessible 
part of the flatting, with deads behind, there is a clay-sealed wall, in 
part still intact from floor to roof (Plate 18). This is a partial survival of 
a ventilation-control wall associated with the firesetting.

The upper flatting (Fig. 16:16, Plate 11), accessed from the holes just 
noted, runs horizontally north from here for 12m to intersect the upper 
side of the large chamber, where there is a significantly greater vertical 
distance between the two flattings than at the south end. The upper 
working is a fine example of a large low fireset flat work with extensive 
sooting and heat-altered roof in most parts, and ‘hammered’ sides with 
some pickwork. Given that the flatting below is extensively filled with 
fireset deads, it seems likely that the upper flatting was mined after that 
underneath had been worked-out. At the south end of the upper flatting 
there are significant amounts of galena in the mineralised bed, revealed 
by later trial work employing powder in two shotholes (Colour Plate 
12), indicating that the potential for removal by early miners was 
not fully realised. Perhaps, this is where early mining finally ceased, 
for reasons unknown, in this part of the mine at least. Running up 
the centre of the flatting there is a linear pack of fireset deads, with 
clay-sealed walls, which is a partial survival of a ventilation-control 
wall associated with the firesetting, placed here to allow a circular 
airflow around the flatting, bringing air to the fire and taking smoke 
away. The pack no longer quite reaches the roof but originally it must 
have done so to function; this was presumably pulled down by later 
miners whilst prospecting. On and surrounding this feature there are 
quantities of burnt coal and some charcoal, while the whole flatting 
has fireset deads on the floor and some burnt coal. To the west side 
of the flatting there is a short sooted ‘level-like’ passage, possibly 
part-natural but with probable spalled surfaces, indicating it has been 
created or enlarged by firesetting. The slightly waisted profile of this 
passage possibly suggests it has been heightened in two stages. Where 
the flatting reaches the chamber, there is the short stub-end of a second 
ventilation-control wall of deads, which has largely been removed, 
presumably as the firesetting proceeded. The north face is covered with 
clay, with finger marks, perhaps those of the miner who created it. The 
flatting continues north of the natural chamber, with fireset deads on 
the floor together with a small quantity of burnt coal, but here it has 
been modified by later mining. There is only a relatively narrow gap 
between this working and further fireset flattings on what is probably 
the same mineralised bed, mined from the other direction (Fig. 16:11). 

Central Cave Workings - The eastern of the two passages that run 
north from the West Flat Workings is largely natural (Fig. 16:17). In 
its southern half the small natural chambers have sooted roofs and 
short low links between them have been heightened by firesetting to 
allow access, as indicated by heat-altered surfaces here. It is not clear 
whether the primary aim of this work was to allow trials at the flattings 
here or to facilitate access to natural chambers and flat works beyond. 
Deads from the extensive flat workings to the south-west may well also 
have been brought this way to be dumped in the cave system’s main 
chamber to the north and in the wide approach passage to this. While 
any firesetting deads in the main chamber are buried under later waste, 
the approach passage (Fig. 16:18) has relatively large quantities of 
fireset deads on its steeply sloping floor, which are significantly greater 
in quantity than could have been derived from the small-scale fireset 
workings in the passage immediately to the south. Only two small fireset 
flat works exist on the western sides of this link passage; these trials 
showed that the ore content here was poor and further extraction did 
not take place. These workings again have heat-altered surfaces, with 
‘hammered’ sides and small amounts of burnt coal on the floor. Four 
small packs of fireset deads were placed at the sides of the diminutive 
chambers, presumably created when this natural passage was modified 
at an early date and before it was used to transport deads northwards. 
The southernmost pack has moss between the lower stones, perhaps 
indicating its use for ventilation control; the upper stones of the pack 
have probably been added or rebuilt later. Further north, the steeply-
sloping natural passage (Fig. 16:18) which leads down to the main 
chamber, where the firesetting deads are found on the floor, has no soot 
on its roof. While this may indicate this passage was sediment-filled at 

the time nearby firesetting was taking place, it seems more probable 
that it is just that smoke did not collect here. The steeply descending 
floor of this cave passage has had nine crude steps/footholds cut at its 
eastern side, made to facilitate access to the chamber below; these are 
of uncertain date.

Linking one of the large fireset flattings in the West Flat Workings 
described above (Fig. 16:12) with the North-West Flat workings, 
there is a long fireset tube (Fig. 16:19, Colour Plate 13). This is low 
and narrow, has a sooted and heat-altered roof, and ‘hammered’ sides 
with some pickwork. At its northern end it intersects a small, isolated 
phreatic joint-aven with heavy sooting. Beyond here there is a fireset 
flat-work of uncertain extent, which has been largely backfilled with 
firesetting deads, with burnt coal on the floor (Fig. 16:20). At the far 
side of this backfilled working there is a tight squeeze into a larger flat 
work in the North-West Flat Workings (Colour Plate 14). While one 
of the purposes of the long fireset tube was presumably to explore for 
mineral, which here was not lead-rich and hence the miners pushed 
forward in search of more productive ground, it may also have been 
created to provide a circular ventilation route for the further reaches 
of the mine. While the character of the squeeze may suggest this 
opening is a fortuitous breaking from the backfilled flatting into the 
other larger working, it could be that the two flat works were once also 
linked below, via the area that is now full of deads. A small deposit 
of coal, burnt coal and charcoal, in a small fireset side-loop, which 
appeared to have never been moved and to be the product of a fire in 
the immediate vicinity was archaeologically sampled. Three pieces of 
charcoal from here was submitted for radiocarbon dating; these gave 
results of 368+/-29BP (OxA-12940), 259+/-29BP (OxA-12941) and 
220+/-23BP (OxA-13977). The discrepancy between the date from 
the first of these samples and the other two, raises the possibility that 
some of the charcoal has been introduced from an earlier firesetting fire 
nearby, but statistically this is far from clear.

North-West Flat Workings - This part of the mine has again been 
heavily worked using firesetting. It is unclear whether the original 
point of entry was via the fireset tube just discussed (Fig. 16:19), from 
surface via a natural aven nearby, or through natural passages that lead 
from here to the cave system’s main chamber and then on to the dale 
entrance via the modified natural cave passages described above (Fig. 
16:17). 

Plate 18.  A remaining section of a ventilation-control wall, 
sealed with clay, in the broad lower flatting in the West Flat 
Works of Old Ash Mine, the right hand half of which has 

subsequently been backfilled (Copyright: Paul Deakin).
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One backfilled flatting at the southern end of the North-West Flat 
Workings has been noted above (see Fig. 16:20). The adjacent larger 
working (Fig. 16:21), which measures roughly 10m by 5m across, has 
a sooted and heat-altered roof throughout, with ‘hammered’ sides with 
some pickwork. The floor has in part been deepened by later mining, 
but the displaced fine sediments here contain burnt coal. At the rising 
natural passage at the north-east end of the flatting, two cave passages 
to the side have been filled with fireset deads, perhaps moved at a later 
date, and beyond here there is a natural aven rising towards surface. 
The passages above here, which are known to link to surface, have not 
been inspected and hence it is not known whether they existed at the 
time the early mining was taking place.

Beyond a natural chamber with traces of sooting, located nearby at a 
lower level to the north, there is a further fireset flatting (Fig. 16:22). 
This rises steeply northwards with the bedding and has a heat-altered 
roof and some soot, and ‘hammered’ sides. There are two surviving 
fragments of ventilation-control walls close to the sides, both sealed 
with clay. The lower one at least is probably a relic of a ventilation 
fang erected against the flatting side to create a circular airflow. At the 
bottom of this flatting there is a small passage heading south from the 
chamber side. This short ‘level-like’ feature has a sooted roof, with 
burnt coal on the floor, and the whole has a ‘hammered’ appearance 
with fine pickwork. It is narrow at the inner end and has been backfilled 
from the other direction from a now-inaccessible passage. This is one of 
only two passages in the mine that indicate there are further workings 
of potential early date that are now inaccessible (also see Fig. 16:5).

North Cave Workings - This part of the cave/mine starts at the southern 
end of the cave system’s main chamber (Fig. 16:23). The chamber is a 
large void that may have been modified by early miners but is largely 
natural. To the north-east there are two small packs of fireset deads, on 
ledges, against the chamber wall. These were presumably placed here 
during firesetting work somewhere in the general vicinity.

The spacious but low cave passage running north from the chamber is 
again largely unmodified, but has a partially sooted roof (Fig. 16:24). 
This may well derive from small firesetting workings at its sides. Some 
of these have heat-altered surfaces with soot, while at others only soot 
is found; small heaps of firesetting deads also exist. Clearly the flattings 
here were not ore-rich and the workings may be little more than trials. 
In one case (Fig. 16:25), there are clear brushmarks from sweeping, 
which survive in the thin layer of soot/dirt on the sloping floor of the 
working (Colour Plate 15).

The Daleside Trials - A short distance north of the entrance to Old 
Ash Mine, a short distance up the dale side at a higher bedding plane, 
there is a fine example of a trial working created using firesetting (Fig. 
16:26). This has a heat-altered roof throughout and distinctive curved 
roof and sides, with the mineralised bed at floor level. No soot has 
survived due to the working being open to elements. The firesetting 
has been carried out to give enough height to follow the mineralisation 
laterally to test its ore content. Immediately below this working there is 
a second trial on a lower mineralised bed (Fig. 16:27). The inner half of 
this working has a heat-altered roof, while the outer section is possibly 
natural as the roof is uneven.

Fig. 18.  Lords and Ladies Mine, Northern Dale – the evidence for firesetting and other potential pre-powder mining (for a key see 
Fig. 16, for 1-33 see text).
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Back in the main workings, to the west of the main entrance passage 
there is a low fireset flatting (Fig. 18:4). This follows a mineralised bed 
downdip, has a heat-altered roof throughout, with soot at the inner end 
and visible coal/burnt coal fragments on the floor. Its extent downdip 
north-westwards is unclear as here it is choked to the roof with angular 
deads. It is hard to see how these were placed here from the accessible 
passage, suggesting this working was open to day and that the valley 
bottom here has been raised with mine deads.  

To the east of the main entrance passage there is a large but low fireset 
flatting with heat-altered roof throughout (Fig. 18:5). Downdip to 
the north the flatting again drops below valley bottom level and may 
continue further to west and north. It is part-choked with deads, some 
large and angular, others fireset, with small quantities of coal/burnt coal 
amongst the latter. It may well be that the level area at the entrance is 
artificial and has been backfilled with mine waste after the firesetting 
beneath had been completed, perhaps when the mine was reworked in 
the 18th or 19th century. 

Updip, beyond a choke of deads and behind a natural pillar, the eastern 
fireset flatting rises steeply with the bedding (Fig. 18:6, Colour Plate 
9, Plate 19). The pillar was presumably left to support the roof, and the 
upper section of the flatting is now entered by what may be a ventilation 
thurl from the main passage. This flatting follows the bedding upwards 
for 7m to a forefield, and has ‘hammered’ and finely-picked mineralised 
sides. Part way up, miners, at date unknown, have picked shallow 
horizontal grooves to help traction. This low working has trapped 
smoke in its upper half and is sooted; a ledge at the top still retains 
galena dust, small oxidised pebbles of galena and a small amount of 
coal/burnt coal. On the east side of the flatting, part way down, a ledge, 
below heat-altered sides and roof, had small heat-altered spalled fireset 
limestone fragments, fine mineralised sediments, coal/burnt-coal and 
small amounts of charcoal (Colour Plate 16). These were removed for 
analysis and two specimens of charcoal were submitted for radiocarbon 
dating. The first gave a result of 115+/-27BP (OxA-13980). The second 
was dated twice, giving a weighted mean of 141+/-23 BP (OxA-13981, 
OxA-13982). The dated samples probably equate to mining sometime 
between about 1670 and the early 18th century (see below). On the 
west side of the flatting there is a fine example of a fireset ‘dome’ at the 
entrance to a small side ‘tube’. This ‘dome’ has heat-altered surfaces, 
reddening and soot, with fireset rock fragments, coal/burnt coal and 
charcoal on the floor (Colour Plates 10, 17). Beyond the ‘dome’ the 

Lords and Ladies Mine

This mine (Figs. 6, 8, 18) has two main entrances. 
There is a stooping ‘cave’ opening close to the 
northern downdip end of the workings (Fig. 14:8, 
Fig. 18:1), located in the valley bottom opposite 
the entrance to Old Ash Mine. The other is further 
south (Fig. 14:6, Fig. 18:28), part-way up the 
daleside, where there is one large ‘cave’ entrance 
with smaller holes nearby at the presently accessible 
upper end of the workings (these underground 
passages continue south beyond a blockage and 
are described below under Upper Lords and Ladies 
Mine). In addition, there were three shafts down 
to the ramifying workings which are now choked 
(Fig. 24:12, 13, Fig. 18:9, 22, 24), while the one 
that remains open may well be later in date (Fig. 
14:10, Fig. 18:20). Close to the lower entrance 
there is also a small hole into a side working that 
does not connect with the main series (Fig. 14:9, 
Fig. 18:3), while further up the dale there is a shaft 
that again lies off to one side of the main workings 
that are now accessible underground (Fig. 18:11, 
Fig. 6:8).

The northern entrance (Fig. 18:1), with a small 
level area open to day, leads immediately to a 
complex choice of passages underground. On the 
vertical rock face above the entrance there are two 
picked notches and a horizontal slot, where the 
support timbers of a small wooden coe of unknown 
date was abutted to the cliff, perhaps securing this 
entrance to the mine from trespassers. It may well be that the floor level 
here post-dates the firesetting inside the entrance, having been raised 
with mine waste (see below) – if so this coe is likely to be similarly 
late in date.

Underground, from the lower entrance, the main way on, of stooping 
height, leads south (Fig. 18:2). This may be a modified cave passage but 
assessment is difficult as the present roof is the product of either frost 
weathering or miners have barred it down; the floor is covered with 
angular deads consistent with either interpretation. About 5m inside 
the entrance, two conjoined, somewhat abraded, pottery body-sherds 
were found on the floor resting on mine deads. These have remaining 
patches of an orange-brown glaze, and this was a medieval coarseware 
vessel, of possible 13th century date (Pauline Beswick pers. comm.). 
However, given that the passage here may well have natural origins, 
these sherds cannot be taken to date early mine workings here; they 
may have been displaced by mining activity from their original location 
in a then wholly natural passage. Other pottery sherds were found and 
removed several years ago from somewhere in the workings adjacent 
to the lower entrance (John Wilmot and Geoff Hardy pers. comm.), but 
nothing is known of their type, date, and whether this survives.

A short distance up the daleside from the main entrance, a second small 
natural passage is breached by the valley (Fig. 18:3). Just inside to 
the east, adjacent to an area where this passage has been deepened by 
barring out beds at the floor to leave steps, there is a fireset flatting. This 
has a heat-altered and intermittently sooted roof, together with fireset 
deads on the floor together with a small amount of visible coal/burnt 
coal. Beyond the flatting entrance a short section of the cave passage 
still retains natural sediments, which make entry body-tight. Beyond 
here there is a choked second entrance with a sooted roof, that may well 
have been the original miners point of entry to a working south-east of 
this. This has a second fireset flatting to the north-east side, developed 
on the same mineralised bed as the first, and the sides elsewhere have 
been trialed by heightening them by employing firesetting. Again there 
are heat-altered surfaces, extensive sooting, and fireset deads on the 
floor together with visible coal/burnt coal. It is unclear whether the 
central area of this flatting, which has an irregular sooted roof, is natural 
or has had a previously fireset roof barred down to increase the working 
height. One part of the flatting has also had a floor bed removed leaving 
a rock step. All these trials are in a mineralised bed that is above that 
in the lower entrance series of the main workings, rather than being a 
westward extension of the flattings here.

Plate 19.  A fine example of a heat-altered domed passage at the linking ‘thurl’ 
between the main passage just within the lower entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine 

and the flatting to the east. (Copyright: Paul Deakin).
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The north-western wall of the main chamber has more limited firesetting, 
with heat-altered surfaces, while there is coal/burnt coal and fireset 
deads on the floor. These deposits lie beneath larger roof breakdown 
deads of uncertain date, that are either from here or the updip workings 
on the other side. A low fireset flatwork with ‘hammered’ roof has been 
driven northwards which is now largely choked with mineral deads 
and firesetting deads (Fig. 18:13). The passage appears to drop down 
steeply at the end and may well have linked to the choked end of the 
entrance passage or to workings beneath this.

Workings beneath the main chamber are entered via a natural hole at 
the centre of the chamber, which leads to a small cave passage below 
(Fig. 18:14). This is part-backfilled with angular deads, with a narrow 
sooted smoke run on the roof, the character of which suggests that here 
there was only ever a small amount of smoke at any one time. The 
smoke came from a 4.5m long exploratory fireset tube below, driven 
south-eastwards on a lower mineralised bed (Fig. 18:15, Plate 20). This 
passage has a heat-altered and sooted roof in its first half, while the 
inner section passes through small more vugh-like mineralisation with 
extensively ‘hammered’ surfaces. However, in at least one place the 
roof here has vestiges of a smooth heat-altered surface and soot. The 
only floor deposits are at the very end, comprising a few fireset deads 
with fragments of coal/burnt coal. Elsewhere the floor is rock and the 
fireset deposits created when the passage was being driven have been 
cleared out, presumably to allow progress. In the other direction from 
the start of the tube, a part-natural passage appears to have a fireset roof 
towards its north-western end. However, potentially unstable deads at 
the entrance would need clearing before this passage could be entered 
and properly assessed.

At the south-western end of the main upper chamber, there is a low 
crawl through water (Fig. 18:16), which links with the bottom end of 
workings now normally accessed from the upper Lords and Ladies 
entrance. A small part of the crawl, to one side, has been enlarged-
slightly/trialed by firesetting. This is indicated by a heat-altered surface, 
while elsewhere there are small patches of soot and intermittent 
enlargement has been achieved with the aid of a pick, as shown by 
heavy pickwork of uncertain date.  

A second drafting but much smaller water-filled tube from the 
chamber end, located further east (Fig. 18:17), appears to be natural 
but enlargement by firesetting cannot be discounted. Its end is choked 
with what appear to be deads, but no passages beyond this point are 
accessible.

Plate 20.  The exploratory tube in the lower sloping flatting below the main chamber 
reached from lower entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine, with a ‘hammered’ roof 

where the heat-altered surfaces have been removed (Copyright: Paul Deakin).

fireset continuation is shortly choked with angular 
deads derived from beyond the accessible passage, 
presumably from a backfilled shaft to surface, the 
base of which is visible in the main passage below 
(see Fig. 18:9). Just above this side passage the 
sloping eastern flatting has been deepened at an 
unknown date by removal of floor beds, here there 
are two drill holes that both have an atypical diameter 
of 37-39mm and are 250mm+ length. There are no 
tension cracks and these may have been for plug and 
feather work rather than powder charges.

The main passage from the mine entrance (Fig. 
18:7) now runs southwards for about 17m, but a 
low continuation is choked with deads at the inner 
end. The passage may have natural origins, but is 
significantly modified by mining, and is developed 
on a mineralised bed; this is at floor level to the 
west but high on the passage side to the east. The 
passage now is mainly of stooping height and has 
good examples of rounded fireset roofs with curved 
heat-altered surfaces. There are mineral deads on the 
floor, some with signs of heating, mixed with small 
amounts of visible coal/burnt coal. 

Running parallel with the main passage on its western 
downdip side, separated by about 1m of rock, there is 
a low fireset tube. This has heat-altered roof surfaces 
throughout and is now partially choked with deads 
(Fig. 18:8). To one side there are six small openings or thurls to the 
main passage and the tube is a classic example of a purposefully 
created passage designed to allow ventilation control, the side passage 
having been driven to create circulating drafts to keep the firesetting 
fires alight as both passages were pushed forwards (Plate 12). The next 
but last thurl still retains the bottom one to two courses of a ventilation-
control wall built with deads and sealed with clay. 

Part-way along the main passage, a small probable fireset (or possible 
natural) shaft with oval cross-section enters the roof, where it is blocked 
by boulders (Fig. 18:9). This went to surface, where there is a hollow 
but no spoil heap. If an artificial shaft, given the lack of spoil above, it 
was presumably risen from the workings rather than sunk from surface. 
South-east from here, over a distance of about 18-20m, there are a 
further two probable small surface spoil heaps associated with hollows, 
and two more possible examples further downslope. However, both of 
the probable examples are directly above accessible workings and no 
shafts enter the roof here, thus, they must have been shallow trials that 
failed to find mineral or they entered upper workings that are no longer 
accessible. 

Near the end of the entrance passage, the way on is up a short steep slope 
to the east, in what is probably a small natural chamber (Fig. 18:10). 
At the top a short passage with fireset roof runs south into a second 
chamber (Fig. 18:11, Colour Plate 18). This is much larger that the first 
but only of stooping height. Both have a part-mineralised undulating 
roof with patches of soot, together with ‘hammering’ and picking of 
uncertain date. Parts of the roof have been dropped at an unknown 
date. At one point there is a drillhole, atypically of 39mm diameter, and 
260mm+ length, again possibly for plug and feathers. Nearby there is a 
rectangular-sectioned and tapered wedge impression in the roof, which 
appears to be contemporary. The mineralised bed again dips to the 
north-west, with the upslope side to the south-east having been fireset 
along much of the length, as indicated by a heat-altered roof. At the 
south-western end there is a small section of unsooted fireset area with 
reddened surfaces, which marks the site of the last fire to be lit in this 
section of passage. Nearby there are small patches of fireset deads. 

Halfway along the main chamber the fireset working has been extended 
eastwards into a large flatting with heat-altered roof and patchy soot, 
with a few visible fragments of coal/burnt coal on the floor (Fig. 18:12). 
The western part has been partly backfilled to the roof at a later date, 
while to the north-east the flatting has an irregular mineralised roof 
with picking of unknown date; the flatting beyond here has later been 
further extended using powder. 
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Plate 21.  The sloping natural passage which has been widened to the east, north of the 
main chamber at the upper entrance to Lords and Ladies Mine with a fireset flatting roof 

visible to the right at the top of the slope (Copyright: Paul Deakin).

At the southern end of the wet crawl 
noted above, just beyond where it enters a 
somewhat larger cave passage rising to the 
south-west, there are two small passages 
running south-east (Fig. 18:18); neither link 
with the drafting tube from the chamber 
close by to the north. The northern of the 
two passages is a low fireset tube rising 
eastwards with the mineralised bed. The roof 
and walls are heavily ‘hammered’, while 
the rock floor is heavily sooted, indicating 
evidence for firesetting on the mineralised 
surfaces above had been removed as part 
of the mining process after the fires had 
cooled. The passage to the south is a small 
natural tube with fireset enlargements and a 
small heap of fireset deads on the floor. The 
southern, updip, side of this passage has been 
extended in two places as small flattings with 
heat-altered roofs with soot. Half way along 
the passage there is a small and short sub-
rectangular fireset crosscut linking the two 
halves, which is just large enough to pass-
through. Just beyond, there is a link between 
the south and north passages, where there is a 
fine example of ventilation-control blocking. 
A large slab has been placed to close the small 
link passage and sealed from the downslope 
side to the north with a plastic yellow clay; 
this still retains the maker’s finger marks. 
These are known to be genuine as debris had to be cleared to enter this 
passage and it had not been entered since the mining had been taking 
place. A small hole is still open at the east end of the sealing slab and 
it is unclear if this was once blocked or was retained to focus the draft. 
On the floor of the northern passage to its north-west end, there is a 
deposit of clay, which may have been placed here by the miners but 
was surplus to requirements. 

The main cave passage rising updip to the south-west and then south 
is largely natural (Fig. 18:19). At various points, flattings and vugh-
pipeworkings have been driven from the sides. In many places the main 
passage roof is mineralised, with calcite-dominated vugh development 
in parts. This mineralisation has commonly been ‘hammered’ at an 
unknown date. At its eastern side there is the one open shaft from 
surface into the mine (Fig. 18:20). This may well be later in date (see 
below), but there is one small ledge near the bottom which could have 
a fireset surface.

Upslope to the east from this one open shaft, there is a second at surface 
which is about 9m away (Fig. 6:8, Fig. 14:11). This is currently about 
6m deep, largely sunk in an unmineralised joint with some pickwork. 
However, the lowest accessible section is elliptical in cross-section and 
may well be fireset. This shaft is choked with rocks at the base, perhaps 
from a collapsed beehive cap. It is unclear whether this shaft was sunk 
onto productive flattings that are now inaccessible or if it was a failed 
trial. It is possible that mineralised cave passages run underneath, for 
about 5m north of the shaft base there is the small natural tube in the 
Lords and Ladies workings (Fig. 18:18); this heads roughly in the right 
direction. However, this was not followed by miners towards the shaft 
base, as the natural sediment fill here appears to be intact.

To the west side of the main cave passage, there are extensive fireset 
workings, entered from the former at the northern and southern end. At 
the northern end there is a low mineralised vugh beyond which there is 
a low flatting which may well have been fireset; there is a ‘hammered’ 
roof throughout (Fig. 18:21). At the west end of this there is a small 
fireset tube running south with heat-altered roof, the southern part of 
which is also sooted. This tube leads to a small shaft, backfilled from 
above, which has a sub-rectangular cross-section and was created 
utilising limestone joints (Fig. 18:22). While there is no evidence of 
firesetting, given its position, it must be early in date. It presumably 
went to surface, but its site is covered by a later spoil heap. Beyond 
the shaft, after a low vugh-like area with spar, with the sides filled to 
the roof by deads, the fireset tube continues for 8m with a heat-altered 
roof throughout and sooting in the northern half. Whether this tube was 

primarily created to test the quality of the mineralisation here or as a 
ventilation passage to the shaft is a moot point; it served both purposes. 
At the south end there is a large and low flatting (Fig. 18:23), with 
a fine example of a fireset pillar between adjacent workings running 
south. To the east and south there is a fireset heat-altered roof with soot, 
which is particularly heavy in the southern workings as these would 
have acted as a trap for the smoke. At the entrance to the flatting there 
is a small discrete area of fireset deads and nearby small quantities of 
coal/burnt coal fragments are present of the floor. Further fireset deads 
in a pack on the opposite side of the main cave passage may have been 
moved by later miners. The western part of the flatting has a shattered 
roof where the beds have been barred down, which given the context, 
was presumably done at the same period as the firesetting. The rock 
floor has also been lowered by taking out thin beds to leave a series of 
shallow steps.  In this part of the flatting there is another small shaft 
(Fig. 18:24). This has been backfilled from above with boulders, has a 
sub-rectangular/somewhat rounded cross-section, and again is probably 
partly created by utilising limestone joints. Little of the shaft is visible, 
hence no evidence of how it was created can be seen. At surface there 
is a hollow with only a minimal spoilheap, suggesting the shaft was 
used for ventilation rather than haulage. In the flatting below there is a 
sooted smoke trail at the shaft lip to the south side, confirming the early 
date and function of this shaft.

Continuing southwards the main cave passage rises steeply with the 
bedding. The natural passage is part-mineralised in the roof and this 
had been ‘hammered’. To the east the cave has been extended laterally 
as a large flatting (Fig. 18:25, Plate 21) and there are fine examples of 
a heat-altered and sooted roof at the northern and southern ends. The 
central area is less regular and may have been barred down or it may be 
natural. By the eastern wall of the flatting the passage is developed in a 
calcite-dominated mineralised vugh and is sooted. Floor deposits in the 
flatting include patches of fireset deads on the floor, with a central area 
where these have been stacked to the roof. Coal/burnt coal is present 
around this central area in some quantity. These were sampled for 
analysis and two specimens of charcoal were submitted for radiocarbon 
dating; these gave results of 201+/-24BP (OxA-13978) and 196+/-29 
BP (OxA-13979). Both samples probably equate to mining to sometime 
between 1650 and the early 18th century (see below). At the south-east 
corner of the flatting there is a low fireset tube which appears to have 
been driven to trial the mineralised bed here. This has a mineralised 
roof, heavily ‘hammered’ sides and a sooted rock floor. The southern 
end has been backfilled with angular deads of uncertain date from the 
other side, from a now-inaccessible working.
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To the south and west of the rising cave passage there is a complex 
series of fireset flattings (Fig. 18:26). Three intact ‘pillars’ were left 
in place, either because the mineralisation was poorer here, and/or to 
support the roof; the resulting interlinked passages would have also 
facilitated ventilation control. These passages have been partially filled 
with deads, in places to the roof. The north-westernmost passage at 
its northern end has a ‘hammered’ roof with a narrow smoke run from 
firesetting further in. This northern end may be partially natural but has 
certainly been widened on the down dip side, where there is a small 
area of surviving heat-altered roof. The inner half of the passage is a 
fireset tube with a heat-altered and sooted roof. The passage running 
parallel nearby to the south-east is very similar in character, with a 
narrow smoke run, part ‘hammered’ roof, with heat-altered surfaces 
at the downdip side and south-west end. The two passages running 
south mostly have heat-altered roofs but little sooting, although in 
parts there are also ‘hammered’ calcite-dominated mineralised vughs. 
At three locations there are small heaps of platy fireset deads to the 
sides of passages; here and elsewhere small quantities of coal/burnt 
coal fragments were observed.

At their southern end these two passages enter a large natural but 
partially-modified chamber (Fig. 18:27), the western flatting coming 
from the north is located high in the chamber side. 

Three passages run south from the chamber.  That to the south-west is 
largely natural and runs up to the southern entrance Fig. 18: 28). The 
northern downdip side of this passage has three areas of roof where 
heat-altered surfaces survive. In other places it is hard to determine 
if the roof has been altered by frost fracturing, ‘hammering’, and/or 
barring down, or whether it is natural. Outside the entrance, a stone 
covers a small later ‘shaft’ (see below), which originally was 2-3m 
deep and enters a largely backfilled flatting with fine pickwork which is 
likely to be early (Fig. 18:29); before being backfilled it was presumably 
open to day. Running south from the entrance there is a broad sloping 
flatting (Fig. 18: 30), with a pillar left to support the roof. The flatting 
roof is extensively heat-altered. At the east side there are four holes, at 
the mineralised bed, which enter the roof of a passage below. At one 
location north of these holes there is a small area of small-sized deads, 
probably derived from firesetting, with a small amount of coal/burnt 
coal.

The passage running directly south from the large chamber is again 
natural but has been heavily modified by mining (Fig. 18:31). This 
includes areas of heat-altered surfaces on the roof and upper passage 
sides at the mineralised bed close to the roof. At the south end the 
bedding-cave has a heat-altered roof with some soot, and the floor 
has been lowered to allow progress here by the removal of thin beds, 
leaving rock steps. The mining ends at a point to the south where the 
natural passage beyond is unaltered and largely filled with sediments.

Plate 22.  Looking up the fireset shaft in Upper Lords and 
Ladies Mine (Copyright: Jon Humble).

Between the two passages from the large chamber 
that have been described, a third leads south at a 
lower level (Fig. 18:32, Colour Plate 19). This is 
different in character from other early workings 
in the mine in that it is higher than it is broad; it is 
usually part-filled with deep water. The roof and 
walls are fireset, with intermittent heat-altered 
surfaces and soot. There are small scattered 
stemple eyes, some of which are probably for 
firesetting platforms, while others may be for 
bundings to reach the roof; these are of uncertain 
date. To the east side of the main passage there 
is a low fire set tube following the flatting, with 
heat-altered roof and sooting, which is normally 
completely under water. A further side passage 
to the north-west could not be assessed as it is 
full of water, even in drought. The southern end 
of the high passage is choked with deads placed 

from the other side, but this once continued into the workings described 
here under Upper Lords and Ladies Mine, where the linking passage is 
similar in character. Just before the choke there is a small fireset ‘shaft’ 
(Fig. 18:33). This has an oval cross-section, rises irregularly at a steep 
angle to the west, and is choked at the top; this may well have once 
linked with the fireset flatting above.

Upper Lords and Ladies Mine

The entrance hole, at the upslope edge of extensive reworked hillocks, 

Fig. 19.  Upper Lords and Ladies Mine, 
Northern Dale – the evidence for firesetting 
and other potential pre-powder mining (for 

a key see Fig. 16, for 1-11 see text).
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gives access to a low bedding-cave developed on sloping mineralised 
flats (Fig. 14:25, Fig. 19:1). This is part-choked with boulders 
and smaller deads, presumably derived from entrance breakdown 
and opencast working outside the entrance. The flatting has been 
heightened/widened by firesetting in two places, as indicated by heat-
altered surfaces; these were either trials to test for mineral or were to 
facilitate access along the flatting. However, this entrance may well not 
have been the early miners main access route, as there is a capped shaft 
and various other now-choked passages leading to both the daleside 
and the main Lords and Ladies workings.

In the small chamber at the northern end of the flatting (Fig. 19:2), the 
main updip mineralised bed on the western side, near the roof, also has 
similar evidence for trial/small-scale working using firesetting, with 
traces of soot. To the east of the chamber, just beyond its side wall 
at the near end of a low natural bedding-cave, there is a fine fireset 
shaft to surface, 9m above (Fig. 14:28, Fig. 19:3, Plate 22, Colour Plate 
20). To one side there is an extensively heat-altered roof within the 
adjacent chamber, where a small natural opening has been enlarged 
between the two by lighting a large fire here; there are sooted roofs in 
passages beyond to both sides. The shaft has an oval section with fine 
heat-altered surfaces in its lower half, with naturally more-fractured 
rock above. It is capped with slabs at the top and not obvious on the 
steep daleside, although there is a mineralised spread of waste material 
on the slope below, and an adjacent rock outcrop has a horizontal drill 
hole, possibly for a small stowes. There is a rope-wear groove near 
the base of the accessible part of the shaft. The position of this, close 
to the ground, indicating that the shaft was once deeper and drawing 
took places from below (and presumably also the present access hole). 
There are workings in a lower series which end at the choked bottom of 
the shaft (see below), which is full of deads at a depth of 3m below its 
present base. It is not known whether the identified drawing took place 
during the firesetting episode of mining, or whether what originally 
was purely a ventilation shaft was later utilised in the 18th or 19th 
centuries.

Plate 23.  The fireset main passage in the northern part of Upper 
Lords and Ladies Mine, with characteristic domed roofs and 
heat-altered surfaces, photographed during one of the many 

recording sessions (Copyright: Jon Humble).

A short distance beyond the shaft to the east there is a large natural 
chamber (Fig. 19:4), developed at the northern side of a wide but low 
bedding-cave, parts of which are choked with miners deads. There is 
no clear evidence for early mining here, except near the eastern end 
where there is trial/small-scale working using firesetting. Here the roof 
has been heightened to follow the flatting, as indicated by a heat-altered 
roof and soot nearby on the higher chamber roof to the north-west. 
Occasional pieces of coal/burnt coal occur in the floor sediments across 
much of the chamber, but presumably this derives from the firesetting at 
either end and has been moved during subsequent extensive reworking 
of sediments. The coal/burnt coal occurs in significant quantities to the 
east, near, but upslope, from the fireset working.

In the chamber wall west of the fireset shaft, there is a relatively spacious 
fireset tube near floor level leading westwards (Fig. 19:5). Adjacent, 
at the chamber end, a small pack, perhaps of later date, includes 
distinctive fireset deads. It may be that the fireset tube enlarged a small 
natural passage, and it shortly leads into a modified natural passage. 
This was either an isolated vugh or a palaeokarst cave passage with 
mineralised sides. Near the end there is a 4m deep hole into a lower 
series of workings. It is unclear if this hole down was an early access 
route between the two levels, or a later link created after the bottom of 
the fireset shaft had been backfilled. The steeply-sloping floor above 
the vertical hole has been worn smooth by the passage of miners. There 
are several eyes and notches of indeterminate date at the hole sides, 
perhaps cut to support the stemples of a ladderway. Notches cut close 
together indicate this was either replaced at least once, or that some at 
least were for other purposes, such as a bunding to allow the roof to be 
worked or for firesetting platforms.

The lower workings trend north/south and may originally have 
followed small natural passages developed along mineralised flattings 
and vughs that have been enlarged and extended. Immediately south 
of the hole down there is a calcite-dominated mineralised vugh with 
smashed crystals (Fig. 19:6), partly choked with deads, with a low 
sloping bedding-cave to the side leading up to a choke near the base 
of the fireset shaft. This choke can also be approached from the north-
west by a low fireset flat working (Fig. 19:7), with the mineralised bed 
rising to the north-east side, with a heat-altered roof and rock floor 
blackened by firesetting debris which must have been swept clean. This 
working ends at a second calcite-dominated mineralised vugh close to 
the shaft base. 

In the main passage (Fig. 19:8), near the entrance to this working 
there are clear vertical brush marks in the hardened dust on the lower 
passage side. It is noticeable that coal/burnt coal is largely absent 
from the floor deposits throughout the lower series of workings and 
this may have been removed with the rest of the worked material. This 
main passage running north from the hole downwards is unusual in 
that while extensively enlarged by firesetting it is as high, or higher, 
than it is broad, in most places approaching, or just above, head 
height (Plate 23). The passage has a fine curved heat-altered roof and 
upper sides. Here, and elsewhere in the lower workings, parts of the 
mineralised sides have been ‘hammered’. There are several places 
where small near-vertical avens rise from the roof, some enlarged by 
firesetting, and there are also steeply sloping fireset flattings that rise 
with the bedding from near the roof to the east side of the passage. 
Two of these have collected soot. One, with a black floor deposit, must 
have been swept out. Over much of the length of the main passage, 
there are two fireset workings one above the other. The lower one (Fig. 
19:9) is partly choked with deads, some of which comprise distinctive 
fireset waste rock. There are blocked links between the two passages 
at either end, together with an open hole part-way along that has been 
created or enlarged later with the aid of powder. The character of the 
mineralisation which has led to this atypical arrangement is unclear. 
There is no clear sign of a true vein, but rather a series of interlinked 
mineralised vughs and mineralised flattings at different horizons; much 
of the lower passage has a heat-altered and sooted roof rather than 
opening into the working above. The northern end of the lower passage 
has a floor choked with deads. The removal of a few of these showed 
that the working was flooded just below the floor, and this passage 
almost certainly once connected with a normally flooded passage of 
similar character in Lords and Ladies Mine (see above). Part way along 
the main passage, just north of the junction with the northernmost of 
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two passages running west, the passage sides have evidence for at least 
one platform having been created to allow the roof to be fireset. On the 
east side there are two stemple eyes and a notch in a closely spaced line 
at about 30cm from the roof. The west side has two matching features, 
while the third has been removed by later exploratory work, where rock 
was removed with the aid a drill hole of indeterminate age, perhaps for 
inserting plug and feathers (see Later Mining). On the east side there 
is a fourth notch above the northernmost of the set of three, perhaps 
the end notch of the next platform along. A further notch near the roof 
was identified close to the northern end of the upper passage, again 
probably for a roof firesetting platform.

Two rising passages leave the upper main working to the west side, 
both with soil chokes and in one case mine deads, at the ends. These 
workings clearly once connected to surface below the crags and 
opencast pits on the daleside. Outside, close to the southernmost 
entrance, there is a small trial in the crag, where firesetting has been 
used, with heat-altered surfaces. Underground, the southernmost 
passage (Fig. 19:10) is of stooping height with heat-altered roof and 
south wall, while the north wall appears to be natural joint; pickwork 
of indeterminate age here suggests this was perhaps mineralised. The 
other passage (Fig. 19:11) is in part at least an enlargement of a small 
natural cave, still intact at its western end. To the east, the mineralised 
flatting here has been extensively widened by firesetting. There are two 
fine examples of fireset roof domes, apparently created by individual 
large fires, with heat-altered and reddened surfaces with slight traces of 
soot. The sloping lower part of the workings southern side has black 
deposits derived from firesetting debris which must have been swept 
away, although brushmarks are no longer visible.

At three locations close to the fireset shaft – in a small pile of deads 
at the northern end of the small western chamber, in the link tube to 
the lower series, and in the choke at the base of fireset shaft – large 
animal bones were recovered (a right humerus, an axis vertebra and a 
left rib), all of which had somewhat degraded surfaces and were clearly 
not recent introductions to the mine. There were removed for analysis, 
in the hope of elucidating Hooson’s note regarding horse bones used 
in firesetting. However, they all proved to be from near-adult cow (Bos 
taurus) and may well have been parts of the same individual (Andrew 
Chamberlain pers. comm.). It could be these were introduced into 
the mine when the animal fell into the shaft rather than having been 
brought in as fuel; the humerus had some damage at the distal end, 
possibly from animal gnawing.

SSE Shaft

The small shaft is hidden under a limestone slab and is 7.5m deep, 
ginged for about 1.5m, and sunk in a natural joint. There are passages 
off at three levels. At 3.5m down, to the east there is a 4m long, low, 
flatting which is fireset, with heat-altered surfaces. In the opposite 
direction there is a 5m long working within a calcite-dominated 
mineralised vugh with sooted surfaces and coal/burnt coal on the floor. 
At 4.5m down the shaft, to the east but slightly offset southwards from 
the passage above, there is a 4m long natural passage developed along 
another mineralised vugh. To the west of the shaft there is a 5m long 
continuation, comprising a natural passage with some soot; a low 
section has possibly been fireset. At the bottom of the shaft there is a 
further natural passage offset to the south side. This again runs east/west 
(4m/9m long), and is developed on a mineralised flatting with vughs, 
with untouched lead ore. However, it has been entered by miners, as 
near the beginning of the east passage there is a line of three stones 
placed in a crude ‘wall’.

South-East Pipe Workings

The present entrance shaft (Fig. 14:36, Fig. 20:1) is 24m deep. Below 
c. 1.5m of ginging, the upper part of the shaft is oval and has been 
created by firesetting, with heat-altered sides for c.4.5m. This section 
ends at a ledge where there is a small bedding plane fissure to the 
sides. Below this, the next c. 14m comprises a square-section, round 
cornered, shaft. This is about 1m across and dressed with fine pickwork 
throughout, with short strokes in random directions. The bottom c. 4m 
of the shaft is less regular and hades steeply northwards into a chamber. 
The character of the last section suggests that the shaft was sunk from 
surface and that an adjustment was made once a sound connection had 

Fig. 20.  The South-East Pipe Workings, Northern Dale – the 
evidence for firesetting and other potential pre-powder mining 

(for a key see Fig. 16, for 1-12 see text).

been established and it was realised the vertical shaft would miss the 
upper end of the chamber. As the shaft is sunk in limestone throughout, 
this indicates the position of the underground cave passages was 
already known. Given the topographic location and lack of surface 
indications of mineralisation at surface, it seems highly unlikely that 
a shaft would have been sunk from the knoll top on the off chance 
of finding workable deposits. That firesetting was taking place below 
provides one reason for sinking the shaft, as it may well have been 
needed to ventilate the workings. However, it has also clearly been 
used for ore removal, either from the outset or in a subsequent phase of 
use, as there are rope wear grooves in various parts of shaft. The change 
in shaft character, from being fireset to a depth of c. 6m, to one that is 
carefully picked below is curious. The lack of shotholes in the lower 
section argues that this work is early in date, rather than the lower part 
of the shaft having been being sunk to complete an earlier aborted top 
part. It may be that the bedding plane fissure at the point of change 
offers a clue; if this had issued water at the time of sinking it may be 
that the base of the shaft was too wet to employ firesetting below this 
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level and thus the shaft below had to be hand picked.

The shaft gives access to about 150m of largely natural but modified 
passage in an upper series of workings. These mostly comprise low, but 
wide, sloping flattings with smaller passages linking the end of one to 
another. From the base of the shaft the passage initially runs downdip 
to the north and here there are two higher chambers. The first (Fig. 
20:2) has packs of deads to the sides, probably stacked here at an 18th 
or 19th century date to provide an access route to workings beyond. To 
the east side there is a shaft down to lower workings, which has been 
sunk with powder, the rough angular sides contrasting strongly with 
the neat appearance of much of the shaft from surface. This shaft was 
not descended and the character and extent of workings below remains 
unassessed. The second chamber (Fig. 20:3) has a deep pit in its floor 
and has much of its sediments (natural and/or perhaps redeposited by 
early miners) worked and partly removed, again perhaps in the 18th or 
19th century. There is a possibility that it was once significantly deeper 
and linked to a downward northward continuation of the natural cave.

From the side of this chamber the natural flattings go updip to the south, 
in parts backfilled to the roof with displaced stones and finer sediments. 
One section of the first sloping flatting (Fig. 20:4), on the updip side, 
has been widened using firesetting. At this trial there is a heat-altered 
roof and extensive sooting, the latter also occurring on the natural roof 
updip to the south. Higher up, at the bottom of a second flatting (Fig. 
20:5), there is a low remnant of a stone wall sealed with clay, once 
blocking an alcove or side passage that is now choked and contains 
water. This may well be a ventilation-control wall associated with the 
firesetting, sealing off drafts from the side passage. Alternatively, it was 
made as a small dam for water, but it is probably too flimsily built for 
this. At the top of second sloping flatting, there is another choked area. 
Here no direct evidence for firesetting was found, with one possible 
exception, but there is coal/burnt coal on the floor and it may well be 
that firesetting took place in the now choked and inaccessible updip 
areas (Fig. 20:6). At the bottom of the third flatting (Fig. 20:7) there is a 
natural side passage to the east side, which has a fireset tube with heat-
altered roof and sides linking back with a now-choked lower section 
of the flatting. 

At the top of this third flatting a small link passage to the chamber beyond 
also has firesetting at one corner (Fig. 20:8). To the west side of this 
low but wide and partially collapsed chamber there are two further trial 
enlargements with heat-altered fireset surfaces (Fig. 20:9). To the northern 
side there is a backfilled shaft to surface at roof level, below which there is 
a steep slope into the chamber, with a steep-sided cut channel for kibbles 
(Fig. 20:10). This chamber is only a short distance below the surface and 
the shaft was thus only short and may well have been the original point 
of entry for the miners. At the north-east corner of the chamber there is 
a passage going downdip, ending at a choke, with a pool of water here 
suggesting it never continued much beyond what can be seen. Beyond a 
section of later enlargement, the end section of this passage comprises a 
low exploratory fireset tube with heat-altered surfaces (Fig. 20:11).  

To south of the chamber there is a broad but low, near-horizontal, flatting 
with extensive sooting (Fig. 20:12). There are heat-altered fireset 
surfaces at the far end where the lowering roof has been heightened, 
and coal/burnt coal on the floor in parts. To the south-east the flatting 
becomes very low and is an unaltered bedding-cave passage that is not 
enterable.  It is unclear whether any mineral was obtained from the 
fireset work in this flatting.

EVIDENCE FOR LATER MINING

The archaeological evidence for later mining in Northern Dale is 
now described in detail on a mine by mine basis, to contextualise the 
earlier mining so that evidence for this can be further understood and 
to explain the character and extent of 18th/19th century mining in 
Northern Dale.

Old Ash Mine

In many places there are deads and other features of uncertain date, 
some of which have been noted above in the section on Early Mining. 
Information on these is not normally repeated here and description 
below is largely confined to specific indicators of later mining. 
Similarly, there are individual shotholes in several places where trials 

were made on the surfaces (see Figure 21). These are all of typical 
small 18th/early 19th century type unless otherwise stated and only 
significant examples are noted below.

For ease of ‘navigating’ the detailed descriptions, the mine has again 
been divided into five parts.

South-East Cave Workings - The entrance passage from the dale 
bottom leads to a short access route (Fig. 21:1) created through the 
largely natural passages. Towards the south-west end of this there are 
packs of large angular deads, placed to both sides. That to the north 
rises to the roof and one stone has a shothole scar. Further north-east a 
small part of the access passage roof has been heightened with powder, 
using a single shothole, either to improve access or as a trial. Another 
passage nearby (Fig. 21:2), which is probably part-natural and enlarged 
at an earlier date, has two short stretches of a narrow chiselled/picked 
water gully in the slightly undulating floor. These were presumably 
created to facilitate drainage from the now-inaccessible workings to the 
south-west which may well have once also been accessible via another 
entrance to the mine (see above). While this water gully is undated, 
two others in the mine are likely to be associated with later mining. An 
undated pack of large angular deads in the chamber to the north-east of 
the passage just described may also be associated with late work, built 
when the chamber sediments were reworked.

It could be that the attempt at reworking the south-eastern part of the 
system was soon aborted, as there are few other signs of late work in 
the vicinity, other than the occasional shothole made as exploratory 
trials through surfaces. However, it may be that the miners concentrated 
on sediment removal and there is a cleared path through the natural 
passage further to the north-west (Fig. 21:3). Piles of small stones 
nearby, and another of large angular stones, all appear to have been 
sorted, and support this suggestion. Beyond (Fig. 21:4), the only other 
indications of later mining in the section of cave passages before the 
low crawl leading to the junction with the Natural Series, are a small 
roof passage that has been extended a short distance north-westwards 
with powder, and possibly two small low packs of large but undated 
deads that have been placed to either of a natural side passage. Why 
access to this small and un-enterable passage was retained is not clear, 
perhaps it was thought that it may be enlarged and explored for mineral 
at a future date.

Three large-diameter shotholes exist at a mineralised section of passage 
near its roof (Fig. 21:5), created with a 20th century compressed-air drill. 
These illustrate that a soon-aborted trial has taken place, abandoned 
when it was realised that the heavily mineralised lead-rich vugh 
surfaces here had only a thin layer of mineral. One is left wondering 
why someone went to all the trouble of bringing drilling equipment to 
this remote location. The strong likelihood of the remaining deposits 
being unproductive would have been apparent to anyone with a basic 
knowledge of the geology and character of the mineralisation here.

Further 18th/19th century working occurs at the far end of this series of 
passages, but for convenience, these are described below.

West Flat Workings - The miners entrance into this part of the later 
workings was via high stope workings on a scrin, left open as an 
access ‘shaft’ (Fig. 21:6). The vein stope to both sides of the ‘shaft’ 
has been drystone-walled with large angular deads. To the north-east 
side a relatively low wall has a trial level above, driven with powder, 
using small diameter shotholes, and later backfilled to near the roof. A 
higher section of the stope above, at this same side, is walled off and 
the roof above the ‘shaft’ is rubble filled. To the south-west side, the 
high stope is walled from the base to near the top, the walling here is 
now potentially unstable; workings leading south-west from the top 
have thus not been assessed.

The base of the ‘shaft’ gives access to the modified cave and earlier 
mined passages, where the later miners have cleared a way through and 
created a sled route heading north (Fig. 21:7). A pre-existing passage 
heading south, heightened using powder, leads shortly to a short level 
driven with powder (Fig. 21:8). This appears to have been a trial related 
to a small scrin visible in the roof at the beginning of the passage. At 
one point here a short, steeply-inclined, undated ‘channel’, cut with a 
heavy pick and possible an ore chute, drops from a walled-off small 
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Fig. 21.  Old Ash Mine, Northern Dale – the evidence for 18th/19th century mining (for 1-31 see text).
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pipe working above. Beyond a short low crawl under the ‘ore chute’, 
the south-western section of the level is a new driving. There is no 
obvious sign of the scrin here but the level may well have been driven 
to search for its continuation. The forefield has a central groove with 
four picked lines. There are also short trials, with forefields at both 
ends, driven with powder in a second vein close by to the south-east, 
entered via earlier workings in pipe mineralisation. The vein here is 
probably the same as that which the access ‘shaft’ descends.

A short distance along the sled route running northwards, there is a 
low opening on the right hand wall which gives access to further late 
work at the western end of the South East Cave Workings, leading from 
earlier workings and cave passages. While these are close to the sled 
route, the small size of the link may well have made removal of ore via 
here inconvenient. Hence, it is not known whether the later mining here 
was worked independently from the activity in the West Flat Workings, 
or was part of the same mining operation. Immediately south of the link 
there is an earlier passage to the base of a now backfilled shaft or vein 
working (Fig. 21:9), which is perhaps at the same vein as at the access 
‘shaft’ described above. The passage at the base is choked with large 
angular deads, one with a medium-diameter shothole. The presence of 
bottle glass and bones indicates a link to the surface. The choke drafts, 
indicating the blockage is probably only short and/or comprises stone 
with voids between. A nearby backfilled flat work to the south-west has 
shotholes in the roof. A low point in the passage leading to the north-
west has been heightened by powder using a single small shothole. A 
short distance to the north of the link from the sled route, via a sinuous 
part-natural passage, there is a 16m long vein working (Fig. 21:10). 
This is a good example of a small stope/level driven along a scrin using 
powder and a heavy pick. There may be two or three episodes of mining 
in the first half of the passage. In one part of this, very small shotholes 
on the south-east side are about 18mm in diameter, while larger ones 
on the north-west side match those in the far half of the level and are 
about 21-22mm diameter. In contrast, the near half of the level has 
been widened using larger shotholes of about 27mm diameter. Much 
of the floor of the passage is filled with deads, with walling retaining 
the backfill in the central section. To the north-east, beyond a 1m high 
wall at the end of the pack just noted, the final section of the level to 
the forefield has fine examples of sweeping pickwork on both walls. 
Here there is a split in the scrin, hence mineralisation has been removed 
to both sides of the passage, and making it somewhat wider here. The 
forefield has shotholes in a typical blasting pattern. At the entrance to 
this vein working, at its south-west end, there is a large pack of angular 
stacked deads with shothole scars, derived from the scrin working, 
filling an earlier fireset flatting. Further waste was placed in the cave/
old workings further to the south-east (Fig. 21:11). Here small packs 
were created and side passages backfilled.  Scattered stone, one with a 
shothole scar, on the floor of a wide cave passage at the furthest point 
where debris from the stope is found, is presumably the last stacking 
area used by the miners working here. This was abandoned before 
enough stone existed to warrant a pack being built.

The sled route (Fig. 21:7), which is about 40m long, follows the 
cave/old workings in a gentle curve as far as a chamber 25m to the 
west of its start. There are large packs of deads placed to either side, 
walled to keep the route clear (Plate 13). Some of these deads have 
shothole scars, but many are of restacked smaller and platy stones from 
earlier firesetting. This is particularly true in the central section, while 
closer to the chamber the packs have more angular shothole material. 
Towards the access ‘shaft’ the small packs here mostly contain small 
angular material but no shotholes were identified; one also has fireset 
deads. In two places the roof of the access route has been heightened 
using powder. Wherever, the sled route passes over exposed bedrock 
there are two chiselled/picked runner grooves about 0.40m apart, cut 
to guide ore sleds (Colour Plate 11). Where the passage rises to the 
chamber up a slope of deads, the sled route has been paved with six 
large limestone slabs (Plate 24). Near the ‘shaft’ end of the sled route 
there is a small sandstone block that has been used as a tool-sharpening 
stone. It measures about 30x25cm across, one edge is broken and there 
are six sharpening grooves on one face.

As the chamber is approached, there is a small water channel (Fig. 
21:12, Plate 24), created along the top of a walled pack at the passage 
side. This is lined with clay, with an outer wall also made of clay. This 
clay wall has been severely damaged by careless explorers but one 

Plate 24.  The sled route in the West Flat Workings of Old Ash 
Mine, where it rises and has been paved.  To the left is the small 
clay-lined water channel following the top of the wall of deads, 
this section badly damaged by careless explorers (Copyright: 

Paul Deakin).

short section on rock to the north-east is intact. The channel carried 
water from south-west to north-east and was perhaps made to divert 
it from an active working area, and/or to collect it for ore washing. In 
the roof of the old workings, at the south-west end, there are two large 
stone stemples of uncertain date, placed here to prevent collapse from 
a hole above.

The high chamber (Fig. 21:13) at the end of the sled route has had 
a substantial part of its silty-clay dominated sediments removed, 
presumably because they were ore-rich. However, to the west side they 
are intact and there are coal fragments on the original surface but not 
in the disturbed parts below, suggesting the sediment removal is of late 
date. That the worked finer sediments from the chamber have not been 
found redeposited in the vicinity, may suggest these were removed 
wholesale from the mine for processing. In contrast, a low wall to the 
south-western side retains large angular stones which may have been 
found within the sediments. There is a small pack of similar stones on 
a ledge in the south-eastern wall of the chamber.

Old flat workings lead off the chamber to the south-west (Fig. 21:14), 
where two low points have been heightened with powder. At the end 
there is a forefield with heavy pickwork in a central vertical groove. This 
whole passage is probably a drivage/clearance through the downdip 
termination of the earlier flat workings, created at an horizon where 
they were flooded, made in order to dewater them to allow further 
prospecting. At the end, the floor of the earlier flat workings has been 
deepened using powder. The earlier passage to the updip side has a 
narrow water channel that has been picked or chiselled into the sloping 
rock floor, cut to divert water away from the powder working below.

Close to the roof of the chamber there is a large fireset upper flatting 
which has been enlarged using powder in its north-eastern part, with 
the deads placed in the adjacent earlier working (Fig. 21:15). At the 
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other end of the flatting, to the south, two shotholes have been created 
to trial through the dirty wall, revealing a band of galena that is about 
5cm thick in the mineralised bed; it is not clear why extraction did not 
commence as a result. Further trial/small-scale work using powder has 
been undertaken above the flatting, where there are small exploration 
workings to the south-west side (Fig. 21:16) and a hole that was risen 
in the roof (Fig. 21:17). This leads to a level following a small scrin in 
both directions, and another level driven at an angle to this. To the north 
the first level has been heightened as a small stope, and there is a pack 
of deads at the end.

Central Cave Workings - Two main cave/fireset passages here leave 
the sled route to run northwards. The westernmost of these (Fig. 21:18) 
has been has been trialed by the same miners who created the main 
sled route. At its beginning there are sled grooves, again about 0.40m 
apart, chiselled/picked into the upward sloping rock floor, leading to 
a second cleared access route. This has large packs of deads placed to 
either side, walled to keep the route clear and reaching the roof of the 
earlier flatting to either side. Some of these deads have shothole scars 
and they presumably derive from late work beyond to the north-east. 
This comprises a relatively spacious trial, following a scrin against the 
north-west wall, driven using powder. The shotholes in the first part of 
the working are of very small diameter. Near the end of the trial, the floor 
has been lowered somewhat but is blind and does not link with known 
passages below. The passage wall here has heavy sweeping pickwork 
where the scrin mineralisation has been removed. Further south-west, to 
the side of the sled route, there is also a small trial extension of the earlier 
flat work, driven using powder in small diameter shotholes, presumably 
executed in search of the scrin found to the north-east.

The first section of the eastern cave passage leaving the main sled 
route has few signs of late working except perhaps for a small trial in a 
mineralised flatting vugh, which is of uncertain date (Fig. 21:19).  

Towards the north end of the cave passage, where the bedding-cave 
drops steeply towards the main chamber, there is further small-scale 
trial work of uncertain date, with heavy pick scars and angular deads 
placed nearby (Fig. 21:20). As noted above, the steep slope of the cave 
passage here has nine crude steps/footholds at its eastern side, made 
to facilitate access, again cut at an uncertain date. However, as there 
was what is probably a late ‘walkway’ across holes in the floor of main 
chamber below, which leads here, this may have been an access route 
into the mine used by miners at this date (see below).

North-West Flat Workings - Leading south-westwards from the 
main chamber in the North Cave Workings, there is a complex three-
dimensional series of modified cave passages and early flattings. The 
main route on from the chamber leads westwards into a smaller natural 
chamber with fireset flattings off its sides (Fig. 21:21). However, the 
chamber may have had sediments removed by later miners and there 
is some heavy prospecting pickwork in the roof. The chamber side, at 
roof level, has a southward extension of the flatting blocked with stone 
roof stemples of uncertain date.

At the top of a fireset flatting leading updip from the chamber to the 
north, there is a trial level leading south-west driven with powder, with 
no obvious signs of mineralisation (Fig. 21:22). This has a forefield 
with six picked vertical lines at the centre. In the chamber below a 
passage to the north-east has been walled-up with angular deads, which 
are presumably from the trial level. The link passage with the main 
chamber and engine shaft (Fig. 21:23) has walled packs of angular 
deads which are presumably from here and/or the shaft above (see 
below). These packs block two earlier passages, one of which is a short 
trial level with heavy pickwork which may well date to the later mining 
period.

The other pack blocks a passage that leads south-west to further 
fireset workings (Fig. 21:24). That the passage is effectively sealed 
at its entrance indicated work here is relatively early in the sequence 
of mining using powder and had been abandoned before most of the 
working described in the last paragraph took place. The floor of the 
large earlier flat work to the south-west has been deepened at one end 
using powder in small-diameter shotholes, and a second hole has been 
created nearby to the north by digging out what were presumably 
natural sediments and/or earlier mine waste for a depth of about 2m. 

Here large packs of deads with shothole scars, some at least presumably 
from the south-western hole, were placed to the sides. At the north 
end of the flatting, in the lower passage beneath that coming from the 
chamber, there are natural sediments to the passage side and in the 
roof that remain in-situ, which elsewhere in the passage have been dug 
through to gain access to this part of the workings. Surveys of the mine 
made in the 20th century do not show the low fireset passage running to 
the south of the flat work that links with other late foci of mining at Old 
Ash Mine. This suggests it became choked during the later phases of 
working and thus was not used as an access route to the late workings 
around the main chamber and engine shaft. Presumably, this passage 
was only reopened by explorers in the later 20th century.  

Above the large fireset flatwork at its north-eastern end, a cave passage 
heightened with powder in small-diameter shotholes, leads up to a high 
natural aven (Fig. 21:25). This aven may well have been utilised as a 
ladderway into the workings from surface. At its base there is a short 
vertical rectangular-section shaft, created using powder, which rises 
from the roof of the passage below, adjacent to where it enters the main 
chamber.

North Cave Workings - The main chamber here (Fig. 21:26) has a 
deep engine shaft from surface (Fig. 21:27), which descends through 
its roof. This large and high chamber has had its lower part filled with a 
large quantity of deads. Those which are visible are mostly angular and 
probably associated with the late mining nearby. Some at least of the 
deads are presumably from the adjacent stope (see below). At this time 
the ore from this part of the mine was no doubt wound up the engine 
shaft above and the chamber was probably accessed by miners either 
down a ladderway in the nearby aven, or possibly by the ‘horizontal’ 
access route, via the steps noted above, through the other mining foci 
within the Old Ash workings. If this was the case, the miners could 
have entered from the present daleside entrance or the access ‘shaft’ 
route at the end of the sledway. Similarly, it is not known to what extent 
worked sediments from the North-West Flat Workings were removed 
from the mine for processing; alternatively, waste may have been 
dumped in the chamber. 

Two large holes in the floor at the south end, one with a drystone wall 
retaining its side, give access to lower passages (not assessed); one 
of these holes was presumably used for winding ore to surface, via 
the engine shaft, directly from these workings below. Between the two 
holes there is a narrow ‘walkway’, one with a carefully levelled stone-
retained top (now collapsed), which provided a miner’s access route to 
the ascending passage to the south. Here, there is a third hole down to 
the lower workings, close to the base of the slope.

In the floor of the main chamber, close to its north-east corner, there 
is a small descending passage which is retained on two sides with 
walls of angular deads with shothole scars (Fig. 21:28). This leads to 
a small series of irregular ‘pipe cavity’ workings (not shown on plan). 
These are not now linked with the Lower Series passages, but there is 
a choked vertical hole that may well have once provided access. The 
workings accessed via the descending passage were not surveyed, but 
inspection showed they have powder work and heavy pick scars, but no 
clear sign of earlier firesetting.

The spacious but low natural passage leading north from the main 
chamber has further indicators of late mining. Close to its beginning a 
narrow vein has been worked (Fig. 21:29), which in one direction runs 
back to the side of the main chamber. The workings here comprise a 
high stope, worked upwards with powder; where it is possible to easily 
inspect them, the shotholes are small in diameter. At both ends the 
stope stops at forefields.  

The natural passage running below (Fig. 21:30) has had extensive 
sediments removed, presumably at a late date. Near the southern end 
there is a cleared access route, with packs with low retaining walls to 
the sides. That to the east side, below the scrin, has deads with shothole 
scars. That to the west side has stones that are generally small in size 
and therefore may be from earlier firesetting or from sorting natural 
sediments, but these may again have been stacked here at a late date. 
Relatively-heavy prospecting pickwork, scratched through the passage 
roof soot from earlier firesetting in the vicinity, may well be associated 
with the same late episode of activity.
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Fig. 22.  Lords and Ladies Mine, Northern 
Dale – the evidence for 18th/19th century 
mining (for a key see Fig. 21, for 1-16 see 

text).

The vertical hole (Fig. 21:31) at the end of the main passage leads to 
lower workings which have not been assessed but are believed to be 
late in date.

Lords and Ladies Mine

In many places there are deads and other features of uncertain date, 
some of which have been noted above under Early Mining. Information 
on these is not normally repeated here and the description below is 
largely confined to specific indicators of later mining. Similarly, there 
are individual shotholes in several places where dirty surfaces were 
tried (see plan). These are all of typical small 18th/early 19th century 
type and only significant examples are noted below. 

At the lower entrance (Fig. 22:1) there are the roof notches for an 
undated coe which has been detailed above. Just inside the entrance 
in the eastern flatting there is a low and crudely built wall of deads 
(Fig. 22:2), which while undateable, may have been placed here when 
sediments and deads were reworked. Further into the mine there is a 
similar pack of deads on a steep slope in a small chamber (Fig. 22:3). 
Nearby, on the slope, which is the main route southwards into the 
workings, there are four notches. These were probably cut into the 
limestone for miners knees, to help the crawl up. There is also a small, 
narrow, picked water gully to keep water off the access slope. All these 
features are of uncertain date but were perhaps created when the mine 
was cleared for reworking.

There is further similar pack of uncertain date in the hole to lower 
workings in the floor of the chamber to the south (Fig. 22:4). Leading 
into this hole there is another short stretch of narrow, picked water 

gully, with a second further to the south-west, 
both designed to lower the water in the crawl 
here, which is the only access point from this 
direction to workings to the south. To the east 
side of the chamber, the large fireset flatting 
here has been enlarged northwards by about 4m 
using powder (Fig. 22:5); this is the largest new 
passage in the whole mine! Deads were placed 
in the old flatting to the south. At the southern 
side of the flatting there is a mined mineralised 
vugh with heavy pickwork which may also be 
late work.

Beyond the wet crawl leading southwards, there 
is a further example of a narrow, picked water 
gully, taking water from a small pool into this 
(Fig. 22:6). A short distance updip, a mineralised 
vugh in the flatting to the west side of the cave 
passage has been enlarged northwards and 
eastwards by about 3m using powder (Fig. 22:7). 
Nearby in the main passage there is a small pack 
of angular deads, and others scattered more 
generally here, one of which was observed to 
have a shothole scar. A short distance updip, 
there are a series of shotholes at the eastern 
passage edge, where the mineral was trialed with 
negative result. Adjacent, leading from the cave 
passage side, there is a series of irregular vughs 
with mineralised roof and sides, which have 
been part-mined (Fig. 22:8). The pickwork scars 
and large deads on the floor are undateable, but 
it would not be surprising if this was late trial 
work.

A short distance updip from these vughs there 
is the only open shaft into the mine (Fig. 22:9). 
This has a sub-rectangular/irregular cross section 

and was created utilising limestone joints in the lower half and is 
in fractured rock above. While it cannot be dated with certainty, its 
position in relation to two older blocked shafts, together with the later 
reworking nearby, suggests it was created at a late date. It was almost 
certainly used at this time, as there are several haulage wear-grooves, 
which are narrow and appear to have been created by a chain rather 
than a rope. On the opposite side of the shaft there is a single drill hole 
of unknown purpose, probably made to contain a wooden plug or other 
fitting.

The main cave passage immediately updip of the shaft also has evidence 
of extensive reworking (Fig. 22:10). Here there is a high drywalled pack 
of large angular deads of limestone and gangue. No shothole scars were 
observed, and the material stacked may be a combination of earlier and 
later waste, stacked here to create a cleared access way updip from the 
shaft. Immediately downdip of the pack there is a small blind forefield 
of unknown date at the passage side, the end of which has vertical 
pickwork, while the main passage wall between here and the pack has 
a small area of finer pickwork which unusually is horizontal. On the 
opposite side of the passage from the pack, to the south-east, there is 
a low backfilled mineralised flatting/vugh, where the mineralisation 
appears to comprise nothing but calcite, which has been investigated 
using powder.

Further updip at the main passage side (Fig. 22:11), which here is 
low, there is a pack of deads retained by a crude drystone wall, with 
the flatting behind filled with deads, some of which may derive from 
firesetting. Again this pack may be late, dating to when an access route 
was cleared through the mine. In the low steeply sloping passage updip 
to the south (Fig. 22:12), there are two further narrow, picked water 
gullies of uncertain date, perhaps designed to keep water off this slope 
in order that miners could pass in and out of the mine without getting 
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Plate 25.  The western end of the main chamber in Upper Lords and Ladies 
Mine, with a high pack of deads, placed here when the chamber’s sediments 

were worked (Copyright: Jon Humble).

Fig. 23.  Upper Lords and Ladies Mine, Northern Dale – the evidence for 
18th/19th century mining (for a key see Fig. 21, for 1-9 see text).

too wet. Alternatively they may have been cut to divert water away 
from the large fireset flatting to the east. As this has no clear indications 
of later work, it raises the possibility that some of the water channels 
are early in date.

At the bottom of the large chamber (Fig. 22:13) close to the upper 
entrance there is a part-backfilled low passage (Fig. 22:14). Here there 
is a calcite-dominated mineralised vugh which has shotholes and the 
whole may well be a late trial, although the possibility that this is an 
enlarged natural passage cannot be discounted. Under the overhang of 
the main upper entrance, the sloping floor has been cut away to create 
a small horizontal working floor (Fig. 22:15). While no shotholes scars 
exist, the angularity of the rock faces of the cut suggest this is a late 
feature created with the aid of powder. Outside the entrance, a small 
vertical hole (now covered by a rock) has two ginged sides (Fig. 22:16). 
This was originally 2-3m deep and enters the backfilled flattings here. 
While it could have been created purely for inspection, it may well 
have provided a convenient ‘well’ to provide small amounts of water 
for dressing. At an outcrop just above and immediately to the side of 
the hole down, there is a single horizontal drillhole. This could have 
once held one end of the axle of a small stowes, although there is no 
sign of wear to confirm this suggestion.

Upper Lords and Ladies Mine

The 18th and 19th century mining concentrated on the 
large natural chamber (Fig. 23:1) to the east of the fireset 
shaft (Fig. 23:2). Here natural mineralised sediments have 
been extensively reworked. Associated with this there are 
walled packs of deads, some nearly to the roof, placed 
around the chamber sides, with further stone thrown into 
the wide flatting behind the southern pack (Plate 25). 
The sediments were almost certainly washed and sorted 
underground, as the discarded material left is graded 
in size. There are also extensive silty-clay dominated 
sediments, but in places also containing sand and 
gravel, in the lower parts of the flatting. These may well 
derive from washing, sieving and/or buddling the cave 
sediments. The processed ore-rich parts of the sediments 
were probably removed via the fireset shaft (where there 
is evidence for drawing from below of uncertain date - 
see above). The lower part of this shaft, below chamber 
level, may have been backfilled with deads at this date to 
facilitate this work. The natural passage (Fig. 23:3) from 
here to the chamber has been deepened to facilitate access 
between the two (either at this date or previously). 

At the eastern end of the chamber there is a short trial 
level in the mineralised flatting that has been driven 

with powder (Fig. 23:4). Adjacent, there is a flat-floored 
approach ‘road’ cleared through sediments. This is of 
stooping height and 1.5-2.0m wide, with a low drystone 
pack holding back the upslope side and the downslope 
side deepened slightly. It facilitated access to this end 
of the chamber and prevent the route becoming choked. 
However, it is not clear if the primary reason for this 
access ‘road’ was to reach the trial, or to access the pools 
of water here and nearby that would have been essential 
for processing the chamber sediments. The south-western 
end of this trial is part-filled with the silty-clay sediments 
noted above, giving a clear indication of a late date for at 
least some of this sediment reworking.

In the northern side of the chamber, a low passage leads 
immediately into calcite-dominated mineralised vughs 
(Fig. 23:5). The calcite is mixed with barytes and fluorspar 
in the lower one to the east, but with little sign of galena. 
There is heavy pickwork at the end of the first vugh 
and generally where the sides have been intermittently 
investigated. These vugh workings feel late in date 
although this cannot be demonstrated conclusively. On a 
ledge at the entrance to these, a clay-pipe bowl of 19th 
century type was found.

In the small chamber (Fig. 23:6) immediately west of the 
fireset shaft, the flatting near its roof on the west side, 

which had been previously worked using firesetting, was explored 
further using powder. There are shotholes beyond the area fireset at 
roof level to the north, and at floor level below the earlier work to the 
south; here the earlier floor has been deepened using powder. Much of 
the limestone removed lies scattered on the chamber floor. A pack of 
deads at the north end of the chamber (Fig. 23:7), including some that 
derive from firesetting, was perhaps created during sediment reworking 
of a similar nature to that undertaken in the large chamber to the east.

While 18th or 19th century miners entered the lower series of workings, 
and as noted above the vertical access hole into these (Fig. 23:8) may 
have been created after the fireset shaft was partially backfilled, they 
appear to have only prospected these earlier workings rather than 
extracting any significant amount of ore. A link between the upper and 
lower fireset tubes running northwards was enlarged, or created, with 
powder (Fig. 23:9). A clay-pipe bowl of 19th century churchwarden 
type with simple leaf pattern was found nearby. Above the hole there is 
a small horizontal drill hole in the western passage side, which almost 
certainly was for a small stowes. This was little-used, as no substantial 
alteration to the lower fireset working below took place. A short distance 
to the north there is the drill hole of uncertain date noted above under 
Early Mining. This is unusual in that it has a large diameter, of 40mm, 
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but appears to have been only relatively short, at 350mm+. It has no 
tension cracks and may have been drilled in conjunction with the use of 
plug and feathers. However, nearby there is a powder shothole and its 
position, unless coincidental, raises the possibility that this was drilled 
to free the plug and feathers which had become stuck. Elsewhere in 
the lower workings there are only occasional trial shotholes, where 
powder was used to removing rock to search for mineralisation under 
the sooted surfaces.

Other Workings

Amongst the heavily reworked surface hillocks, the SSE Shaft (Fig. 
6:13, Fig. 14:33), 70m from the Upper Lords and Ladies entrance, has 
signs of minor trial re-exploration in the 18th or 19th century. The only 
clear-cut indicator of this is within the uppermost workings at 3.5 m 
depth, where the north wall of the west passage has shotholes, although 
nearby pickwork and the ginging at the shaft top may date to this same 
period of extraction.

The fireset workings above Northern Dale in the South-East Pipe 
Workings, entered by the 24m deep shaft and described above, also 
have indications of 18th or 19th century mining (Fig. 6:15, Fig. 11, Fig. 
14:36). The two chambers at the shaft base are one focal point of this 
activity. Packs of deads at the first chamber sides may well have been 
placed here at this time (Fig. 11:2), providing an access route, both 
to an internal shaft (Fig. 11:8) and to the second chamber (Fig. 11:3) 
where sediments have been worked, presumably at this relatively late 
date, by analogy with similar work elsewhere in Northern Dale. The 
internal shaft to lower workings has been sunk using powder; however, 
the extent of late mining from its base has not been investigated. In 
a low side flatting immediately east of the second chamber an iron 
crauncher/pricker had been discarded. The second focal point of later 
mining, comprising little more than a trial, is at the base of the now-
blocked shaft near the southern end of the workings (Fig. 11:7). At 
the north-east corner of the chamber here, the first section of a small 
earlier passage going downdip to the north-east has been enlarged with 
powder, while packs of deads nearby may be of the same date, created 
when sediments in the chamber were worked. Whether the nearby shaft 
was still open when this 18th or 19th century work was undertaken 
is not known. A short linking passage between the second and third 
flattings, near the roof, has been driven with powder, creating a bypass 
for an extensively choked section of flatting. It is unclear whether this 
passage was created to facilitate explorations from north or south, or 
was a part of an access route going updip from the deep shaft.

Other small accessible workings within Northern Dale, with no 
evidence for firesetting, may well have been worked in the 18th or 19th 
century. At the top of Northern Dale, amongst the extensively reworked 
hollows and hillocks noted above, there is Top Shaft (Fig. 6:14, Fig. 
14:34). This ginged hole drops into a small natural chamber, the floor 
of which is 4.5m below surface. From here a horizontal bedding-cave, 
following a flatting with mineralised sides, leads northwards. Here 
natural sediments, which largely filled the passage, have been dug out 
by miners, allowing them to crawl along, prospecting it for 20m from 
the ‘shaft’. The mineralisation mainly comprises calcite and barytes, 
with only a few strings of lead; there has been trial picking in places 
but no extraction.

High on the north-western side of Northern Dale, on the narrow 
Brighteye Vein, there are small accessible vein workings (Fig. 14:40-
42). Towards the north-western end of the workings, a short distance 
from where mining in this vein peters out, there is Daletop Shaft (Fig. 
6:4). This is a 4m deep ginged shaft with a fine set of climbing holes at 
its sides. It was sunk with powder in a vein, with small workings in the 
lower half following the vein in both directions. That to the south-west 
leads to a choke. That to the north-east has deads in the roof and, after a 
short section with a horizontal floor, there is a 3m drop. There is a short 
vein trial at the base of this drop heading back south-westwards, while 
to the north-east a small stope shortly runs into the side of a second 
shaft about 4m north-east of the first. This is goes back up to surface, 
but here is sealed by stone slabs. Below the floor level of the stope 
from the first shaft, the second shaft is a further 10.5m deep. At 7.5m 
down there is a trial level north-eastwards that soon ends at a forefield. 
In the other direction there is a level leading to a stope with a floor that 
rises steeply, ending below a hole to surface about 21m south-west of 
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the first shaft. Surface inspection shows this is where one of a series of 
slabs at surface sealing the stopehead has collapsed. This is too small 
to enter, but a visible vein working is about 3m deep, below where it 
narrows to an open vein fissure that is only 0.15-0.20m wide, before 
widening again to where it is accessible from below. Here there are two 
further small part-collapsed open sections of stope working, heading 
south-westwards, with unstable deads above and below; this was not 
entered. At the base of the north-eastern slab-covered shaft to surface 
there are short trial levels along the vein in both directions, both ending 
at forefields. No evidence was found in any in these workings for ore 
extraction other than with the aid of powder.

15m beyond the collapse hole from surface mentioned above, a larger 
collapse at the vein top leads to a largely choked south-westwardly 
continuation of the vein working (Fig. 6:5). Here the present floor steps 
down north-eastwards to a depth of about 5m, with a further small hole 
upwards to surface near the end at a recent collapse of sealing slabs. 
Again no identifiable pre-powder work was found.
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Six groups of charcoal samples from Old Ash Mine, and Lords 
and Ladies Mine, were submitted for radiocarbon dating and 
have been processed and measured by Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry, by the Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit and 
eleven dates were produced; this work was funded by English 
Heritage. These are given in Table 4.

These data need explanation and interpretation. All the samples 
of charcoal were recovered from the mine using the same method. 
In each case small archaeological excavations were carried 
out at locations which as far as possible appeared undisturbed 
by later mining; their positions were also chosen to give as 
broad a lateral spread through the workings as was possible. 
These excavations were each restricted to small discrete areas 
measuring less that 50x50cm in area and only a few centimetres 
depth (with the exception of Old Ash Mine Sample A - see main 
text), and excavation was halted when it was judged that enough 
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Table 4: Radiocarbon results from Old Ash Mine and Lords and Ladies Mine. 

Laboratory
code

Sample code Material type Radiocarbon 
age BP  

Calibrated date 
range (95% 
confidence)

OxA-12939 OAM03–A1 Corylus avellana, roundwood 
6mm, 3 growth rings 

221+/-29 Cal AD 1640-1950 

OxA-12940 OAM03–B1(1) Corylus avellana, roundwood, 
7 growth rings 

368+/-29 Cal AD 1440-1640 

OxA-13977 OAM03–B1(2) Corylus avellana, roundwood, 
11 growth rings 

220+/-23 Cal AD 1640-1950 

OxA-12941 OAM03–B2 Quercus sp., roundwood, 5+ 
growth rings 

259+/-29 Cal AD 1520-1800 

OxA-12942 OAM03–C3 Pomoideae 280+/-29 Cal AD 1510-1670 
OxA-12943 OAM03–D1 Ilex aquifolium 222+/-30 Cal AD 1640-1950 
OxA-13980 LAL04-A1(1) Corylus avellana, roundwood, 

4 growth rings 
115+/-27 Cal AD 1670-1950 

OxA-13981 LAL04-A1(2) Fraxinus excelsior,
roundwood, 3 growth rings 

(161+/-24) -

OxA-13982 LAL04-A1(2) Same sample as last (122+/-23) 
Weighted 
mean  
141+/-17 
(T’=1.4;
T’(5%)=3.8;
 =1, Ward 

and Wilson 
1978)

Weighted mean: 
Cal AD 1670-1950 

OxA-13978 LAL04-B2(1) Corylus avellana, roundwood, 
4 growth rings 

201+/-24 Cal AD 1650-1950 

OxA-13979 LAL04-B2(2) Fraxinus excelsior,
roundwood, 6 growth rings 

196+/-24 Cal AD 1650-1950 

material had been removed to provide a sufficient sample. All 
material, after initial removal of larger stones, was placed in 
sealed plastic bags and removed from the mines. Subsequently, 
each sample was wet-sieved and all identified charcoal hand 
picked from the burnt coal, stones and other residues. The 
charcoal was then air dried, in controlled conditions to avoid 
contamination, before being sealed in double bags.

Prior to dating, the selected charcoal samples were examined by 
Rowena Gale to identify suitable material for analysis. In each 
case two potential samples comprising a single piece of charcoal 
were identified, each from either short-lived tree/shrub species, 
or roundwood (small branches/twigs) from longer lived species 
(Lords and Ladies sample sites A2/B1 were not examined, as 
these were sampled only as back-ups, in case the others proved 
to have no suitable charcoal). She reported that the chosen 
samples consisted of firm, well-preserved charcoal, and that the 

charcoal fragments were prepared 
for examination using standard 
techniques (Gale and Cutler 
2000). Most samples chosen for 
dating were from material that had 
between 3 and 11 growth rings and 
thus were exceptionally good for 
dating purposes; for two of the Old 
Ash Mine samples the growth rings 
could not be estimated accurately, 
but short-lived species were used.

The majority of the charcoal 
recovered from the site was not 
examined to determine species 
present; even so, a variety of tree/
shrub species were identified. In the 
case of the hazel (Corylus avellana 
– 6 samples) and ash (Fraxinus 
excelsior – 7 samples) these are 
common today in Northern Dale 
itself.  The oak (Quercus sp. – 3 
samples), holly (Ilex aquifolium – 2 
samples) and probable hawthorn 
or rowan (Pomoideae – 1 sample) 
grow more commonly on acidic 
soils and these occur locally in the 
shale valley at the base of Northern 
Dale and in the Derwent valley 
beyond. All charcoal not used for 
dating has been retained.

The program of radiocarbon 
dates was supervised by Peter 
Marshall for English Heritage. The 
procedures used at the laboratory 
are described by Bronk-Ramsley 
and Hedges (1997) and Bronk-
Ramsley, et. al. (2000). The results 
are conventional radiocarbon ages 
(Stuiver and Polach 1977) and are 
quoted according to the Tronheim 
convention (Stuiver and Kra 1986). 
The calibrated date ranges at 95% 
confidence have been calculated 
using the maximum intercept 
method of Stuiver and Reimer 
(1986) and are quoted in the form 
recommended by Mook (1986) with 
end points rounded outwards to 10 
years. The probability distributions 
(Fig. 24) have been calculated 
using OxCal version 3.5 (Bronk-

8. THE NORTHERN DALE RADIOCARBON DATES

Peter Marshall and John Barnatt

Table 5: Interpreted radiocarbon results from Old Ash Mine. 

Laboratory
Code

Location Posterior Density Estimate (95% 
probability) 

OxA-12939 Sample site A: lower floor deposits in 
excavated roof level in south-east workings 

cal AD 1630-1690 (91%) or 1770-
1800 (4%) 

OxA-12940 Sample site B: small floor deposit in small 
fireset tube in the north-west flat workings 

cal AD 1510-1530 (1%) or 1550-
1650 (94%) 

OxA-13977 Sample site B: as above cal AD 1640-1680 (92%) or 1780-
1800 (3%) 

OxA-12941 Sample site B: as above cal AD 1530-1560 (3%) or 1620-
1680 (91%) or 1780-1800 (1%) 

OxA-12942 Sample site C3: floor deposit at side of a 
broad fireset flatting in the west flat 
workings 

Cal AD 1520-1670 

OxA-12943 Sample site D: floor deposit in a small 
fireset flatting in the west flat workings 

Cal AD 1630-1680 (91%) or 1770-
1800 (4%) 
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Ramsey 1995; 1998) and the usual probability method (Stuiver 
and Reimer 1993), and the results have been calibrated using 
data from Stuiver et. al. (1998).

Taking the radiocarbon results in isolation, the probability 
distributions for the samples (Fig. 24) give possible dates ranging 
from the fifteenth century to the twentieth century; the peaks and 
troughs in the probability distributions result from fluctuations 
in the amount of atmospheric radiocarbon produced. However, 
when historical and archaeological factors are considered, it 
is regarded as safe to assume that the dates from the mid-18th 
century onwards do not apply to the firesetting and are a product 
of the calibration difficulties just noted (for 9 of the 11 dates, 
the other 2 having no peaks that are this late). This said, the 
firesetting at Old Ash Mine must have taken place over at least 
several decades, for the three dated samples from Sample Site 
B are not statistically consistent (T’=16.3; T’(5%)=6.0; v=2, 
Ward and Wilson 1978). Similarly, at Lords and Ladies Mine, 
while in both cases the two dates from each of the sample sites 
match each other, when the two sites are compared the results 
are not statistically consistent (T’=10.7; T’(5%); v=4, Ward and 

Wilson 1978), suggesting that the firesetting at Sample Site 
B2 took place before that at A1. The former’s calibrated dates, 
from 1650 onwards, are probably contemporary with some of 
the firesetting at Old Ash Mine, and some of the probability 
curves are almost identical (Fig. 24 - OxA 12939, 13977, 12941, 
12943). However, those at A1 start from 1670 onwards and are 
likely to be either contemporary with the latest firesetting at Old 
Ash Mine or are somewhat later (see below).

The calibrated dates given in Table 4 are accurate estimates of the 
dates of the samples, however, as noted above, in archaeological 
terms these can be refined to give a better understanding of 
the dates of the archaeological events represented by those 
samples. At Old Ash Mine, where there were sufficient dates 
for statistical analysis, absolute dating information in the form 
of radiocarbon measurements on the charcoal from fire setting 
can be combined with the relative information provided by 
stratigraphic relationships between samples, in the sense that 
they are all from the same series of fireset workings, to provide 
estimates of the dates of this activity. These posterior density 
estimates are not absolute, they are interpretative estimates, that 
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Fig. 24.  The probability distributions for all radiocarbon dated samples from Old Ash Mine and Lords and Ladies Mine.
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Fig..25.  The interpreted radiocarbon dated samples from Old Ash Mine, using posterior density estimates.

can and will change as further data becomes available and as 
other people choose to model the existing results from different 
perspectives. The model used is based on the assumption that the 
fire setting activity in the mine workings represents a continuous 
use for a period of time (Buck et al 1992), i.e. it was not used 
intermittently over many hundreds of years.

The methodology used to combine these different sorts of 
information is a form of Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, 
and has been applied using the program OxCal v3.5 (http://
units.ox.ac.uk/departments/rlaha/), which uses a mixture of the 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and Gibbs sampler (Gilks et al 
1996; Gefland and Smith 1990). Details about the algorithms 
used by OxCal can be accessed from the on-line manual or in 

Bronk Ramsey (1995; 1998). The specific algorithms used in 
the model described here can be derived from the structures in 
Figure 24, or from the chronological query language files which 
are contained in the project archive.

The results from Old Ash (Table 5; Fig. 25) shows good 
agreement with the assumption that the samples from the mine 
represent a single phase of activity (Aoverall=120.3%), and thus 
it is highly unlikely that the dates represent intermittent activity 
over a long period of time. The results provide an estimated 
for its start of fire setting activity of cal AD 1570-1640 (68% 
probability).  The end of fire setting activity is estimated at cal 
AD 1650-1700 (68% probability).
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WENSLEY LIBERTY

The surviving Duchy of Lancaster Barmaster’s books held in the Barmaster Collection at Chatsworth House are as follows:
 
 Book 55: Ore Measured 1804-1815 (and Gifts and Freeings 1804-1817)
 Book 56: Ore Measured 1837-1870
 Book 57: Ore Measured 1890-1894 (Millclose Mine only)
 Book 58: Ore Measured 1871-1923

 Book 59: Gifts and Freeings 1760-1767 and 1798-1804
 Book 60: Gifts and Freeings 1777-1798
 Book 61: Gifts and Freeings – partial copy of book 62
 Book 62: Gifts and Freeings 1804-1836
 Book 63: Gifts and Freeings 1837-1872

Thus, there is a discontinuous run of ore measurements from 1804 to 1815 and from 1837 onwards, and of gifts and freeings from 
1760 to 1767, 1777 to 1798 and 1804 to 1872.
 
 

Table 6: Freeings and ore measured at the Northern Dale Title (also called Foxholes and Fortune 
Mine).

Loads/
Dishes

Person Named Freeings, etc. 

1781 Old founder of Fortune or Fortinue Mine freed by Jacob 
Flint Junior – given a founder meer plus two meers (plus 
14 meers on a scrin on the northern side and three old 
holes to the south-east). 

No data before 1804 
1804 -
1805 -
1806 -
1807 -
1808 -
1809 -
1810 -
1811 -
1812 -
1813 -
1814 -
1815 -

No data 1816-36 
1837 -
1838 -
1839 31/1 S. Flint Samuel Flint freed old ground and called it Northerndale 

– later in the year he freed a third meer. 
1840 16/6 S. Flint 
1841 11/2 S. Flint Samuel Flint (re)freed a third meer at Northerndale. 
1842 7/5 S. Flint 
1843 6/4 S. Flint 
1844 2/5 S. Flint 
1845 19/6 S. Flint 
1846 15/0 S. Flint 
1847 3/2 S. Flint 
1848 -
1849 -
1850 1/7 -
1851 8/1 Flint 
1852 -
1853 3/1 S. Flint 

No ore measured after 1853 
TOTAL 126/4 

9. THE NINETEENTH CENTURY ORE ACCOUNTS FOR NORTHERN DALE

John Barnatt
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Table 7: Freeings and ore measured at the Hallwood Pipe Title. 

Loads/
Dishes

Person Named Freeings, etc. 

1781 (One taker meer at Spanhill or Stevenson and Co title 
given to Jacob Flint Junior – presumably a branch vein or 
pipe – possibly Hallwood Pipe – see 1806).  

1791-96 6 loads 8 dishes of ore bought by Barker’s from Jacob 
Flint – see Section 10 

No Barmaster data before 1804 
1804 -
1805 -
1806 - Hallwood Pipe title sold by Jacob Flint to William 

Stevenson.
1807 10/0 William Stevenson John Stevenson, William Stevenson, Aaron Stevenson 

and Thomas Lee agree to take equal shares in Hall Wood 
Pipe title – freed one meer Nov 1807. 

1808 83/4 Jonathan Stevenson/ 
William Stevenson 

1809 55/5 Jonathan Stevenson/ 
William Stevenson 

1810 26/3 William Stevenson 
1811 3/2 William Stevenson 
1812 12/0 Aaron Stevenson/ 

Thomas Blackwell/ 
Jonathan Barker 

1813 2/8  
10/4 

Jonathan Barker
Benjamin White (ore weighed separately from hillock by White). 

1814 18/2 G. Allen/  
Aaron Stevenson/ 
Samuel ?Harrison 

1815 27/5 Aaron Stevenson 
No data 1816-36 

1837 -
1838 -
1839 -
1840 -
1841 -
1842 -
1843 -
1844 1/8 Robert Taylor 
1845 0/7 -

No ore measured after 1845 
TOTAL 241/6 mine 

10/4 hillock 

Table 8: Freeings and ore measured at the Brighteye Title. 

Loads/
Dishes

Person Named Freeings, etc. 

1781 (14 meers on a scrin on the northern side of Northerndale 
freed by Jacob Flint Junior – possibly later to become 
Brighteye title – see 1788). 

1788 William Stevenson Sen, William Stevenson Jun, 
Jonathan Stevenson and Amos Stevenson given an old 
founder, with seven meers in both directions and now 
called Brighteye title, formerly mined by Thomas 
Fletcher.

No data before 1804 
No ore measured 1804-15 

No data 1816-36 
No ore measured after 1837 
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Table 9: Freeings and ore measured at the Spanhill Title. 

Loads/
Dishes

Person Named Freeings, etc. 

1781 ‘Spanhill of Stevenson Title’ noted in adjacent freeings. 
1795 to 
1803

96 loads 8 dishes of ore bought by Barker’s from John 
Stevenson (and William Stevenson in 1802-03) – see 
Section 10 

No Barmaster data before 1804 
1804 15/0 Jonathan Stevenson 
1805 37/1 Jonathan Stevenson 
1806 42/4 Jonathan Stevenson 
1807 20/1 Jonathan Stevenson/ 

William Stevenson 
1808 -
1809 -
1810 -
1811 3/2 Jonathan Stevenson 
1812 5/8 Jonathan Stevenson 
1813 5/2 Jonathan Stevenson 
1814 2/8 Jonathan Stevenson/ 

William Stevenson/ 
Aaron Stevenson 

1815 1/6 William Stevenson 
No data 1816-36 

1824 (An old mine taken over by William Stevenson, 
comprising two veins, each 4 meers and odd yards, from 
the Water Shaft at the south-west end of Spanhill Title to 
Tearsall wall). 

1837 -
1838 -
1839 -
1840 -
1841 -
1842 -
1843 - Aaron Stephenson left Spanhill Mine (16/24 share) in his 

will to John Aaron Stevenson and Thomas James 
Stevenson.

1844 -
1845 -
1846 -
1847 -
1848 -
1849 -
1850 6/4 Stevenson 
1851 27/1 Potter/Holmes 
1852 7/0 Holmes 
1853 14/7 Potter/Holmes 
1854 40/5 Jonathan Holmes/ 

S. Flint 
1855 26/5 -
1856 33/0 Flint 
1857 22/8 
1858 -
1859 -
1860 -
1861 5/0 -
1862 1/1 -

No ore measured after 1862 
TOTAL 317/8 
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MATLOCK LIBERTY

The surviving Duchy of Lancaster Barmaster’s books held in the Barmaster Collection at Chatsworth House are as follows:

 Book 42: Ore Measured 1817-1837.
 Book 43: Ore Measured 1837-1864.
 Book 44: Ore Measured 1864-1964.
 Book 45: Gifts and Freeings 1797-1816
 Book 46: Gifts and Freeings 1817-1837.
 Book 47: Gifts and Freeings 1837-1871
 Book 48: Gifts and Freeings 1858-1875

Thus, there is a continuous run of ore measurements from late 1817 onwards and gifts and freeings from 1797 onwards.

Table 10: Freeings and ore measured at Northern Dale Pipe Title. 

Loads/
Dishes

Person Named Freeings, etc. 

1803 Samuel Harrison and Partners given the old holes at 
Northerndale, from Ladys Seller to the top of the dale, 
formerly in the possession of Jacob Flint. 

No data before late 1817 
1817 -
1818 -
1819 - William Vickers and sons freed an old mine called 

Northern Dale Pipe. 
1820 9/6 William Vickers 
1821 8/7 William Vickers 
1822 4/5 William Vickers 
1823 3/1 William Vickers 
1824 21/5 William Vickers 
1825 7/1 William Vickers 
1826 7/6 William Vickers 
1827 23/3 William Vickers 
1828 2/2 G. Stevenson 
1829 3/ 4 G. Stevenson 
1830 - Robert Shaw given an old mine called Northerndale Pipe. 
1831 -
1832 -
1833 -
1834 -
1835 - Robert Shaw sold Northern Dale Mine to Mark 

Rowbottom and Joseph Adams. 
1836 13/5 Joseph Adams 
1837 1/5 Joseph Adams 
1838 -
1839 -
1840 -
1841 -
1842 -
1843 -
1844 -
1845 -
1846 -
1847 16/4 Samuel Flint 
1848 25/6 Samuel Flint 
1849 1/8 Samuel Flint 
1850 -
1851 -
1852 -
1853 -
1854 -
1855 -
1856 4/6 Flint 

Adams/Holmes 
Isaac Wood freed an old mine called Northerndale. 

1857 -
1858 -
1859 6/4 Flint/Walter 
1860 8/3 -

No ore measured after 1860 
TOTAL 170/0 
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Table 11: Freeings and ore measured at Firtree Run Title. 

Loads/
Dishes

Person named Freeings, etc. 

1803 Samuel Harrison and Partners given an old mine called 
Firtree Run –formerly in the possession of Jacob Flint. 

No data before late 1817 
1817 0/6 Robert Marsden Robert Marsden freed Firtree Run.

1818 -
1819 -
1820 0/6 Robert Marsden 
1821 4/0 Robert Marsden 
1822 -
1823 -
1824 4/5 Robert Marsden 
1825 12/3 William Vickers 
1826 0/4 William Vickers 
1827 -
1828 -
1829 -
1830 - Robert Shaw given an old mine called Firtree (named 

Firtree Run in 1833 account). 
1831 4/2 James Shaw 
1832 -
1833 1/ 4 James Shaw 
1834 -
1835 -
1836 -
1837 -
1838 -
1839 -
1840 -
1841 -
1842 -
1843 -
1844 -
1845 -
1846 -
1847 -
1848 -
1849 -
1850 -
1851 -
1852 -
1853 -
1854 -
1855 -
1856 9/3 William Holmes 
1857 1/0 William Holmes 

No ore measured after 1857 
TOTAL 38/5
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10. ORE PURCHASED BY JACOB FLINT FROM NORTHERN DALE MINES 1791-1804

James H. Rieuwerts

Table 12: ore purchased by Jacob Flint from Northern Dale mines between 1791 and 1804. 

Spanhill – John Stevenson (and William Stevenson in 1802-03) 
Loads/ 
Dishes

Details 

1791 -
1792 -
1793 -
1794 -
1795 7/0 3 purchases – at 37/6d to 36/0d per dish. 
1796 23/5 Several purchases – at 39/0d to 22/6d per dish. 
1797 0/5 1 purchase at 27/0d per dish. 
1798 0/4 1 purchase at 31/6d per dish. 
1799 13/0 Several purchases – at 38/3d to 33/0d per dish. 
1800 12/2 Several purchases – at 45/0d to 39/0d per dish. 
1801 3/1 2 purchases – at 48/0d per dish. 
1802 14/0 Several purchases – at 69/0d to 55/6d per dish. 
1803 18/6 Several purchases at 73/6 to 63/0d per dish. 
1804 4/3 1 purchase on 2nd January 1804. 

Hallwood Pipe - Jacob Flint 
Loads/ 
Dishes

Details 

1791 0/4 1 purchase at 22/9d per dish. 
1792 0/3 1 purchase at 46/6d per dish. 
1793 1/0 3 purchases – at 45/0d to 22/6d per dish. 
1794 -
1795 1/8 4 purchases – at 37/6d to 24/0d per dish, plus 1 freeing dish. 
1796 3/2 2 purchases – at 40/6d and 31/6d per dish. 
1797 -
1798 -
1799 -
1800 -
1801 -
1802 -
1803 -
1804 -
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In 2004 an inventory of important lead mining sites across the 
orefield was published (Barnatt and Penny 2004), supplemented 
by a more detailed unpublished account of the archaeological 
importance of these, which also laid out the criteria for inclusion 
in the inventory (Barnatt 2004).  This Inventory has now been 
updated and new sites added (Barnatt 2005) in what is seen as 
the first of regular unpublished updates as our knowledge of the 
surviving legacy increases.

Mines now added to the updated Inventory (Barnatt 2005):

 Calf Pingle Mine (site NU38)
 Stub Scrin (site NU39)
 The Great Rake/Moletrap Vein (site NU42)
 Spencers Rake (site N191)

Mines to be added to the Inventory at the next revision:

 Moor Farm, Bonsall Moor
 Allen’s Hill Mine

11. FIRESET WORKINGS NOT INCLUDED IN THE PUBLISHED INVENTORY OF   
 REGIONALLY AND NATIONALLY IMPORTANT LEAD MINING SITES IN THE  
 PEAK DISTRICT 

John Barnatt
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Mines where the published Inventory (Barnatt and Penny 2004) 
has been adjusted to enlarge the identified area of importance to 
include the fireset working (Barnatt 2005):

 Ecton Hill Mines (site 109)
 
Mines already listed in the published Inventory (Barnatt and 
Penny 2004) where the firesetting evidence has been added to 
the list of categories of interest (Barnatt 2005):

 Harrybecca Mine/Evans Gin (site 49)
 Noon Nick Mine (site 100)
 The Nestus Pipes (site U30)
 Hard Rake (site 111)
 Key Vein (site U30)
 Newthole Vein (site U30)
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